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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This investigation may be described as a documentary 
study of the rise and development of educational psychology 
in Italy. It examines the extent to which educational 
psychology drew upon the positivistic movement in Italy. 
It provides answers to a series of basic questions.

I. When did the study and teaching of educational 
psychology have their beginnings in Italy?

2. For what purpose and by what groups was it sponsored?
3e Who were some of the leading educational 

psychologists in Italy and what were their 
contributions?

4. To what extent did concepts and procedures of psychology in other countries affect pedagogy 
in Italy?

5*  Did educational psychology affect teacher training in Italy?
6. Were the products of the laboratory researches 

utilized in school practice?
7. Was the scientific approach to educational methods 

and its use modified as a result of the change 
from constitutional monarchy to dictatorship?

Italian Psychology in Secondary*  Accounts
It is true, of course, that until 1890, Italy had little 

organized research in psychology compared to that of other
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countries*  After 1890 Impetus was given to Italian 
psychology by other countries, especially America, with 
the translation in 1901 of William Jameses Principles of 
Psychology by Giulio C. Ferrari, psychiatric director of 
the Emilian Medico-Pedagogical Institute, Bologna, Italy. 
Ferrari believed that this translation marked a turning 
point in the history of Italian psychology*

Of this we have before our eyes today a 
luminous example in the enormous impulse given to psychology here by my translation of the ErWlpl**  21 by the great American
psychologist, William James*  This translation dates from 1901 and in two years the first 
edition of more than 2000 copies has been 
exhausted*  * * * I believe, however, that this publication marked a turning point in the history of Italian psychology,2
In view of the fact that Italian psychological contri

butions have received only superficial mention in English 
scientific literature, it is often assumed that little ' 
research of significance outside of Italy has been produced 
by the Italians*  In most English writings on the history 
of psychology the same group of Italian psychologists are 
treated and the same sources of information are used in the 
respective accounts of Italian accomplishments*  

None of the attempts to review the development of 
psychology in Italy have yielded a complete picture, especially

Giulio C*  Ferrari, ■Experimental Psychology in Italy,e 
American Journal al Psychology. XVI (April, 1905), 227.
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of the application of psychology to education. Of those 
that have been made, the outstanding ones are briefly dis
cussed below.

Although Edwin G. Boring gives a brief account of 
Italian contributions in his A History of bperl^ent^^ 
Psychology. he admits the inadequacy of his account of 
Italian psychology and points out that the language 
barrier may have been a factor in limiting the number of 
available summaries of Italian work.1

1 Edwin G. Boring, A History of Experimental Psychology. 
p. 67. New York: The Century Company, 1929.

3Carl Murchison, (editor), A History of Psychology An Autobiography, Ill, pp. 83-120. Worcester, Massachusetts!"larkuniversity Press, 1936.
4Carl Murchison, (editor), A History of Psychology An 

Auto-blography. II, pp. 63-88. Worcester, Massachusetts! Clark 
University rresa, 1932.

There are, however, no national trends or general bodies of research that have greatly 
affected psychology as a whole, and a superficial mention of men and laboratories would serve no 
useful purpose here. Insofar as these investigators do not publish in German, french, or English, the 
language-barrier is apt to leave the work unknown and without the recognition which it deserves. 2
There is little about pedagogy in the works of Carl 

Murchison who included two Italian psychologists, Sante de 
Sanctis^ of the University of Rome and Giulio C. Ferrari1 * * 4 
of the University of Bologna in his History of Psychology 
An Autobiography.

The History of Psychology by George Sidney Brett con
tains a short article on the subject concerning the contri-
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button of one Italian psychologist, Giuseppe Sergi of the 
University of Rome, to educational psychology.1

1George Sidney Brett, A History o£ Psychology. III, 
pp* 254-55. London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1921.

2Ibid. . p. 254

Sergi thought that science might be utilized to prevent as well as to understand the development of criminals; he, therefore, promoted the anthropological study of childhood with a view 
to the creation of a scientific psychological method of educating, not only the intellect, but 
the entire mental and physical organism of the child. 2
From his examination of many sources the writer believes 

that Boring is correct in saying that Italian psychologists 
published very little in German, french, or English, and that 
they made few attempts to make periodic reviews of their own 
work, which resulted in misleading accounts of Italian 
psychological contributions by foreign psychologists. 
Ferrari, the originator of the first Italian psychological 
journal, Rivista di nslcologia. who labored continually 
for the spread of Italian psychological thought, frequently 
pointed out that Italian psychologists failed to provide 
compilations of their activity and severely criticized any 
misrepresentation of Italian psychological progress in his 
own country and outside of it as well. "The Tendencies of 
Experimental Psychology in Italy", by Giovanni Chiabra, in 
the American Journal of Psychology in 1904, was met with 
severe criticism by Ferrari. Chiabra described the work of
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Angelo Mosso and Francesco DeSarlo, and named three labora
tories which he considered as contributors to a "tendency" 
in experimental psychology in Italy*  These were the labora
tory at the Institute of Physiology at the University of 
Turin, directed by Mosso; the laboratory of Anthropology 
at the University of Rome, directed by Sergi; and the 
laboratory at the Institute of Higher Learning at the 
University of Florence, directed by DeSarlo* 1

1Giovanni Ohlabra, "The Tendencies of Experimental 
Psychology in Italy," American Journal of Psychology. XV (October, 1904), 515-25.

^Ferrari, » P* 225*
S&ld.
4 Ibid.

In an effort to correct misleading impressions given 
by Ohlabra, Ferrari contributed an article to the same 
journal a year later, which deplored Ohlabra's lack of Informa- 

2 tlon* 45
Reading with a real Interest the title of the article by Ohlabra, "The Tendencies of Experimental 

Psychology in Italy," published in the October number of the Journal of Psychology. I was
very greatly surprised when I perused the few pages in which the author treats his subject*

***Mr*  Ohlabra has every reason to praise un
reservedly the work of two such eminent persons as Professor Mosso and Professor DeSarlo*  * * but he is 
very wrong in speaking of a subject about which he 
is not fully informed, when he ignores many others in Italy, who, without following in anybody's steps, 
have sought to open wide for psychology the way of experiment*  * * * 4
Ferrari stated he could not understand Ohlabra's failure 

to mention the founding of a department of experimental 
psychology at the University of Rome, which DeSanctis headed,
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and one at the University of Naples, directed by Colucci. 
Further, according to Ferrari, Chiabra did not mention the 
works of DeSanctis on dreams, abnormal child psychology, 
attention and intellectual imitation; or those of Colucci 
on ergography, reform schools, abnormal psychology, and 
his experiments on the ventricles of the brain. There were 
others who had made valuable contributions on scientific 
psychology, Ferrari asserted, but the work of these men re
presented a "tendency", and deserved to be mentioned in 
Chiabra's article.1

Ferrari also criticized Sapienza Castognola's book 
HoFAa 12A9FP6 lia oedagpgla it all ana, published in 1916.
He stated that the title was promising, but that the material 
was misleading since many outstanding Italian educators 
were ignored. Sergi, a prominent physician and pedagogical 
anthropologist, was among the leading educational psychologists 
left out of Castagnola's book.2 In view of the fact that an 
inspection of the bibliography in any English book which 
treats of Italian educational history reveals several books 
by Castagnola, if Ferrari's low estimate of his performance 
is correct, it is not difficult to understand why educational 
psychology in Italy has not been accurately treated by 
English writers.

^Giulio C. Ferrari, "Sapienza Castagnola, Storla moderna 
dgij^ AlaHaas", Alyls ta 21 nsicoiogia. xili i 15171. 68-9.



Carl Murchison was criticized by an Italian psychologist, 
Mario Canella, for his unintentional misrepresentation of Italian
psychology. In 1929, Murchison published a Psychological Register 
containing 580 pages, listing alphabetically and by countries
the names of thirteen hundred psychologists. Canella pointed 
out that Murchison should remedy the omission of the names of 
prominent Italian psychologists in subsequent editions of the
Psychological Register; omissions that would give the mislead
ing impression that Italy had only eleven scholars in psychology.
against thirty-eight in Russia, eighty-nine in France, one
hundred ten in the British Empire, one hundred forty in Germany 
and six hundred sixty in the United States. The eleven "brave 
men" listed as Italian psychologists in Murchison's Psvcholo- 
Kical Register, were Benussi, Bonaventura, Colucci, De Sanctis, 
De Sarlo, Gatti, Gemelli, Kiesow, Ponzo, Rignano and Musatti. 
Although all of these men unquestionably were eminent, many 
important men were not included, among them Ferrari.

According to Mario Ponzo of the University of Turin, and 
at the present time a co-editor of Psychological Abstracts, the 
omission of Italian as an official language at International 
conventions until 1926 was a major factor in keeping all but a 
few Italian psychologists from attending these meetings and from
presenting their contributions. This lack of attendance, he says, 
was obvious at the International Congress of Psychology held 
at Oxford in 1923, and at the next convention, held three years 
later at Groningen, Germany, at which English and German repre
sentatives predominated.”'

Ilario Canella, "t'opera e l'attivit& di uno psicologo 
amerlcano: Carl Murchison," Rivista di psicologia, XXXI (1930),
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•••English and German representatives predominated. Kiesow and Ponzo of Turin and Gatti and Rignano of Milan were present. Professor Kiesow complained of this situation and the Con
gress unanimously accepted this request for Italian to be readmitted in future Congresses. Thus Professors Kiesow, Ponzo and Rignano were admitted 
to the International Committee for the Organization of Future Congresses.1 
However, this action was not adopted officially. In 

reply to an invitation to the convention to be held at Yale 
University in 1929, Fernberger stated that the Italian 
Government informed the Congress Committee that unless 
Italian was added as an official language of the Congress, 
it would refuse to issue passports for the attendance of 
Italian psychologists at the Yale Congress. The Italian 
language thus was made an official language of future Con- 

2 greases.

^Ibld.. p. 130.
...vi hanno predominate i rapprea entanti di lingua ingleee e tedeaca. Intervennero Kiesow e Ponzo di Torino; Gatti e Regnano di Milano. Di queato proteato opportunémente

ll prof. Kiesow, e il congreaso accettd unanime la sua 
richiesta che 1*Italiano fosse riamesso nei Congressi futurl. Nel Oomitato Internazlonale pel futur! Congress! furono quindi ammessi 1 Professor! Kiesow, Ponzo e Rignano.

2Samuel W. Fernberger, "Publications. Politics and 
Economics", Psychological Bulletin. XXXV ( 1938), 88.

There is some evidence that I. L. Kandel and Howard 
Marraro are in error in concluding that the small attention 
given Italian psychologisy in English is due to a lack of * ll
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activity by the Italians.1 In 1938, Fernberger listed 
the number of titles in the Psychological Index and the 
Psychological Abstracts which have appeared in different 
languages (English, German, French, Italian) from 1894 
to 1936. In an interpretation of the data, he indicated 
that from 1897 to the first years of World War I, the 
number of Italian articles steadily declined. F^om 1918 
to 1920 the number rose sharply, owing in part to the 
publication of a number of articles on military psychology 
just before and toward the end of the First World War, and 
in part to the fact that the Italians began to publish more 
largely in Italian. Later Fernberger continued his study 
to include the years 1936 through 1945.8 The writer has 
compiled the data, which is presented in Tables I ^nd II*  
from this and other articles.

The author wrote to I. L. Kandel and Howard Morraro 
requesting information on Italian educational psychology. They replied that as far as they knew Italian educators had 
not given much attention to the problem.^Samuel W. Fernberger, "On the Number of Psychological 
Interest Published in the Different Languages," The American Journal of Psychology. LIX (April, 1946), 284-90.

In the opinion of the writer, Fernberger is not in dis
agreement with Boring's statement previously cited, concerning the amount of publications on Italian psychology In other languages. Boring's point is merely that there has been a language barrier insofar as Italian psychologists 
were prevented from publishing in German, french, or English, and that this fact accounts for work unknown and unrecognized.

^Samuel W. Fernberger, "On the Number of Psychological 
Interest Published in the Different Languages," The 
Journal of Psychology, XXVIII (1917), 141-50; XXXVII (1926), 
578-80; XXXXVIII (1936), 680-84; LIX (1946), 284-90.

* See Appendices
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From 1394 to 1?^, We Italians produced almost 6% of 

the world's psychological articles. From 16?4 on, the 

Italians lagged oehinc the Americans, English, Germans, and 

French, except for the years of 1925 and 1932 when Italian 

^sycnological publications surpassed the French. In 1932 

the Italians produced ll.^ and the French F.1% of the world's 

psychological articles. Furlng l9^^, Itaiian psychological 

contributions dropped to zero per cent. The salient fact, 

however, is that the Italians oroduced 3,460 articles in the 

field :ver a period of about fifty years. Although this may 

indicate a lessor degree of interest by Italian scholars, it 

, 1so Indicates tnat there was a larger body of scholars at 

work in the study of psychology than is represented in American 

sources.

Primary Source material

From the foregoing, it is clear that Little of a survey 

nature is to ce foun^ in English, or in any other language, 

Italian included, on the cent ri cuti ons of Italian scholars 

in psychology. There are few guides of secondary nature, 

except cy that which also has been shown to contain very brief 

statements concerning the early status of psychology in Italy.

further, such leaving figures in I ta.l ian-Amer lean 

c-XL ore anc science as Gi us e ope Antonio E or g e s e and Enrico 

Fermi, both now on the faculty of the University of Chicago, 

were unable t: sup dy helpful information. Although Aario
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Stefanini, a recent recipient of honorable mention from 
the Italian government for his study of mental fatigue, at 
present at Marquette University while on leave of absence 
from the University of Rome, Italy, was of some assistance, 
he was not able to supply any additional titles to the 
bibliography compiled by the author. In fact, Stefanini 
stated that more material on the subject is available In 
the United States than in Italy at the present time, due 
to World War II.

Perhaps this is the reason why Carleton W. Wamhburne 
indicated that he found few Italians able to contribute 
to modern child psychology in present day Italy.

Because of the lack of professors in the Magistrale who knew anything about child psychology and modern teaching methods, and the 
lack of books in this field, the program fell far short of its purpose. So in January, 1946, we 
suggested to Arangio Ruiz’s successor that a small group of university professors might be 
sent to Switzerland for training*  to bring back 

Italy some knowledge of the essentials of child psychology and educational procedures.
This dissertation has been developed mainly from 

materials contained in primary sources concerning the work 
in educational psychology in Italy from 1905 through 1939.

^•Carleton W. Washburns, "New Schools for Italy, " 
Survey Graphic. (November, 1946), 386.
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Chief among the available journals and periodicals
are 1

«U22X2EU APPUfAtA AllA 
PMgoKlA A& Alla PsicopatoloRla.

2. AEOhiv^p, Italiano Al psicologia.
3« Faiche.

4. gq%icl?P941A Italians
5. Annuurt. (Annuals of leading Italian Universities)
6. AûûftA Psychologique-

Al psi oology 8

^Available at University of Michigan Library, Ann Arbor.
Michigan, *

2lHllâSâ Al psicologla. Stabilimenti Tipografico Zamorani 
e Albertazzi, Foligrafioi Riuniti, Piazza Calderini 6, Bologna, Italia,

^Ferrari, 2B» £11#, p, 227.

The Blvis^g Al Palcologia applioata alla pedagogic ed
AÜA paioopatologia. was first published by Ferrari in 1905.
Ferrari believed that the Rivista would bring together the 
work of all Italian psychologists,3

in order to co-ordinate the 
being done in Italy, I intend to 
January, 1905, a special journal

general publish : 
entitled

work now 
in

..._____ __ ,____ _ _ e permittedto centralize the work of all Italian psychologists, there will be seen springing naturally from the mass, 
diverse tendencies reflecting the special individual
ity of our thinkers and at the same time affirming 
the independence and originality of their thought,4
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There are thirty-four volumes of this Journal from 
1905 to 1939, inclusive. No Italian psychological Journal 
existed before this publication. A more significant 
statement for the purpose of the present study is Ferrari’s 
claim that the Journal provides a "vivid picture" of the 
development of psychology and pedagogy.1»
Archivât) Italiano di psicologj^

In addition to the Rlvista the files of the Arabiwin 
IWlano AL 2&1O9LOR1& were consulted. There are thirteen 
volumes of this Journal from 1920 to 1936. It was first 
edited in 1920 by Agostino Gemelli, a Catholic friar and 
psychiatrist at the University of the Sacred Heart at Milan, 
and Frederick Fiesow, psychologist of the University of 
Turin, and after 1922 edited by Klesow alone# It was the 
third psychological journal published in Italy. The Arahlvio

^Murchison, "Giulio Cesare Ferrari" gp. oit., ux p.76.

Italia.
psicologia sperlmentale (fond.versità. Via Po 8, Torino, (102), 



collected the Italian scientific studies of an exclusively 
technical nature, which, owing to their mass, and their 
charts and tables, would have been difficult to publish in 
the It included such fields as experimental,
psychophysical, differential, social and comparative psy
chology#

Another source was four volumes of Psi oh*.  Rivista di 
D81GO1OK1C1. edited by Enrico Morselli, Sante De 

Sanctis, and Guido Villa*  Each volume contains one or two 
original Italian articles, a translation of an important 
study by a foreign psychologist, quotations from pages of 
works written by past and contemporary psychologist#, 
critical reviews and comments on the principle theme of each 
periodical# Each issue of Psiche was devoted exclusively to 
such sections as Psychology and Philosophy, Psychoanalysis, 
Sexual Psychology, and Child Psychology# Only four volumes 
were published from 1912 to 1915# World War I caused the 
suspension of its publication#

^Psiche. Rivista d^ atudi pslcologlcl. Redazione e 
amministrazione, via degli Alfani, 46-Firenze Tipografice 
aldino-vla del Renal, 11-Firenze#
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niclolowdi. Italian.1
ïhla Italian enoyclope41a vaa edited by the ex-Minleter 

of education, Giovanni Gentile; Rome, 1929 to 1938. Article. 
In the awmgpyun ^tataan which were pertinent to the 
present study were consulted. The faeoletlo tendency of 
many of the articles of the Italian encyclopedia can be 
gathered by one of the opening etatemente made in thia on- 
cyclopedia»»Bb«»
Annuari

Annual bulletins (1900-1938) of Italy«e leading univer- 
sltlee, such as Padua, Turin, Plea, Rome, Bologna, Palermo, 
and the University of the Sacred Heart at Milan were examined. 
Other Italian sources of less importance are listed in the 
bibliography of this study.

! passions inestinguibile di rinnovamentoe di affermazione della potenza dell1 Italia nel oondo*
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tom PgyohologlQue1

1 Année Psychologique. Fondée par Alfred Binet. Publee par 
Larguier Des Bancels et Dr. th. Simon. Masson et Ole, éditeurs. Libraires De L'Académie De Médecins, 120, Boulevard 
Saint Germain, Paris, France.

Since Italians utilized French journals before they 
had any of their own psychological journals, the Année 
Psychologique (Volumes 1 to 39, 1894 to 1939) were carefully 
examined. Other French sources used in this study are list
ed in the bibliography.

The logical first step in the attempt to utilize 
the available sources to describe the use of psychology in 
Italian education Is an analysis of the early interest in 
anthropological pedagogy. Of this the American and English 
writers have said little, but certain Italian periodicals 
and books hold abundant source material.
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CHAPTER II
ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS g •
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY IN ITALY

The contributions of Italian anthropology to Italian 
educational psychology are important because they gave 
impetus to the study of individual differences and the 
effects of the bodily condition upon the mental progress 
of children.

Definition of Anthropology
Anthropology may be broadly defined as that branch 

of natural history which deals with the human species. It 
was a development of biological studies during the nineteenth 
century, chiefly due to the stimulus afforded by research 
into the origin of species. Anthropological science seeks 
to establish man's position in his environment and the 
extent of human variation.1 

... the ordination of the fundamental facts 
concerning the growth of the individual, and the bearing on human evolution of the evidence drawn 
from comparisons of the existing human types with 
one another, or of each in turn with their prehistoric precursors.2

1"Anthropology," Encyclopedia Britannica. 11, p. 41. 
Chicago: University of Chicago, 1947.
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&Ely Anthropologlats
^^ly Italian anthropologists were concerned more with 

the development of their research techniques than with the 
solution of fundamental problems of human nature which had 
been attacked by the philosophers. The early anthropologists 
sought not only to describe physical traits and character
istics, but behavior patterns as well. The descriptive 
classification method produced an enormous quantity of data 
during the second half of the nineteenth century.% Later 
anthropologists branched off into fields of functional, 
endocrinological and physiological differences. Some attempted 
to extend the findings to heredity, criminality, insanity, and 
education.

Caesar Lombroso

The belief that the insane and criminally inclined present 
deviation from the normal range of physical variability was 
already old in early Greek times, but in the beginning of 
the nineteenth century, Franz Gall (1757-1828) again attempted 
to develop such criteria for detection purposes. At a later 
date, Charles Darwin (1809-1882) introduced some factual 
matters into the pseudo-science of physiognomy by pointing 
out many evidences of physical deviations representing the 
persistence of structures.

^Cecilia C. Mettler, History of Medicine. p. 596. 
Philadelphia: The Bladlson Company, 1947.
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The same theory was taken up by the Italian Caesar 
Lombroso (1836-1909), who was considered one of the lead
ing criminal anthropologists of the last century. He 
studied medicine at Padua, Vienna and Paris. At twenty- 
six he became professor of psychiatry at the University of 
Pavia and during that time became interested in the 
criminal type. In 1866 he became chief physician at the 
city hospital of Pavla, and in 1871 was appointed director 
of the insane asylum of Pesaro. At the University of Turin 
in 1876, he taught legal medicine and public health, and 
in 1880 founded, with Enrico Ferri and Raffaele Garofalo, 
the Arcfakylo di psi^^^^ £ antropologia criminale. In 
1905 he was appointed "extraordinary professor" of criminal 
anthropology at the University of Turin. He also was the 
official doctor at the Turin penitentiary and penal inspector 
of the Piedmont region of Italy. 1

1"Cesare Lombroso," Enciclopedia Italians. XXI, p.442. 
Roma: Rizzoli and Company, 1934.

^Agostino Gemelli, Lg. dottrine moderne della delinquents, 
pp. v-vi. Milano: Vita e pensiero, 1920.

The scientific study of the anatomy and physiology of 
delinquent man which Lombroso began was destined to upset 
the earlier philosophical and theological conceptions 
of crime, pose a new explanation for its genesis and open 
the way for psychological and sociological views of crimin
ology which revolutionized modern penological theory and 
practice. 2
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His theory, according to Ferrero, was that some people 
are born criminals since they possess certain physical and 
mental characteristics which mark them as special types, 
materially and morally different from the bulk of mankind. 
He evidenced an exaggerated tendency to refer all mental 
facts to biological causes, but he surpassed all his pre
decessors by the wide scope and systematic character of 
his researches. Lombroso held that criminals exhibit a higher 
percentage of physical, nervous and mental anomalies than 
non-criminals, and that these anomalies are due partly to 
degeneration and partly to atavism. To Lombroso the 
criminal was a special type, midway between the lunatic and 
the savage.1 In his book L'uomo delinquents. Lombroso set 

forth his theories in detail, pointing out relationships be
tween physical abnormalities and the moral degeneration of 
delinquent man, though the dynamics involved were not 
clarified. He enlarged his theory of man's criminal degenera
tion to include not only morphological deviations, but also 
social environment, that is, geographical location, race, 
living conditions, food, alcoholism, education, economic 
status, religion and political organization. To Lombroso 
belongs the credit of originating criminal anthropology and 
of creating interest in the criminal as an individual. He

^Gina Lombroso Ferrero, Criminal Man. p. 51. New York: 
The Knickerbocker Press, 1911.
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extended anthropological methode to the study of another 
deviant type, the insane, and perceived a similiarity be
tween these two categories of individuals. His method 
involved a description of the individual by observation and 
clinical measurement. It also included the collection of 
data on the individual's physiological and psychological 
makeup, the analysis of hie responses to the environment 
and the study of his habits.1

Fratelll^cca**1889°' M&âjja. Torino;
2Montessori, PAdAgoglcRi Anthropology. gp. sH., p.5.

• e . Gemare Lombroso applied the anthropological method first to the study of the insane, 
and then to that of criminals, having perceived a similiarity or relationship between these two 
categories of abnormal individuals. The observation and measurement of clinical subjects, studied 
especially in regard to the cranium by anthropometric methods, led the young innovator to discover that 
the mental derangements of the insane were accompanied by morphological and physical abnormalities that 
bore witness to a profound and congenital alteration 
of the entire personality. Accordingly, for the purposes of diagnosis, Lombroso came to adopt a somatic basis.4
Lombroso held that offenders delinquent since their 

early years were victims of a continuing bad education. For 
juvenile offenders, therefore, Lombroso suggested Froebellan 
educational methods and a special hygenic regimen for over
coming criminal tendencies. If the tendencies were deep-rooted * 2 
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however, he did not hesitate to advocate life confinement 
of the criminal in an appropriate institution* 1 He was 
recognized by contemporaries as an effective disseminator 
of ideas, and eventually his criminal anthropology gained 
favor in scientific circles*  He gave to crime study 
its initial impulse*  After all, he came to be a positivist,3 
in the new school of inductive psychology by supporting 
his conceptions with objective anthropological and biological

Paris: ncîenne^îSraîf-e^Se^mer^SatîÇtere^l. 3§le?^* Fells
Alcan, Editeur, 1886*

2Carl Murchison (editor). "Giulio Cesare Ferrari", A History of Psychology in Autobiography II, p.71. Worcester, Massachusetts: Clark University Press, 1932.
SCf., p. 193.

Hew
_ ^Willard L. Valentine, Experimental Foundations of General 
Psychology, p. 187. New York: Farrar & Rinehart, Inc., 1938.

A investigations. Modern psychologists discredit most of 
his work, especially his assertions that there are ecriminal 
types" which can be recognized by certain anthropological 
characteristics, such as a low forehead or close-set eyes, 
but the psychological and social approach which he initiated, 
is generally accepted.5

Achille De Giovanni
While Lombroso devoted himself mainly to the anthropolo

gical aspects of delinquency, another Italian anthropolo
gist, Professor Achille De Giovanni, (1838-1915) intro-
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duced the anthropological method to medicine. in hie clinic 
at Padua, he applied the naturalistic procedure in examination 
of patients, that is, he described the individuals, classified 
them into types according to common fundamental characteristics 
and studied the etiological factors which supposedly influenced 
the development of their personalities, Lombroso had noted 
malformations solely in relation to other symptoms of degenera
tion, De Giovanni, however, established a broader physiological 
base for his investigations. He considered the individual in 
his entirety, as a functioning organism, and regarded all 
deformities as signifying a predisposition to certain forms 
of illness, in his Morphology of the Hmym Body. De Giovanni 
elaborated a doctrine of temperaments and their predisposition 
to diseases. Hie work helped bring collaboration between 
medicine and anthropology for the study of the individual patient»1

^Montessori, og. cit.. pp. 11-12.
2Walter S. Monroe (editor) Nathan W. Shock, aConstitution

al Types,■Encyclopedia of Educational Research, pp. 144-49. 
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1941.

De Giovanni distinguished three morphological combinations: 
the normosplanchnic, the microsplanchnic and the macro splanch
nic. Two of these, the micro splanchnic and the macrosplanchnic 
correspond to Kretohmer's asthenic and pyknic constitutional 

2 body types respectively.
The Italians under the leadership of De Giovanni... have gone to the opposite extreme (the visual method of 

determining body build has been followed by German 
Investigators; e. g. Kretchmer.) and base their system
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entirely upon an extensive series of anthropometric 
measurements with the computations of numerous 
ratios between various width and length measurements, The Italians have expressed their assessments in terms of extremes in the frequency distri
butions of various measurements or ratios. The extremes of the distribution corresponds to the 
asthenic and pyknic types fairly close, but the intermediate or average category, as determined by the Italian group, does not necessarily correspond to the athletic category of Kretohmer,x
Montessori claims that the chief result of De Giovanni1s 

work was to establish the concept of an internal factor or 
predisposition to disease analogous to that of Lombroso to 
crime. He pointed out that this tendency to disease could 
be combated during childhood if the organism was wisely 
guided in its development toward the goal of physical 
health.

Nicola Pende
A student of De Giovanni, Nicola Pende (1880- )

is a leading constitutional psychologist and endocrinologist 
of the century. While De Giovanni devoted himself to the 
morphological predispositions to disease and applied anthropo
metric methods in his constitutional studies, Pende investiga
ted constitutional differences more thoroughly. Pende's 
school discredited the German visual technique, claiming that 

3 it was too subjective.

1-..
Montessori, op. olt.. pp. 12-14.
3Shock, op. cit., p, 147.
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8 school of thought expressed the view that the visual subjective technique was not 
accurate* •• the Italian school, contends that *** 

impressions lead one astray by untoward emphasis on one or another aspect of the personality end that therefore, the visual method is open to grievous errors.

iXMâ.
^«Nicola Pende,• Enololopedla Italian*. XXVI, p.661.

Roma: Rizzoli and Company, 1935*
^Bhock, on. cit., p* 147.

Pende introduced the endocrinological, the physiological 
and the functional aspects of personality*  Like De Giovanni, 
he stressed pre Glee anthropometric methods of determining 
body types rather than Kretchmer's visual technique*  Accord
ing to Shock, Pende did intensive research on the relation
ship of glands to body types*

Pende has developed a more elaborate scheme 
for the relationship between hyperfunction and hypofunction of various endocrine glands and the body bio type11 as Pende labels the constitution*  Pende1s conception of the antagonistic action of 
paire of glands, as for instance, the thyroid as opposed to sex glands, as well as the antagonism between 
sex glands and the pituitary gland has a basis in 
experimental findings although the application to the human is far removed from simple animal experiments which have been performed*̂
in one of the following chapters some of Pende1e contri

butions to educational psychology will be discussed more 
thoroughly*  *
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Giuseppe Serai
Monteseori claimed that it was Giuseppe Sergi (1841— 

1936) of the University of Messina who extended anthropological 
methods into pedagogy. As early as 1886, he proposed the 
study of school children by anthropological methods.” 

it is ... an Italian to whom we owe that 
practical extension of anthropology that leads us straight into the field of pedagogy. It was my former teacher, Giuseppe Sergi, who as early as 1886, defended*. « the new scientific principle of 
studying the pupils in our schools by methods prescribed by anthropology.2
Like Lombroso, De Giovanni and Pende, his younger contem

poraries, he substituted clinical studies of the individual 
for generalities and abstract philosophic concepts. Sergi 
saw that theories of constitutional psychology and predis
positions to certain illnesses and crimes might be redirected 
into useful channels by the school. He sought for the 
solution of social problems within limits of the classroom, 
where the new generation could be guided in its development. 
Sergi claimed that social environment, the effect of examples 
and even direct teaching might have rehabilitated delinquent 
individuals* *

Montessori claimed that it was through Sergi that 
anthropology brought into relief practical principles of 
educational psychology and that he was one of the first to

^Montessori, op. oit,, p. 14.
^Montessori, Og. cit», p« 14.
^Garofalo, qp, cit.. p*  286*
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see the necessity of relating instruction to the actual 
interests of the child*  His contribution to educational 
psychology will be discussed in the next chapter.

Professional Life of Maria Montessori
Maria Montessori (1869- ) was one of the expositors

of pedagogical anthropology. She studied at the University 
of Rome and was graduated in medicine in 1894. Upon receiv
ing her medical degree, she was appointed assistant doctor 
of the psychiatric clinic of the University of Rome. She 
was interested in children's mental diseases, and soon saw 
that education could join with medicine in treating mental 
deficiency. Consequently, she promoted the anthropological 
study of childhood with a view to creating a scientific 
method of training not only the intellect but also the 
entire mental and physical organism of the child. She took 
up the subject of educating mentally deficient children.

has described her career in numerous bookssuch as Iha Montessori Method. Advanced Montessori Method. %PP^Bori;# OwaganAbfloX and Pedagogical Anthropology.
Virtually all of the secondary sources, such as Robert John Wynne's, Montessori and Her Inspirera. have been based almost 
entirely upon these sources. William Kilpatrick's The Montessori 
System Examined. Florence Ward's The Montessori Method and the American School. Elizabeth Harrison's The Montessori Method and 
the Kindergarten. were concerned almost exclusively with her theories in practice and not with her career. There are no secondary sources about her life which do not rely upon her own interpretation. The Rivista ignores her life story and says little about her method.
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Ft*OB  the educational experience acquired with these 
children, she concluded that similar methods might be 
applied to normal children. After a series of experiments 
on a small scale, she extended her theories to large groups 
of children in private and public schools in Rome.1 The 
schools and the methods she employed in them will be dis
cussed later.

John Fynne, Montessori and Her Inspirera. 
p. 286. London: Longman, Green and Company, 1924.2Marla Montessori, Montessori Method, pp. 41-47. 
New York: Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1912.

Her address to the First Italian Pedagogical Congress 
at Turin in 1898 on "Moral Education" resulted in the 
request by the Minister of Education for a lecture course 
by Montessori to teachers of Rome on the education of feeble
minded children. This led to the development of the State 
Orthophrénie School, of which she was in charge from 1898 
to 1900. About 1905, Montessori became a student at the 
newly established department of experimental psychology at 
the University of Rome.* 2

Montessori had an opportunity to apply her methods to 
the education of normal children in 1907 when Eduardo 
Taloneo, director of the philanthropic society of the Roman 
Association for Good Building, asked her to organize schools 
in every tenement erected and controlled by his association. 
The schools were to teach tenement children between three 
seven years of age. These schools were known as Casa del
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SaaÈlal» Her book, 2^ Montessori Method, is based on 
principles and practices utilized in these schools. For 
four years after the founding of the first Casa del Bambini 
in January, 1907, Montessori personally directed and 
trained her teachers. She believed that pedagogy more 
than medical therapy could improve the physical as well as 
the mental conditions of children.1

After 1911, she devoted her efforts to promoting the 
adoption of her methods in other countries and to the 
study of their use in the education of older children. The 
results of her efforts are published in her book, The 
Advanced Montessori Method.2 and in a practical treatise 

entitled && Montessori's Owq Handbook: A Manual for Teachers 
£Qd Parents?

In 1928, when the agreement between church and state 
on the Roman question established the teaching of religion 
as a compulsory course in elementary and high schools, 
Montessori became interested in religious education. To 
supplement her X Bambini vlventl nella chiesa (Contemporary 
Children in the Church) of 1922, she wrote La Vita di Cristo 
in 1931; and in 1932 she published an English book in London

» ^Marla Montes sori,JLa A&ZBM94 Montessori Method.
New York: Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1917, pp.VA335.

3Marla Montessori, Dr. Montessori's Own Handbook. New
York: Frederick A. Stoke^Company, !9l^, pp?
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entitled The Maae 12 the Oh^l^re^ In these works
she gave her views on religious education, which should 
consist mainly, according to Montessori, in helping the child 
unfold its natural spiritual nature»* 2

^The writer is interested in the method that Montessori 
used in her religious education, but was unable to obtain a copy of the above books.

2 "Marla Montessori" Enciclopedia Italians. XXIII, 
p. 758. Roma: Rizzoli and Company, 1934.

^Montessori, Pedagogical Anthropology. op, cij,, p.vil.

The preceding paragraphs have presented a brief summary 
of her career and activities. Because the Montessori Method 
is well known to students of education, a summary of its 
fundamental concepts, and procedure will serve as a basis 
for criticism of its principles and practice. In the 
appendix is found a description of the didactic apparatus 
that she employed in her schools.

The Montessori Method
The Montessori method was an educational experiment 

which attracted considerable attention during the first 
quarter of the nineteenth century. Her method was in part 
based on the result of her theories advocated in her book, 
Pedagogical Anthropology. Montessori defines pedagogical 
anthropology as a scientific study of the pupil* s physical, 
mental, racial and environmental condition, in order to 
achieve sound principles of education.3
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▲ method that systematizes the positive study 
of the pupil for pedagogic purposes and with a view to establishing philosophic principles of education. The method employed (in pedagogical anthropology) 
was in all respects similar to the naturalistic method which anthropology had taken over from zoology; that 
is to say, the description of the individual subject 
considered chiefly in his somatic or corporal per
sonality, but also in his physiological and mental aspect; the study of his responsiveness to hie environment, and of his habits (manners and customs); 
and grouping of subjects under types according to their dominant characteristics (classification); and 
finally, the study of their origin, which, meant a sociological investigation into the genesis of degenerate and abnormal types.I
She believed that pedagogical anthropology deviated

from general anthropology since the latter considered only the 
origin of the species while the first included two points

2 of view, the development and the variation of man.
Pedagogical Anthropology, considered as a 

form of study departs from general anthropology. It studies man from two different points of view: his development (onto-genesis), and his variations.8 
She claimed that pedagogical anthropology differed from 

criminal and medical anthropology in its declared intentions 
since pedagogical anthropology stressed the psychological 
aspect of the individual and the others stressed his physical 
characteristics.*  2 3

2IbU., p.35.
3___
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These other two kindred branches endeavor 
to diagnose the personality of the individual: 
we must admit that both psychiatry and general medical practice profit by the application of 
anthropology. ..but whenever the study of a patient’s personality sheds light.it generally 
follows that the personality is fixed... Pedagogic Anthropology...embraces all humanity (both normal and abnormal); but it pays special attention to 
that part of it which is psychologically superior: the normal human being,1
Montessori also claimed that pedagogical anthropology 

considered diagnosis as a "means" and not an end in 
itself. 2

••«but It regards diagnosis as constituting 
a means and not merely indicating an end; because the end projected by pedagogic anthropology is a far-reaching and rational system of hygiene.3 
It was her opinion that pedagogical anthropology would 

aid the school teacher, giving practical rules in the art 
of educating the child* 4

To some educators the Montessori Method was the great
est advance since Froebel; while others regarded it as a 
restatement of the educational theory of the Rousseau— 
Pestalozzi-Froebel group, with additions which in themselves 
were not of great value* 5 Kilpatrick stated in 1914 that 
Montessori’s theories of sense training were outmoded* 6

gjhlflU, pp*  36-36.
___ 4"Maria Montessori," She Efig International Encyclopedia. 
XVI, p*  198. New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1927*

pp.

light.it
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Montessori* s doctrine of sense-training 
is based on an outworn psychological theory:..*  
that the didactic apparatus devised to carry , 
this theory into effect is in so far worthless... 
However, the work aroused Interest because it came at 

a time when the educational world had reached a transition 
period and also from the fact that her work received not a 

o little purely commercial advertising.

2"Marla Montessori," Iba SSH Internation.l Encyclopedia. 
op. Pit.. p. 198.

3iynne, op. Git.. p.2.

Fÿnne, Professor of education at the University of 
London, Kings College, and chief biographer of Montessori, 
has attempted to discover the historical sources for her 
ideas and procedures. He believed that she was influenced 
by the writings of John Locke, (1632*1704)  who, like Montessori, 
was a physician and regarded many of the problems of 
education from the medical standpoint and that three of 
her fundamental principles, that of education through the 
senses. of individuality. and of freedom, were derived from 
him. Locke held that all the materials of thinking must first 
come through the senses; hence it follows that all mental 
development, all education, must be dependent on sensation.* 3 

Since there appear not to be any ideas in the mind before the senses have conveyed any in, I conceive that ideas in the understanding are coeval with sensation, which is such an impression
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or motion made in some part of the body as produces some perception in the understanding.1
It is Fynne1s contention, that although Locke implied 

the senses are of major importance in education, he nowhere 
suggested methods of sense training, whereas it is with 
such training that Monteseori' s practice was chiefly 
concerned. Fÿnne notes that both Locke and Montessori 
insisted upon the necessity for closely observing the child 
and advised that this is best done when the child is free, 

p as in play.
>>nne carefully explored the relationship between 

the theories of Rousseau and Montessori*  Rousseau (1712-1778) 
stated the principle that education must be based on a 
study of the child and that it must be in accordance with the 
nature of the pupil. And for Rousseau, as for Montessori, 
observation of the individual child and the adaptation of 
his activities to his individual needs were the most important 
bases of education. The dependence of intellectual develop
ment upon the training of the senses and the consequent 
need for this training are among Rousseau's and Montessori's 
fundamental concepts. They both believed that in his early 
years, the child wants to touch and handle everything and

2iynne, op. cit., p.4.
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hie curiosity must not be checked. Rousseau had come 
conception of "prepared environment," one of Montessori’s 
chief ideae, which presents proper choices to a child ae 
eoon ae he begins to distinguish objects. But Roueeeau 
wae not a practical educator. He failed to demonstrate, 
ae Montessori attempted to do, the applicability of hie 
principles to the actual education of children.1

2
Tyrme pointed out that Montessori devoted yeare of 

atudy to the works of Roueeeau, who influenced by the 
philosophy and psychology of Locke, wrote dealing with
the direct dependence of educational theory, and practice 
upon the nature of the child. But neither Locke or Montessori 
had any real knowledge of child life based upon direct

The sources upon which Fynne based his study Included: Wm. Boyd, Prop Locke Montessori. 1917; E. P. Culverwell,
Montessori Principles Practice. 1918; E. Sequin J, K 
gerlire. Premier Instituteur. 1847; E. Sequin, Idiocy. Ï866; iWard's two pamphlets on the Savage of Aveyron reprinted 
in the "Bibliothèque d’ Education Speciale" series. The volume includes an account of Itard’s life and work by A. Bousquet...; Itard’s, Traite &gg. Maladies de X*  Orville in 1821; Sfcquin’s works on education, I&logy: and its treatment

Memory of Edouard oea self: The Montessori 
book. 1914. The Advan tontessori Method. 1917. Ped

Talks with Dr. Montessori. 1920; J. White, Montessori Schoo as seen in the early summer of 1913: C. W. Dimins. A Monte- 
UQX1. Experiment: C. A. Claremont, A Review Montessori
Literature. 1919.
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observation of children's experimentation.
It was a further contention of Wynne's that Montessori 

was also influenced by the work of Frederick Froebel (1782-1852), 
who I® regarded as the founder of the modern kindergarten. $ 
in 1837 in Blankenburg, Germany, he founded the first kinder
garten which was designed to meet the needs of the pre-school 
child*  Although the Germans did not accept his new ideas, 
shortly before his death he met Baroness Bertha von Marenholtz 
Biulow Windhausen who believed in his theories and introduced 
his kindergarten into other countries of Europe*  The move
ment made little progress in European countries but was 
accepted more enthusiastically outside of Europe, particularly 

3 in the United States*
In Froebel's writings are found the equivalent of 

many of Montessori's ideas, such as rhythm; game and 
occupational activities of the Casa del Bambini are found 
in the Froebellan gardens of childhood, and even the didactic 
material of Montessori is similar to Froebel's "graduated 
gifts". She and Froebel emphasized the principle of self
activity, although Montessori called it the principle of 
auto-education, and invented for its expression an elaborate

l^nne, AC» Alt» • P» 5.
2ibia.
“Katherine L, McLaughlin, •Klndergarden n^ed l ■

of Educational Research, op. clt., p. 645.
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system of auto-sensorial didactic apparatus. According 
to Arnold Gesell, the suitability of “gifts" and "occupations" 
to the needs of the child was not determined by exact 
scientific methods, either by Froebel or Montessori.1

1 Arnold L. Gesell, Ihg. Normal Child and, Primary Education, 
pp. 325-26. Boston: Ginn and Company, 1912.

2

Jean I tard and Edward Seauln
Montessori acknowledged her indebtedness to the two 

medical doctors, I tard and Sequin. I tard (1775-1838) was 
for many years physician to the National Institution for 
the Deaf and Dumb in Paris. He made valuable contributions 
to the science and art of the education of deaf-mutes. In 
1801 he published his account of "The Education of a Human 
Savage". The chief contribution he made to education, 
according to Gesell, was through his observational 
and experimental treatment of the Savage of Aveyron, a boy 
of eleven found living,what appeared to be, a purely animal 
existence in the woods near Aveyron. This creature, Itard 
was convinced, was potentially a man and required only train
ing to be enabled to act like one. He felt that it was 
necessary only to draw forth and develop the child's latent 
powers; to add to nature the other essential factor which 
necessarily had been inoperative during a savage existence. 
He therefore, began to teach the boy, and although it trans- 1 2
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pired in the sequence that his original diagnosis was 
wrong and that the child was really an idiot, Fynne pointed 
out that the value and significance of the experiments 
and observations he made scarcely can be ignored.

Sequin (1812-1880) devoted his life to the education 
of idiots, beginning his work in France and continuing it 
in the United States. He studied medicine under Itard 
for a time, specializing in the causes and cure of Idiocy*  
Sequin for the first time demonstrated the organic relation 
between sensory and intellectual development, emphasizing 
the importance of touch. He introduced, into the training 
of the feeble-minded, the use of geometric insets and 
other graduated sense material which Montessori elaborated 
and extended. He believed that education afforded the 
best means for the rehabilitation of the child idiot. The 
result was the formulation of his system of physiological 
education. Though this system was based upon the causes 
and relief of idiocy, he always insisted it embodied the 

* 2

1iynne, ££• clt., pp. 8-9.
2t^

true principles and the best methods of education.
This physiological and psychological education of the 

child was taken up by Montessori who stated that her material 
and apparatus should be presented in sequence and grades.



She claimed that she based this sequence and grading on 
her pedagogical anthropology data, which included the 
study of mental and physical differences, anthropometric 
measurements, observation of the child, including his 
•somatic*  personality, environment, habits and manners» 
She also investigated the child's origin (• the sociological 
investigation into the genesis of generate and abnormal 
typing") and the child's development (*onto-genesls* ). 
As a result of this anthropological data she felt that the se
quence and the presentation of materials should be 
presented to the child in relation to his physical and 
mental maturation and that the exercises should proceed 
from the most simple to more complex tasks.The following 
is the sequence and presentation of Montessori's material 
for the first five elementary grades.

Montessori, Pedagogical Anthropology. pp. &U., pp. 
35-37.

Montessori, The Montessori Method, on. slip » pp« 338-

first
Upon arrival at school, the first-grade child was given 

the exercises of lacing, buttoning, hooking and of moving 
the seats in silence. Of the above, two sets were especially 
suitable. The first consisted of ten frames, to each of 
which were attached two pieces of cloth or leather which 
could be fastened down the middle by means of buttons, hooks

45.
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laces, ribbons or automatic fasteners. By the use of 
these, it was believed the child developed muscular power 
and learned the movements necessary for dressing and un
dressing. 1

^Ibid.. p. 338.

The second set of exercises consisted of three blocks 
of wood, each containing ten wooden cylinders fitting into 
holes in the block, and provided with brass or wooden tops 
for holding with the fingers. In the first block, the 
cylinders all were of equal height but of different dia
meter; in the second, the diameters were equal while the 
heights varied; in the third both height and diameter 
varied. The child took all the cylinders out of the block, 
scattered them on the table or floor, and then replaced 
them. The blocks were not all of the same difficulty and could 
be used in the above order unless a child clearly desired 
to use them in another order. By playing with these insets, 
the pupil acquired experience of size and learned to dis

p tinguish objects according to height and thickness.

Second Grade
In the second grade the exercises included rising and 

being seated in silence and walking on a chalk line. The 
special apparatus consisted of the set of cubes, the Big or



Broad Stair and the Long Stair» There were ten rose—colored 
cubes varying from ten centimeters to one centimeter. The 
child was to build these regularly into a tower, beginning with 
the largest» Here he had to distinguish larger and smaller 
objects as they lay about at different distances»1

1Ibld.. p. 339. 
2^, . ,

The Big Stair was built by the child with ten rect
angular prisms, twenty centimeters long with bases ranging 
from ten centimeters to one centimeter» This exercise taught 
him to distinguish thickness and thinness» The Long Stair 
was constructed with ten rectangular rods, each two centi
meters thick, varying from a meter to a decimeter. The 
decimeter lengths on all rods were painted alternately 
red and blue. Beginning with the longest, and arranging 
corresponding colors together, the rods had to be built to 
make a stair» This exercise was designed to lead to an 
appreciation of length and also was used in teaching arith- 

2 mette»
More difficult movements and greater muscular effort 

were involved, and as the apparatus did not so readily 
indicate errors, the eye had to do more work than in the 
first grade» At this state Montessori felt that the child 
was capable of fixing his attention upon, and of being inter-
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es ted. in, the tactile and thermic stimuli. Montessori 
was aware that biologically touch precedes sight, but she 
found tactile stimuli did not attract attention as early 
as the visual. She therefore did not present the former 
until the education of attention began. She believed 
training the thermic sense made touch more acute. The hands 
were placed in basins of water of widely differing tempera
tures, thus using the principle of contrast. Later, the 
differences of temperature were graded with a set of bowls. 
There followed practice in the correct method of touching 
surfaces with the fingertips. Varying materials were 
used.1

In all the touch exercises the eyes were closed. The 
special apparatus used was a rectangular board, half of 
which was polished or covered with smooth paper and the 
other half with sandpaper. At this period, training of 
color sense began. Pieces of woolen stuffing or spheres 
were used. Formal didactic material consisted of sixty- 
four tablets wound with wool or silk. Raised ends kept 
the colored stuffing off the table. The children were taught 
to handle the tablets at the ends only. There were eight 
gradations of tint for each of the eight colors, black, red, 

2 orange, yellow, green, blue, brown and violet.

2Ibid.. p. 340.
lIbld_



The child started by arranging strongly contrasting 
colors, such as red, blue and yellow, in corresponding 
pairs, according to Itard*  s and Séquln* s principle of 
proceeding from wide to narrow differences. Contrasts 
gradually became less striking as more colors and shades 
were Introduced, until at last the child was able to dis
tinguish delicate differences*  Later he learned to grade 
the tints of all the colors and acquired the power of 
going some distance to obtain a tablet of a shade 
corresponding to one shown him.1

Third Grade
Third grade lessons enabled the child to wash, dress 

and undress himself, dust tables and handle objects*  The 
child was also exercised in discrimination of more delicate 
gradations, his spontaneity allowed free play. Stimuli for 
the sense of hearing and for the baric sense were presented 
here*  In the training of the hearing sense, spontaneity was 
not relied upon; the teacher had to do a great deal for 
the children.

As in Sequin's practice, the first essential here was 
securing silence and immobility before the lessons began*

p* 341.



Exercises then were arranged to enable the pupils to dis
tinguish noise from sound, and to discern differences 
among noises and among sounds*  For the former, small boxes 
containing pebbles and sand were used, the boxes being 
shaken and differences distinguished*  For the latter, a 
double series of thirteen bells gave no results, as the 
children could not strike the corresponding bells with 
equal force* 1

Here again progress from wide to narrow differences 
fuled*  Apparatus for training the sense of weight consisted 
of three tablets of the same size, made of wistaria, walnut 
and pine, weighing twenty-four, eighteen, and twelve grams, 
respectively*  They were smooth, producing no distraction 
through touch*  The child placed one in each palm at the 
base of the fingers, and moving his hands gently up and 
down while his eyes were closed, decided which was heavier*  

o The third was similarly compared with the lighter*  
Montessori felt that training of the 'stereognostic' 

sense leads to the 'recognition of objects through feeling, 
that is, through the simultaneous help of the tactile and 
muscular sense*' 3

lIbi^
2lbid

P- 205.
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tor this Froebel’s bricks and cubes were first used*  By 
handling, without the aid of sight, the pupil arranged the 
cubes on one side and the bricks on the other. At this 
stage the child learned to appreciate form. The apparatus 
consisted of many geometrical shapes which could be fitted 
exactly into corresponding slots or spaces*  "The idea of 
these insets goes back to Itard and was applied by Stquin.

These insets were in frames kept in rectangular trays. 
They were taken from their frames and scattered on a 
table*  After being carefully examined by sight, touch and 
muscular sense, the insets had to be placed correctly in 
their frames. The pupil passed his index finger along the 
edges of the contrasting shapes and their spaces, and thus 
visual, tactual and muscular impressions were associated. 
Later, three sets of cards were used. On the first were 
pasted geometrical figures in blue paper corresponding 
exactly with the insets*  On the second were outlines of the 
same figures in blue paper, a oemtlmeter wide. On the third, 
the outlines were in thin lines*  The child had to learn 
to recognize the correspondence between the three sets of 
figures and the insets, and to prove his having done so 
by placing an inset over each figure correctly*  Thus he 
gradually became able to recognize the representation of 

2 form by simple lines.

Ijbld* , p. 196. 
2Ibid. , pp*  341*42.



Fourth Grade
The children learned to perform domestic duties 

and to attend to personal toilet, Through rhythmic 
exercises they learned to walk with perfect balance*  
Prominence was given to music*  Voice and instrument 
taught them to distinguish notes, Montessori, however, 
believed that simple and primitive instruments were best 
adapted to the awakening of music appreciation in the 
child's soul*  She believed that rhythmical tunes had an 
•educational disciplinary effect• on the child.

Fifth Grade
During this stage, the child in a Montessori school 

continued spontaneously all the foregoing exercises, 
but more increased in complexity. He was introduced to 
writing, reading and simple arithmetic, more in accordance 
with the requirements of the public schools, Montessori 
claimed that fifth grade children are very anxious for 

2 education.
The child at this stage presents most interest

ing differences of development. They fairly run 
toward instruction, and order their intellectual growth in a way that is remarkable*  3

libid., p*  343.
,pp*  343—44*  

3Ibld., p*  345*
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Montessori urged teachers to play a passive role. Her 
directresses were to intervene only when the children's 
acts were, what Montessori considered, anti-social, ill-bred 
or harmful. She would not allow a child to mar furniture, 
or to snatch an object belonging to another, nor allow 
the child to walk down the stairs made by him on the broad 
blocks. Through the passive role of the teacher and the 
provision for movable furniture, the child was to grow in 
self-help and independence. She claimed that her apparatus 
was of such an order that it became more and more complex 
with the advancing grades and that the child's personality 
would merely ■unfold*  with the growth process.

The above paragraphs have presented a brief review of 
Montessori's presentation of her material, by sequence and 
grades, from grade one through five. As has previously 
been mentioned, a more complete list of didactic apparatus 
employed in her schools is listed in the appendix.

Criticism of the Montessori Method
Montessori's method drew only lukewarm response from 

many of her contemporaries. Harrison took her to task on 
several counts, criticizing her emphasis on the individual

1 Florence Ward, The Montessori Method and the American 
School, pp. 211-13, New York: The Macmillan Company, 1913.
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development instead of group training, which in Harrison's 
estimate, was the kindergarten's real contribution to 
civilization. The failure to make a place for stories was 
also sharply scored by Harrison. She asserted that Montessori 
failed to see the psychological value of the right kind of 
a story, since it is the story that takes the child into a 
world which he could not enter by his senses alone.

Montessori's lack of material for self-expression was 
thought to be another shortcoming of her system. Harrison 
claimed that a child should have ample opportunity to 
rearrange the material according to his own ideas. Monte
ssori's failure to see the need for a definite attitude on 
religious training was also attacked by Harrison, who 
criticized her for believing that a child's spiritual nature 
would unfold if freedom were given it. Harrison believed 
that Montessori failed to realize that a child's nature is 
subject to the customs and opinions of the older people 
about him and that if it is not guided it is in danger of 
being warped.2

In regard to the value of her didactic apparatus and 
the education of the senses as proposed by Montessori, 

^Elizabeth Harrison, The Montessori Method and the kinder- 
Government
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Kilpatrick stated that Montessori's doctrines of sense 
• 1 training were based on obsolete psychological theories#

We must then, take exactly the opposite view from Montessori as to the nature of sensetraining. She says the aim is not that the child know colors, forms, and the different qualities of the objects. We say that the aim is exactly that he may know such things, and we don't care about his getting any sense-training outside of this. We conclude, accordingly, that Montessori's doctrine of sehSe-training is based on an outworn psychological theory; that 
the didactic apparatus devised to carry this theory into effect is in so far worthless; that what little value remains to the apparatus could be better got from the sense-experiences incidental to properly directed play with widely chosen, 2 
but less expensive and more childlike playthings.
Fynne claimed that like all other educational systems and 

methods, Montessori's is not wholly original. What there 
is in it that is original forms but a small part of the 
whole body of her doctrine and procedure.3 What then was 
Montessori's contribution? According to Kilpatrick, her 
only contribution was the institution of the Casa del Bambini. 
However, he asserted that she rendered a service to education 
by advocating scientific education, and by practicing the

4 principle of liberty for the individual pupil.
Her greatest service lies probably in the emphasis on the scientific conception of education and in the practical utilization of liberty.8

^Kilpatrick, od. clt., pp. 51-52. 
2Ibid.
3;ynne, 22. clt., p. 67.
4Kllpatrick, od. clt. p. 67.
5^.^
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Kilpatrick felt that Montessori did not place much 
reliance upon the results of experimental investigation in 
psychological laboratories, for she believed that the 
subject tormented by instruments and in an unnatural environ
ment could not manifest his "psychic needs and modes of 
expression". Students and directresses of the Oasa del 

were constantly urged to observe the children, as 
if, Kilpatrick pointed out, observation alone were sufficient. 
She lightly dismissed the work of Binet and Simon as 
■arbitrary and superficial". 1

Montessori in her book, Pedagogical Anthropology. 
asserted that she laid the foundation of special schools 
for mentally deficient children. Further, she implied 
that she was responsible for the work which caused the 
regeneration of Italian teachers and of many reforms in the 

2 Italian schools.
... a question so momentous that it spread rapidly throughout all Italy and was followed by 

the establishment of institutes and classes designed expressly for the deficient and most important of all by the universal conviction which it carried, it also constituted the first page of pedagogy reformed upon an anthropological basis.5

Ibid., p. 322.
Montessori, Pedagogical Anthropology. op. clt., p. 17.



It will be shown later in this study that it was De 

Sanctis, an Italian psychiatrist of the latter part of the 
nineteenth century, who in 1899 founded the asill-scuole 
for mentally deficient and physically abnormal children 
in Italy. Of Montessori's claim that she established 
a scientific pedagogy, a leading statement of her work, 
Jynne expressed doubt, since she supplied no satisfactory 
answers as to the origin or scientific control of her 
methods and experiments. 2

Now when we come to consider her science of pedagogy, several questions present themselves*  Is it a new and distinct science, or are her 
data and principles, her facts, hypotheses and 
method, borrowed from various sciences? Why has she not provided us with a clear and full 
account of her observations, inductive and de
ductive inferences, her formulation and testing of hypotheses? Precisely what experiments has 
she found necessary to avoid drawing erroneous conclusions therefrom? To these questions she supplies no satisfactory answers.3

Montessori's Contribution to Education
Although not entirely original, as we have shown, the 

individual work plan was one of the most valuable features 
of the Montessori school*  However, while Montessori believed 
in liberty, it was of a circumscribed type*  The didactic 
apparatus was self-corrective; that is, it allowed the child

If. Banissoni, "Sante De Sanctis,e 
XXVI (1930), pp*  219-31*o Fynne, oo. clt., p*  307*

Hivista d% Dsicologia
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only one solution to the problem, in order to eliminate 
teacher direction, but this characteristic limited the 
use of the material and contrary to Montessori1e claim, 
stifled, rather than encouraged, spontaneous expression. 
She devised various buttoning and fastening apparatus, 
which she claimed belonged to the "practical life type of 
activities", and various "inset cut-out letters" which 
she used to produce "spontaneous writing". She had very 
little appreciation for play technique and did not believe 
that children needed to play. Montessori, contrary to 
modern educational thought, did not believe in gaining 
sensory experience through life situations. Although 
she based her initial approach to the study of education on 
what she called "sense training", this sense training was 
characterized by too much detailed Instruction which conveys 
the impression that she reverses her major fundamental 
concepts, the individual work plan and liberty of the indivi
dual pupil.

This new pedagogy accordingly belongs to the series of modern sciences, and not to antique 
speculations, although it is not based on the purely metric studies of positive psychology. But the method which informs it — namely, experiment, observation, evidence or proof, the recognition of new phenomena, their reproduction and utilization, . 
undoubtedly place it among the experimental sciences.

^Montessori, The Advanced Montessori Method. 22- ©11» » 
pp. 73-74.



This is tut one example of the contradictory explana

tions char?cterizing her work. Many educators relieved her 
method to be a fad. Although most writers assert Montessori 
made no original contribution to cnildnood education, her 

greatest service was in her en pha sis on the scientific con- 

ce-tion of education and in the establishment of the Casa 

del Bambini.

SUMMARY

_nc eming the anthropological foundations of educational 

psychology in Italy, the first step away from speculative 

philosophy towards objective observât!on of fact was taken 

Lo.i.brosc, ..nen ne ue ed an .nrcpological methods to onoose 

trie movement of Italian speculative thougnt. With the publi

cation of ucmcroso’s h1uomo Celinpuente in 16 yp, the psychol- 

Y di c ri u.e began , marking the first step of t ne steadv 

progress c: Italian science. Lomcroso oelieveu that throum 

Free cellar. methods of education, criminal tendencies mani

fested by certain cniloren could ce overcome. With the in

fluence of Lontroso'e posit Iviet movement in Italy, Fe 

Giovanni united medicine and antnropology for the study of 

man, and evolved from this combination a study of temoera- 

ent s anc. vheir -redis positi on to c isense. up cased his bod v 

builds upon an extensive series of ar.thrcpometrie measure- 

mente. The c umputotions were based upon a numeric ratio



between different length and width neasurements . He celleved 

that simple observation was insufficient because of the sub- 

vectIve element involved. It was Le Giovanni who introduced 

anthropometries into the clinic.

ricole ende, a student of Le Giovanni, went a step 

further. He introduced tne endocrinological, morphological, 

functional anc. pny si olo^ ical aspects of personality. He 

developed a more complete scheme for the relationsnip 

between ny^. function anu hyperfune tion of various endocrine 

glands. However, the exact relationship between certain 

endocrine glands anu speciflc conetitutional body types is 

far : r o.:. established.

- c nmole te severance A ,<'ycn h ogica l from chilusoph- 
lccl inquiries ms seen in Gergl*  s ..orb. ~e establishes tne

fo.auction in experimentation of . sycnclogical problems in 

Italy, anc. ex-rtec -re t inf l oe nc e ^n the development of 

Italian ps penological ^search a nC in educa tional psychology. 

It wa?. zergl arm prometed the antaropol ^icsl tudy of tae 

chill in re er to «valve a scientific psych logical method 

of educ^ tion .

Montessori brought to the solution of the problem only 

an expertme nt el m-th cd coced on hei me th cd which was observa

tion alone. zhe cl a i ...e d the t she promoted tne s nthre oolog- 

ic-'l study of childhood in r 1er to create a scientific me thod 

ci tia.lnlr.p tn- int « il et t. -«t first sa« a polio d her the cries 
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to the education of mentally defective children, and later, 
from the experience acquired with these children, she concluded 
that similar methods might be applied to normal children. 
Montessori felt that the training of the senses was of major 
importance in education. Further, she insisted upon the 
necessity of closely observing the individual child and 
stressed the adaptation of his activities to individual 
needs.

Montessori was not wholly accepted by many of her 
contemporaries. She was criticised for the failure to make 
a place for stories and for lack of material for self-expression. 
According to Kilpatrick, her "sense" training was based on 
outworn theories and her educational method was not original. 
She did not place much reliance upon results of experimental 
investigations in psychological practices, but believed 
only in subjective observation of the child in the class
room. Neither did she favor objective experimentation, and 
therefore dismissed the work of Binet and Simons as 
"arbitrary and superficial". Some writers felt that 
the practical application of the individual work plan and 
the Casa del Bambini were the most valuable features of the 
Montessori educational system.
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CHAPTER III
THE DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY IN ITALY

In the previous chapter the logical development of 
experimental psychology by the application of anthropology 
and physiology was shown. It is the purpose of this chapter 
to describe the origin and development of educational 
psychology as a branch of experimental psychology. It is 
held that the history of Italian educational psychology is, 
therefore, intimately connected with the progress of experi
mental psychology and is a description of the research of 
the outstanding scientists of Italy. According to Saffiotti1 *

■^Mario Ponzo, "Umberto Saffiotti," Archivlo Italiano di 
Psicologla, IV (1325), p. 152.

Professor Umberto Saffiotti (1328-132S) had been for 
many years a collaborator of Professor Zaccaria Treves of 
the Institute of Experimental Psychology at bilan. He made 
valuable psychological contributions to mental testing and 
used these tests in the selection of aviators during World 
W ; r I. After the War ne instituted a course in experimental 
psychology at the University of Palermo, where he served as 
director for many years.

At first glance it may seem that Saffiotti’s account of 
the ”Origin of Experimental Psychology in Italy11 and of its 
applications to education, gives individual recognition to 
leaders from Sicily. While this may ne partly true, it must 
also be noted that Saffiotti also gives ful" account of the 
work of psychologists from otne r sections cf Italy. Also, 
Ferrari, the vigorous editor of tae Alvista di nsicologla. 
published Saffiotti's account without comment, nor did any 
critical comment on one Saffiotti article ap ear in sub
sequent issues of the Alvista di psicologla or in any other 
Italian contemporary journal such as the Psiche or the 
Archivlo Italiano di Psicologia. In his own develcpement 
of Experimental Psychology in Italy", Ferrari was in agree
ment with Saffiotti. For example, he evaluated the work of 
Succola in a very similar way.
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Italian psyc-iolo^y was ^iven impetus by the worh of three 

Sicilian scientists, Giuseppe Serri of the University of 

..e s s 1 ne , Ga ori elle Sue co la. of the Institute de hrenocomio 

ne He^jio ^nilLo, and Simone Oorleo of tne University of 

Home.-

...The scientific tradition of experimental 
psychology in Italy is associated with the names 
of three Sicilians, (Giuseppe Seryl, Gabrielle 
nuccola a nd Simone Oorleo). They were the first 
in Italy to give to this science, already highly 
developed beyond th» Alps, life one ig-etus with 
a clear conception of its importance.^

Giuseppe Seryl

Ser_l (12 11-1912) wao Interest»! in 1"siny msycholowy 

on minute observation of humen phenomena from which funda

mental law could be drawn.° His interest translated itself 

into a series "f publications and he made re . ^ated c ttempts 

to obtain some government recognition of the utility of the 

new science. * In 1373 Serji published his Prineipi di

■‘"Umberto F. ^afflotti, "Le évoluaione della psicolcmia 
socrimentale in Italia" , Ri vista ^i psicolot<ia XVI (Î939 ;, 
... 113.

2 Ibid.
. .. La Trailalone .ci^ntifica della slcoloyia sperimental 

in Italic è legate, cl non! ul tr? slcllinnl, (Giuseppe Seryl, 
Ga a ri -11e Succola e Simone Oorleo), 1 ouall prim! in Italia 
a cuesta scienza— a11ora apoena nata ma ria in rimoyllo oltre 
Alpi—sep ero dare vita e impulse in un amp la concezione 
della sue. import-nna.

^Saffiotti’s claims for Seryl seem not to be exasperated, 
since in 1373, Seryl became the first director of the psychol
ogy section of t:e "Institute of Anthropology and of Experi
mental lycholoyy" at the University of Rome.

-Ibid.,pp. 129-39.
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pslcolo^la sulla se âella sciensa s^erlmentale. It 1s to 

be noted that Serai’s book vas written quite independently 

anh r pp eared one year before Wundt’s Grundzüge car nhy siol- 

omlschen ^syoholopie^ Also, Seffiotti claimed that Seryl 

first became acquainted with Wundt’s book two years after 

(1=75) his own publication.-

Giuseppe Seryl of dessine , in 1S73 published 
th o first issue of his *rincipi  di usicologia sulla 
be se della scienza sperimentsle...One year later 
Su^lielmo Wundt published the first edition of his 
Grundzupe der nhyslolopisch^n Psychologie. . . a 
masterpiece of experimental psychology. This clos e- 
ness of dates is not mo ant to sump st a dependence 
of on^ work on the other, for Seryl came to know 
Wundt’s work only in 1875, but rather it is an 
indication of the gen ral trend of psychological 
studies during that tla^e.

In this book Saffiotti stoted that Seryl analyzed the 

experimental data obtained from anthropolemical, physiolog

ical, ethnological and linguistic researches to determine

the fundamentals which would give a scientific basis to the

techniques of the teachings of psychology in high schools.

The importance of a vigorous scientific approach in

psychological problems was again emphasized by Ser?i in his

-Ibid., p^ 150. _
Giuseppe Sergi di dessina iwl 

primo fa sciocolo del suoi 2_rlncipl 
fella scienza sueriment- le. . . . I- - 
Tunct pu51 Ticanno ho prime edizion 
phy^.olog 1 sch^n Psychologie. . . un c° 
s"erimentale. huesto ravvlcin ^^n 
un r:vvicin:mento dello due opere- 
1 ’ opéré: del Wundt solo nel 1-71—m 
. mento en-rale de, 11 studl di ui

Ibid. 119-50.o

1175, pubbllcando 11 
di psicologls sulla ba se 

nno ap resso Guglielmo 
o d'i suoi Grune zuye 1 er 
“olovoro della -sicologla 
to di Cat^ non vuol es sere 
-che 11 5er,^i comble 
a 1 * led Ice lell’ orient- 
cologia in cu-1 tempo.
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_LGvcl:o_lorle physiolo£lcuef published in 1£S3. Seryl com- 

-v the ac.vancem- nt t—at psychology h&ô. n.ade as 5 science 

in other nations through men such as Herbart, Helmholtz, 

Lechner, Garus, brr.ph-, Fortlage cnu Hundt in Germany, Bain 

:^. encer in Fn^la^d, and Teine and Ribot in Fix nee; with 

the indifference with whicn. the movement was furthered in 

Italy. Psychology in Italy, during Serai's time was not 

r cognized as a science, according to Seryl, and very little 

had been produced in the field, he believed, to be classified 

as genuine scientific wor?:. He urged the Minister of Public 

Instruction to rovlde scientific facilities in order to 

allow Italy to "e-p mac e with - th- r nations. Ser:.i, in a 

letter to the minister, expressed belief in the future of 

psychology and advocated its application as a basis for the 

Italian educationsl sys ten w'.ich he b elieved was obsolete 

r nd in yrec t need of change.h

Today in th; social world an imperative need 
odes itself felt------th- rec : ns traction of educational 
met-ods; and h.^ who fi^ts for this cause, fights 
for human regen ration. 

der^i stressed the importance of psychological founda

tions for didactic methods in -ducat lo.. and believed that 

t„e ::ay to a change in the Italian educational ey tern was 

to be found in the methodoloyicel stuay of to? individual 

to be educated. The individual wes to be studied through

Robert John Fynne, Lontessori and lor Insnirers, 
: 17. (as rusted from 3ius eg ‘ - ^er_i, Fduca alone ed 

Is truelone, 1372), London: Longman, Jreen end Company, 
1124.
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peâsroclcal cnthropolofy ?nà experimental psycnolo^y.1 

Sergi felt t^-at tne neu science of ^eyo^olopp •.:as destined 

to cecome the trunk which would ramify Into comparative 

psychology, pemetic psychology for the study of the oririn 

of speecr. ana the development of lnnyua_e, a nd pa tholopical 

sycholopy for th" study of physical degeneration. He 

expounded these ideas in a series of representations to 

successive ministers of nubile instruction. Seryl indicated 

t—-t it would be p credit to any minister to approve the 

establishment of regular courses of meycholomy at the uni

versities as this would be the only way to lace the nation 

on the road to progress.-

The only result Seryl obtained from these r"nested 

oxy sts was tne authorization to establish and teach a two 

fear course in ^sycholoyy st the University of Kessina, 

( 1^71-1173 ). According to ^£:.fi'lotti this was the first 

cours e in y.yc..olo_y initia tea in Italy to train .utile 

school each. rs. In addition to tais - chiev a t end in 

s. ite of t..e inaaecuoc; of means of ex;.erimentation, Seryl 

• -reduced s signifies at amount of res "arc.. in the is ter art 

of the nineteenth century. In 1191 he published Psicolog;ia 

p er le ccuole, in 1394 Dolor- e Placer', in 1901 La psiche 

1 " 1 f eno wen 1 della vit- , a s well r s other minor contri outlons.

“Karla h-ntessori, Hoe honte, sori Method, pp. i-d. 
hew York: Frederick A. Stokes "Company, 1912.

2S"fflottl, 22. cit. , oo. 19:-d2.
^Icid. , p. . 13 J-1Ô1.
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-17 In 1289 Ser_l obtrinec officiel recognition of
- - — b * v' e cï s ♦ ' 1, ot - tl.ee minister of Public Ins true-

tio/., Issue., tbs noy al Decree of "-ceober 15, 1359 vhlch 

authorized Mee establishment of 5 psycholopicol laboratory 

o_ ex erlmenta ulon at tn? University of Rome, which loweve 

re.n^ine.. under t:.e .auspices of the Philosophy department.

cr-rv:. tl on ana x ^rlmentc ' ion. 11 ; 1: 0 achaowlecred the 

c_:u... -as fit-, vere to L e stained fren Ins tl tut In a

-0 nor?tory of th- erinental x search for the purpose of 

.•..vo.æi.^ t-.e science of psychology in order to better 

instruction :f you/.:; scholars.:

e

sc

tati 
ic l n _ „ecree of

0..oj.0 y 
e : b s e rv

‘ - * U V —- p *

ruction 0 
hens civ -s

The new laboratory t:as founded as a section of the

Instl'u e of An thro oology, which at that tine assumed the

,p
"I 2x^1» 
Sp^ t ta !'

Ir truz_one, la -Ioria di t o 1 is titu-lone: con drereto 
r-"I? del 15 clcembr^ 1229 "Consider.ndo ch? la sicolo^la 
) roprelita oer iwzzo dell' o/servaalone -bolettlva e 
-ell1 ^s-,erlrento, consider/n/o che sarebbe di prande 
hili ta 11 ictl t aire un labors torio c 1 ricerche sperimentall 
or 11 ; vanzamento della science. ' slcoloplc- - ei*  1 *

is traa lone uella /loventd che a tall stud! al vuol dedicare. 
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title of the “Institute of An;hropoloand of Experimental 

Psychology” end was .-Iso an integral part of the faculty of 

physical, natural, ana ns theanticc l sciences at this old 

University. Seryl promoted the development of c nthropolopy, 

oedsyoglccl, patholoyical rnd social psychology, end mental 

hyyiene. The royal d cree also required the director of 

the institute’s laboratory to hold lectures am. perform 

experiments for the benefit of students. In tais laboratory 

Seryl presented a teacher’s training course cor.sis tiny of 

fiv^ months’ study in which tn^ students attended class 

'vice a week.

The labors tor" '..’as «ruipped wi th a la rye number 
of 7sycho-physlcal "arstuses of th- type used
by Succola, Wundt a nd others. It he à several 
esthesiometers for measuri^y cutaneous sensations, 
taste, h-ariny, and si.pht.

However, th/' equipment quite inadequate to satisfy 

the scientific -ayerness of Seryl a nd nis students. Seryl 

a 1 - o tried t o utilize the new science to re vent, as well 

a s t: understand, the development of criminals. He promoted 

m.e s nthropolemical study of childhood wit., the thought of 

creatiny a psy cholo_icul c.ethod of modify lay the entire 

physical and mental or anism of the child.

~LIbiu.
’"Giuseppe Seryl, “Labors torie ^e rs\choloyie de Rome,” 

Annee r spcnoloyieue, ot'. cit. , p. odd.
Il possède beaucoup d’aw are ils pour ^sychophysicue, 

ü’a.rs Euecols, Wundt et d’outres. Av^c ces c ■ mrlels on 
trouve plusieurs estheslamètres pour les sensations cutanées, 
pour l’ouïe, la vue, le out, 1’olfaction.

^Ss ff io ttl, vp cit. , lad-c-h
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Gabriele Buccola

Succola, (1^55-1386) fror: Kezzolu&o, Sicily, wps a 

physician called by Safflott1, a psychiatrist ^ho, from 

1380 until nls death In 1336, contributed much to the new 

science. After his demtn, Tamburini and Morselli, his 

collaborators, carried forward the work he had started.1

Buccola, within a space of only five years 
acquired in Italy and even in Europe, the reputa
tion of a bold and original thinker and of a 
prudent, pr tient experimenter. Disdaining the 
paths followed by mediocre experimenters and 
revoalin_ a red originality in concepts and 
in_ methods, he was the first to introduce in Italy, 
snd ti.e second in Europe, aftt Obersteiner, the 
experimental approach in pathological psychology 
(abnormal). Avery learned and profound psychol
ogist , his researches on the duration of elementary 
and complex nsychic sets, on the duration of acts 
of volition, on the reproduction of percention in 
the fields of tactile and visual space, his 
extremely original and hitherto unattempted ex- 
'eriments on mnemonic mechanisms of writing, on 
cstesio metria, and on sense of time, are enough 
to assure him a lasting fame inthe history of ' 
psychology in the last decade."

^Ibit. , p-v 133-34.
_ "Ibid., n. 134, as quoted from Enrico horselll, “Gabriele 
nuecola Archivlo di Psichl '^ia, VI, Torino : (1335), 312.

Il Euecola in soli cinque anni s’era acquis tata in 
Itsli; ansi in Europa, la fams di censat or- originale ed 
ardito, di sperimentatore sagacissimo e paziente. Edegnando 
1- vie bat tute dal m- dl cri e facendo inconscia rivelazlone 
c.1 un a orl in- lit a vers e mroprir nei concetti e nei metodi, 
e^li è itato 11 prime rd intredurre in Italia, il seconde 
in Europe, mono 1’Obersteiner, 1'inairis zo sperimentale nella 
sicologis patologlca. PsicolOgO dottissimo e profonde, le 

sue ricerche sulla durât a ce^li a 111 msicnici r 1 me., tari e 
compless 1, sulla aurais -e_li -tti volitivi, sulla riproc.ualone 
belle percezioni nello spaaio tattile e visivo, le sue 
3ri_inalls s ime e mai ae.-tate - y erieaze sul meccanismo 
mnemonic o della scrittura, c-uHJ est esiome tria tat tile, sul 
sense del tempo, bastano ad acsicurare al suo nome un posto 
imperituro nella storia della psicelogin durante 1’ultimo 
decennio.
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At the Frenoco^io de Ury;, io Er.;illa, Euccola oppor

tunity to carry on experimt station and -as, according to 

Saffiotti- and Ferrari,- the first in Europe to mane use of 

lunatics for the study of the problems of normal psychology. 

Safflotti claimed that at t-is asylum in 1126, Buccola a nd 

Tamcurini organized the first independent, that is, not 

connected with a philosophical or anthropological department, 

laboratory of experimental psychology in Italy. Buccola 

introduced to the study of mental disease th° same "recision 

of method which characterizes sychometry. Ferrari claimed 

that Buccola was the first in Italy to describe fixed ideas 

and systematized delusions. Buccola worked i.'ith "roblems 

of memory, the conscience of the insane, and the reaction 

of accoustics in t ie insane which had be m. newly investigated 

by Jolly.'- He else experimented with the effect of cocaine 

0.1 the re? ction of tne mup.il and the diverse effects of 

cocrine on the nervous system. Saffiotti relieved that 

Buccola's work, La le me < el t em-o nei ienomeni del penslero ls 

a major contribution in t/.e field of -sychometry.5

^Ibid.
'"Giulio 2. Ferrari, “Enperime.-tal Psychology in Italy, 

American Journal of Psychology XVI (April, 1225), f f d-f 7.
cFerrari, “Experimental Psychology in Italy, op. cit. ,

"Guido Villa, Gontemporary Psycholo/y, y. CS. London: 
Bran Bo mens one in and Company, 1905.

^Saffiotti, op. cit., 1JA-52.
La1 ornera sus cal 12: J La le ye del tempo noi fenoiseni 

f el -"pnsiero zmt: arc ora o i il sr io claseico fella 
psicomtrir.
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5irùone Oorleo

A conte^'iorir- of Sue cole , Corl-o - f 3^ !•- ml, It sly, 

cc rrlec. on In 1 = 9" y = ycn--y? ysloloylccl - nf yc.ioni - tricnl

s es ï*c.*?  . ... 11° s t t.University of 1 e 1 no Ln orys ni zed

c smell lol ore tory in rynerlmen" el ".sycLoloyy.1

Corlno wrote in hie unnu.11shed --emo that nlony with 

tl.e tecchin_ of tn--r^ tied while so why h- frvorec the intro- 

detion of exy^rlmentrtlon, In order to ascertain and 

and- ze de elements of syendo lcd data, as dînât had 

-one i- 1.1s seminar d Lri ziy.~ The University Association 

allowed Corleo a small fu/.â of Id Lire te te used for 

o'? nrad s. °

de 
cho 
min

l
o ver 
o. ion
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ùirinj tl-e operation of tho 1-ï^-or 1 processes; cucl*

.' s, tr: ctlo/., i_er.li2r.ti0n, ^uêrr.-ient, rccsoninj, motiv 

tlon, :.nc c.-oice. Co?lr- J; lie- for tie noeü. ci s Irr^^r 

ozr'eri-cental labors tory vas rcc-enteô by Professor Roberto 

le.'zone, s " ils s ■ yly _ ro f es s or ' n.o sir roi lorle- 1 s en-

e

s

Iny tne 
Gn tne 

inert 
ont science

■O 2 0 «J C 
tne in.

inCeoenc 
ion r.er- 

Hovpvpi

tri res e 
interruy: 
zéro re

coule no

y y s 
e rire 
eschi

eolity, Co rie o ::o 
f en erir-nts cIrene; lus 
ny research contributions be 
roper training in r s-nren t 
tier rand he ci: not unburst

^Ibid., p. 136.
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initiative belongs to the history of the âevelop- 
e:ceri:nental " sycl^clo^y in Italy. I '

Corleo published on July 11, 13:9, "Le price es^erienze 

lotte nel Socinetto 11 rzicolojia” based on the £ ::pericents 

conducted in his lob ore tory, in an article in Giornole di 

^icill£, ; etcilinn ne^s-ayer published in Palermo. He also 

’..’as t.-e editor of o. ""erioaic: 1 cc.lled La Filosofia : hie.. ira.s 

published in Palermo, and in .hich iras re-published in Hay 

i:::, the above article in n.epcholopp from tne Giorr.sle di 

bicilia.

It has be-n shown as a result of the decree of 12 SO 

that psychology was su-elementary to the course of anthro- 

colony, Pu ht by Seryl - t ”h- University of Rome. In 

o th~r ers- s, however, psycholo y was - : tter of secondary

imnortor.ee to scientists interested in other fields. Thus, 

suecola, th ouph mokinp valuable contributions to -zycholopy, 

-i- not treat it as r ce"arato science, but rather as a 

part oo medical patholo y. for dl. Corleo think of divorc- 

i-.f nsycholopy from philosophy. Psyc^olopicol experiments

-Ibid._
Hr. il x karzo dello str; : ; ..no il borl-o morlva e la 

sus Initiative si perdeva, interromyendosi per tai modo 
1 ' : ena sorts t ravisions scientific:- . el la ricerc: speri- 
uentale in psicolopi? in cuesto Ateneo.

À dire il vero, il Jorleo non fu cl.e un sImplice 
ripetit ore di experienze ria note e non po t& p.'lme che si 
aduo strasse alla ri c era r-ertsro contribut! di indéfini 
pei-sonali; à1 oltro canto eyli non intese il pros simo -wen to 
belle. palcolopla come scienza outonoma, non vedendo nell ' 
-xyerimento che un semplice sussidio s11‘ lnsepnamento 
felosofico. Comuncne, l’ inizia tivr. Cel Corl^o apoart. iene
alla storia dello sviluppo Cello "sicolojia s 'erimentale 
in Italia.

imnortor.ee
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were conducted, by psycho-nhysiolo^ists, ?nthropolo{ji8ts, 

sycrAatrists. However, collAor?tlon between these 

different workers did not exist.

Angelo ho s s o

One of these psycholo.ylcal _,sycholojists was Anyelo 

Mosso, ( 15^6-1910}, a professor of phy£■ lolojy at Turin, 

he ht g. been one of benedict Ludwiy’s students in 1-300 at 

the Leipzig Institute and had irorhed for two years in 

hudwiy's Institute in the interval .,e tween 1373 and 1330. 

He is "articularly noted for his studies on sleep and fatigue, 

but s Iso did r' search on blood vessels ? nd blood respiration 

and sore a sweets of human whysioloyy in altitude. He 

pioneered in the use of f number of devices for moasurinr 

yhysiolopiccl data, -specially th» erjojraph rnd the -lethysmo- 

r- ?h. hosso sought to determine *■  xperime..tally the orynic 

str tes and functions which un. »rl le r nd explain t..e -hy si co l

It was theoretically maintained by ho s s o the t the 

manif stations of emotions w^r’ only the outer siens, and, 

however nue . three mi ht .e re mossed, sone _hyslcrl ex- 

_ ansion or contraction was a concomitant of every emotional

-"Anycllo hosso", H.-.c .çlpiiocJLs hritanlcr., XIV, y. _1C. 
Ol.iccyo: University of vLicayo rress, 1117.

^O-iovanni Ohiabra, "Tae Ten: ancles 'f Experimental 
h-rclcloy in I laly, " wriern Journal of Psycholo,-y. XV 
(Cctober/ 123d) 212-25.
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£ tat°. kontessori holds that Mo -■ so ..£ 2 the first to recoc- 

nlze the relationship of bodily reaction to emotional change 

and that experimental "roof of this ’’as riven in his book, 

La * aura (Fear) "ublished in 1339. His use of the graphic 

registration of nuise and respiratory motions since these 

motions more recognized os co-variants mith emotional life, 

have attracted more ani more attention amon^ psycholoyists.

In 1339 Mos so announced the results of some criminal 

cxperiments on the effects of emotion: on the contractions 

of the bladder and stated that the seat of the emotions lies 

in the sympathetic nervous system.This theory mas later 

supported by physiolopicsl demons tratlons made by Cannon^ 

and Orile^ on the phyeiolopical connections between emotion 

nd rlandular influence by may of the s. rope the tic system.

Mm morhs of 1-osso, m = ny of nhion have appeared in 3-eman 

tr nsdation Kreislauf àes flutes im monschlich^n lehirn, 
llapnos tik der Puis ~ p. die r-rcl.t, die Ermudunr. according 

to Kiesow, created a stir in the scientific morld of the 

early ti'entleth century. °

^Montessori, P^daporicnl Anthropology, 174-75.
hem lorn: Freder 1 ch A. '^tohes Company, Ï9Ïa.

%enry ""erbert Goddard, Psycholopy of the bornai and 
Subnormal/ . 123, dem forb: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1919.

3Walter n. Cannon, Bodily Cha.^i s in Pain, Hunger, Fear, 
and Ra^, p. all. Ihm lord: :. Ample ton à Co. , 1915.

^G-eorpe W. Crlle, Tae Cri; in and - atare of the Emotions, 
passim. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Co. , 1915.

5Carl Murchison, "Frederick hies rm," A History of 
Ps/cholo, y in Autobio, -re phy. pp. 177-7c. More - ster, 
MsT - achu setts: C1 a rk U ni versit y mess, 19c J.
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Klesow, a German from the school of Wundt who settled 

in Italy and vho made valuable contributions to Italian 

psychology, had read Mosso's books, and had "Induced Wundt 

to gurcnase t:.at scholar's much-discussed plethysmograph," 

for Wundt’s Institute. Since the operation of this graphic 

instrument was highly specialized, Wundt allowed Klesow to 

go to Turin in IS? 4 to :cquaint himself with hosso's ideas 

and thermique, "as Turin was generally regarded as the 

foremost place for t-.e study of graphic methods. 1,2 Klesow 

-elu t..at Losso ' s Institute was at the time considered one 

of the finest, with the newest conveniences and arrangements.3 
In 1908, one of Lo a s o ' s students, Zacearly Treves, became 

ad of the Laboratory of Pure and Applied Psychology, a 

public institution of the city of Lilian, affiliated with 

the Royal Academy of Scientific Literature of the University 

of Milan."

In 1894, Losso's technician, Torino, modified an instru

ment first introduced in clinical ractice by Riva Rocci, 

called a sphygmanometer, which was us el for experimental 

studies of changes of blood pressure due to mental excite-

1Ibld.
^Ibld.

^Sa fflotti , . ç_4h- > P". Icl-dS.
It is true to say here that in his interpr-tation of 

Anrelo Los s^, fflottl was in agreement with other writers. 
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ment. T?.is new Instrument became tne basis for the con

struction of Le monn’ s nletnysmomrr.ph (hyôrosnhycmo2'rapli>• 

Lenmann first saw Mos so1 s so aratus st tl_- ^lozi£’ Institute 

% tille Lie sow ws s working on it. Kiesow claimed that it was 

chiefly on the strength of Lehmann's r suits with his new 

instrument t..at Wundt later 20 mulated his new theory of 
p _

emotions. in 1596, an English translation by Kiesow of 

- -°sso'a La Paura (Fear) ay eared in London. Losse was one 

01 the Italian men of science whose work di not remain 

witnin the confines of his country but diffused throughout 

tme scientific world.Los so is best known for his work 

on mental fatigue, fear one tl.e emotions.

It was to measure mental fatirue tnat Mosso invented 

tl. orgogre ph, which literally translated means " register 

of work. 11 This instrument measured -xactly the work done 

-L certain Inc ividusl muscles and tie ch? ng es whicn were 

reduced 1uring the meek-nierl work of tha muscles, as a 

r~sunt of fatigue. Hte fo.tirue curve was found to vary 

a mo n _ people and was likewise dependent upon the state of 

-^dy or mind when the experiment was conducted. As a 

_^neral rule, = - erson's fatirue curve remains more or 

less constant from day to -y, l ut may " ary with varying 

conditions of t.^oby. The se -.eriments witn tl.e ar_ o_rayh

“Alfred Bine t and Victor hm?l, V Fa t i ue Intellectuelle 
pp. in- HF. Pa. is : 5c..leic*.er  Fr ' res , 11H.

^Murchison “Frederick -iesew, 11 op. cit. , n. 176
^ILil.
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v.e~ons vrct?â ---"-t fatigue is re is tec. iirec tly to the "uscles 

cor.cen.ec. .or.c^ Is not us v.s.._l y of c e.. trrl only In, f s was 

originally believed. 1

-°-so believed that brain fotiyue is just as real as

s xCr -L 1 atiyu?. ^e un< ertom s series of ez: : eriments to 

ilnus -F<^te t-.at nr.. ol irom er stress is ecually as fotiyu 

1*1- &S niysical _soor, if not ore so, anf tn at fstiyue is 

' r sent in o nerve cell of t'.e brain r f t = r ''nly r few 

. nc?r.^s "f ”or c. T.t? r oility to employ tn? brain in -ro- 

^o..- ?u ■ c i.int; is ”o s s ible, s ccerùiay to lo s s o , because 

-f t..e zillions of cells w. ich cm tone over tlm -ora 

necessary for n.entm lobm. eventually, of course, the 

co.r.y-l?t»ly -x.msteâ if t?.^ cental worn is 

continuée inuef miteny without rest. It wo s observed tas t 
in. sore cm.es tm m ory foils when th- boc. y is overly 

f r tiyueu. ..os so pointed out tnc t ro lometi c me e .trati on 

o.. tem..ic . _ m.'atc or t.. rm diim of tec ..leal boohs 

to tm mc-usion of all others any lead to recurrin_ fr ti^ue

• t free uent int rvs is. in tm- : t,.?r az. , T..e r-miiny of 

li.nter fare or emo _in_ !.. physical worn not emloyin the

-b ' -te., ç -rves to rest th? fatly a el ..erves ana nusclesm

Tic? eryo ra; h wss also us = à by hosso to a a sur? f c tiyae 

resulting from tn? strain of class-room lectures. It is

fell known the t even the best speakers a re often nervous
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ue.ore v. sjeec.i exIiE us ted after it. llany of the::. never 

-/X erco.^e , t-.e : .ne e u 1 ï er I'rora ilx ne al t— r neuroses

cü xon- cs t—ay are required to perfora: before an audience, 

--e concluded from his experiments that there is only one 

^nd Ox . : tiyue, namely, fatigue resultinn from nervous;, es s

t..a t -uscuIe r f o t i nu e c r n ne used as a. barometer of 

nervous fatigue because it is the muscles t...at are acted 

upon by tne serve cells.1

liosso assert'd t..at mental fatigue is not the same 

in all persons, nor does it manifest itself in identical 

symptoms. However, in en-ral, it was found tnat fatigue 

of t-e muscles as r. result of nervous fatigue could be 

- ' sured cy t..e use of tn- ergograph in the same way that 

r^onar^ asc_e l a t i y a e !.. tne finger was measured. A 

series of .ests were run on rrofes = or Aducco, a colleague 

f -ûssoh, to determine t..o c.vdsl . ati^ue e.ge^ered by

— i in; vO c )-... S— . _o,_^ c _ a s s. -u - c o i\. lugs i.'cre oif de four

“^-c. • o. „ a. ... , — : o. A. . . , x i . F. ... é..s. g : . r.. . 

Ihe results indies ted that tin first any t..ere was little 

ftigue in spite of t..- men tsi word required in delivering 

of wrious lectures ai.d fornai speeches. However, t..e "ro- 

- "d ? - tion gen ere ted as th*  result of increasing .ne.tr 1 

-c:ivit. r suited in increased intellectual fatigue a nd con- 

secuent diminishing of t..e curve on tno er - rani. It was

"Ibid., p. 243.
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inter- stilly to note the t exci tement a-roused by delivery

ol ' -om 1 speech or lecture Increased t?-e mu seul- r °f.er/;' 

im- .^cir? tely before -nd for - f ex nours ft or t..e steed.

This -rs usua-lly f olloxed by extreme m-.mmstio.. and n«ad or 

-a era c.'.es. -

Experiments carried cut un n r noth. r lecturer, he y_ iora, 
indented a some mat different uel avlor. Im edatel: before 

“I s lectures , Id .1 - ra exhibited merl muscular r ctivity , 

-elm.; able t rdsr r xei_.it of d dlo rs tes ever ' txo 

r »C'd s. After his l ctxe, loxever, t. m force of ds mus-

hos so concluded t..s t f r timue -rp’vc^ y lecturing 

involves bo tl. t/r motion =' nd td intellect nd ere in- ex or- 
m ” o ^ ' • r " T»n a 4- ' ' -n «n- " «^4- * r . 4- 4

■ • — — ^ ... 1 « ' u-1- v y r . - _ a —t - u r . * . .. . c.. -’1*

hyde 1 c - \ city mû c'..cû. t;do.; of t..e intellect reduces 

dn. 1-m ? c - t- dcu tne.t ■ t i - f rm l^cturin. ■ Joes rm t

come fro... t. m pre .m. re tl n n: tom .r ter le 1 mt re tier fro . 

the torn J. us - d in i ell very of it. F : rm silty of delivery 

r- pair- s more effort " rd coace.. tr-. ti on t ..an - ces sn inf or mt l 

style of _ 'rese-tid the me teriel r m. causes a more rapid 

sx.a u- ti on 'f t.m brd- cells aim. co.n ^cue..tly of the .uscles. 

The exp-erlments s.pxp t^a. t sys to...2 of mental fr time after 

l~cturin_ may . e ap- are^t in - yers on1 s ”dtin_, brer

'Ibid., pp. 246-48.
2 Ibid. , pp. 249-50.

xei_.it
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11™.« , PP- 280-81.
2ILL, PP. 290-96.
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fatigue symptoms, as also are spinal curvature and nervous

ness. From his experiments Mosso come to tr.e conclusion that 

prolonged mental exertion my cause permanent in jury or dis

turbances and that prolonged sitting is harmful to the body 

snu should b? supplemented with frequent rest periods for 

playing. Mos so recommended that it is well to vary the 

courses of study frequently during the day as monotony is 

more conducive to fatigue than is the study of a number of 

different courses and that for a good balance between bodily 

.nd mental nealtn s person should eno ose for his vocation 

type of word taat will not require an abnormal amount of 

mental word.

There are many theories as to the best time of the day 

or night for the exercising of the intellect. Mosso was of 

the opinion that the best mental word, resulting in propor

tionately less fatigue, is accomplished in the morning hours, 

however, he claimed that there are numerous cases of excep

tion to this principle, since concentrated brain word may 

result in sleepless nights as a result of excitement some 

persons have succeeded in reversing the process.$ 

Giulio Cesare Ferrari^

Perhaps Ferrari (11?1-1172) did more than any other 

individual to promote the p s y chological researches of his

^Ibid., pp. 317-18.
11o s u.> pp. 320—21*
Carl hurchison, "Giulio Cesare Ferrari," Tnc 11story 

of Psy choice y in Autobio- ,rsy;hy . II, py. C3-13. Worcester, 
Mossuchusetts: Clark University Press, 1932.
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country, ec'j eclalLy In tl.e fielù of eâ:.. oyy, cn. r2 Lrlny 

into closer collator- tion -ycloolo^lrts of itr 1; . TLls

- s tln^ te of i.is con tri outions os '-ell as tl.o foots n.at 

folio-: ore fro \ z ^mori ' s o::n recounts. ? cpiv^d }.i s

: ~ctornt in l£0" f ro : the University of Boloyns. onn noon 

jrnùnrtion occentel 2 ^ositi-n os s existe nt -sychirtrist to 

Tns.ourlnl e t the Insane Asylum of R-ynio n~.il ia. Buriny 

tn- sone ye-r, T-nlurini nonointe: hlu editor-in-chief of 

te -nly oyêietric r~vi^e --u.iliel.ef it t:.e tine, Rivista 
n - p * — o T ■- " 1 ' 1 ’ - —• - * »- • - u i_ % v. -— — * . « « _i_ c L -> *

-err: ri's theories vere influenced Uy Wu..dt end Binet, 

: 2. unile in loris, n^ vorted ’.’ith Bi..et 0.. C? tte_L ’ s in- 

tr'l-i_ence t- sts. Iori , 1.2 ret Lot^roso rm interested 

-1 in criminal n_.tl.royolo, y. Ferrari' s versons 1 interest
i -V r o >1 f' :: c / O'- Î • ' ' Î " .■ y ' ,»•' h] <- 1 - - O' - * r*  * • • • '

—“ "*•  *■  * * w v - • ' • —, <- - — •■ - • • » —. * * r e »„ —. v. .. S — » —, .y

c. — - ' n --O -- *•  1 0 - " - c: ' c t-- ' - ° n n - - " ' - - c. - - ^a' - Z- ; :
— . ' — - w • v - ■» . — * - —• —•. » • p ►_ v. •-• —. * •• X — —. _*»  U < . **

tion of aelln.-ue.ot children. I.. It 11 ..e tr ns Ie t^d hill inn
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A T-.c t Found itself to Ferrari, is. rder to have the 

experiences described by Heers évoluatec by Ferrari.-

Accordimp to Ferrari, hi 3 best a..d most successful 

ap 'lies tion :f speholo pp was with delinquent children. The 

wort end tests ne devised will discussed in later chapters.

Ferrari1 s contributions to the nevelopz.cnt of Italian 

wpcnolopp are similar in m. np waps to the c ontrilutions mode 

ip 3. S"anlop hall in t e development of American :speholopp.

Hall in 12 13 founded, st Harvard, what is called the "first

c * - r*  r “r» • - * y*  n W c 4 1 O “n iV Q-' of— • — — Vv .■ i f ♦ * * *.  «. 1 Ju Kz „ . y co • * C. - - -A *—/ —• • - La kJ •_» — ~ Cu

the first American "spch-loplcf1 /~urna1, The American J0urnal 

'f ?speholo - Ferrari in 12^f founded at Bolopna the first

independent spcnolopico 1 lab oratory in Italy , ° s:.c in 1915 

edit-d the first 11 a 11 ' n " cholo le-1 ‘ ^onr 1, c tl.e Hivis ta
■■ • . r , r a , • r — • - • * • * R •

1 a p n ~ । ** **—■; . p »r *•  r o r ~ , - r: - P , P 1 P 1
* * UU —. ku —/ U A <. . * . A ku . V v . . . • k U- - . — k . r. » -- « u I - . W * A — A ■
M 1 --  * ■ » W ■ I ■ e — T —*-  — — ■ Il R " —— ■ ■ Mil ■■ <

whlcl. rw s tl.e only speholo lez l journal published in Italy 

fro .. 1:1 c to 1 ? 1 :;, except for a few m.throw :lo; ica 1 and

• spchlr trie jour.als to irhich few J-to li- n -speholo -lets 

co-.tri.ut^. 3zth ...ex. pave impetus to experimental psp- 

cl.olopp , but contri'.. ated c„l*-fl.  to -duc o tionol pspc..olo; 

Ferrari w. s the rawest s a r or ter of t.. e positivistic

-ui
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' 3 7CliolOe7 - cho ?1 of I toly. r i:/ hall both ûellrvoâ In 

the adv: c em nt of y^ycho1o^y c s c science c.nd both believed 

toot tn» laoorotory sh^ulC. not re re nved f roz living prob

lens of life. Similarly, as m:ny Aserican 'sy chologlets 

in the rest were associated with nail, so ::any of Italy's 

usycholo_ists were associa tea with Ferrari.

Although Ferrari’s influence, like ball's, was mainly 

outside of experimental ; sycholopy, the first independent 

psychological labor: tories in Italy and in America were t„e 

result of their efforts.- The importance of error! as a 

psychologist and as a director of a laboratory of psychology 

offers some assurance the t tl.e Ri vis ta, whicn he edited 

until his death in 193S, is a reliable index of the Italian 

'sycholopical -ropra ..

Sente ne Ss nctis -

A contemporary of Ferrari, who did much to promote the 

use : f psychology in a dues tion wr s S- nt° de Sanctis (1:1f- 

1115y , a psycl.ir trist, who received his doctorate in m-dicine 

" t the University of Rome !.. 12 IC with a thesis on a pho sia. 

Ue zone tie ’ contributions as wHl as the f c ts that follow 

are fro Ce Sanctis' own account.

At : bout 50 years :f rye, Le Sanctis began studying 

experimental psychology in his outobio.raphy, be Sanctis

n
- V» * O * ** "
-'X Xl*̂  J / • "v X b j -L •

_ -Corl lurentson, ”Srntc Up 2;hetis,“ The history of 
rsyc..olo, y 1.: nut oh io, raphy, 1^.1, up. ad-lo^. Worcester, 
.n e soehusetts: Clark Universitp Press, 1220. 
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asserted thet his early career was influenced by his work 

at the mental Hospital of Rome. He claimed to have made 

cons titutional and matholoyical studies, which he believed 

were indisyensible saylaments to clinical ots^rvstion and 

constituted the necessary -re-oration for th - study of 

psycnolopy. In his early y -rs De Sanctis explained every

thin? according to the theory of the associ-tionists. He 

carried on extensive work on s y c ho . a tho l o py and syc.io- 

..euro sis; conducted investi.-étions on the yatholomy of 

t tention, of sleep, a nd of dreams ; on trie classification 

and • athoyencsis of frenzies, tantra s; on the psycho- 

pa tholopy of negativism, ..eomtia raecox, mental symptom- 

r tolopy ; on the /.at^olopy of lucid deliriums, on motor 

disturbances, and on feeble-minded caild.-ea. One of 1.1 s 

theories on feeblemlad edn^ss oi- mental retardation in 

children was th; t t.^ey had suffer- d some orpanic injury 

of the b ' s a l ps nmlia -r on a or. spot between mic brain and 

forebrain where the cent- rs of th® autonomic nervous system, 

the endocrine cert rs, and th- center of mu -cu1er tone come 

t" pe th - r. -

Accordin." to De Sanctis, his book, leuro- s^chi- trie 

inf-ntile, is e collection of obs'rvstiens for the study of 

child psychi- try. Ho held th ad "I.- bulk -f his i.-orl: s 

.::olnly devoted to studies on feebler! nd edn ess, a nd that the 

erpaniaation of clinical a.? sis tance for children whs are

“Ibid.
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feebleminded end unstable, was started In 1899, and was the 

result of his stuc les. He maintained that Ebbinghaus Intro

duced the methods and results of Fe Sanctis' studies to 

German psychologists and that his studies on attention brought 

to light a new psycnooathic symptom which he called para- 

prosessla, a disturbance essentially linked with the fact 

that when too much attention is concentrated on an impulse, 

the impulse becomes inhibited. This phenomenon,claimed 

De Sanctis, later was described as symptoms of apraxia by 

Liepmann, or perserveration by Pick, Liepmann, and Klwist, 

or as negativism by Kraeplin.

In 1906, De Sanctis founded the instiLute of experimental 

psychology at Rome. This institute was one of the original 

laboratories whlcn had been established by the decree of 190p. 

He claims to have been the founder, in Italy, of infantile 

neuropsychiatry anc was the first in Italy in 1899 to estab

lish Asili-scuole for mentally deficient cnlldren.- 

De Sanctis held that he had ma de evaluations of the 

different levels of intellectual deficiency in the feeble

minded by means of his own mental tests which he published 

in 1910.3 This method, devised and intended for clinical use 

for the gradation of mental deficiency was in use for many 

years, according to De Sanctis, in Italy, Russia, and in North

-'ibid.
-"Sante De Sanctis," Encyclopedia Italians, III, p. 6p0. 

Rome : Rizzoli and Company^ 19^1.
3De Sanctis' mental tests are not available to the writer. 
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and South America. In 19L>, he published a cook called 

Educazione del difle le ntl, dealing with the medical and 

pedagogical claselfications of idiotic children end the 

method of education best suited for these children. Be 

Sanctis asserted that from observations and experimentations 

made by nim over a 10-year period ( 1915 - Ie* 25 ), he wrote 

oeuropsichiatria Infantile.

Ee Sanctis claimed the t he not only kent in contact 

with Italian psychology, but that he was also in correspond

ence with outstanding world psychologists, among whom were 

Freud, Thro ndike, Binet, and Spearman, and tnat on several 

occasions these men had asxed nim to carry on experiments 

for the ; . His writings on psychology a polled to the science 

£f educati on comprise 44 publications in volumes, among 

which were many dealing with the practice of clinical 

assistance of feeble-mineed and unstable children." The 

value of this work, Ie Sanctis held, was reflected in the 

organization of clinical assistance, outside of the hosoitsl, 

for psychological abnormal children, based on differential 

psychology and hygiene. In a publication of 19^9 entitled 

"Il problems della educabillta,” and in another in 1930 

entitled "Il Oinematograf o e organIzzazlone se lent Ifica del 

lavoro" published by the League of Mations Bulletin, Le 

Sanctis claimed that he established the practical method of

.lurch is on, " Sa nt e Le Sanctis , " 00. c It. , p. lOo.
-Ie Sanctis1 volumes on psychology spoiled to the 

science of education ar- not available to the writer.
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evaluating the educability and the capacity for learning in 

abnormal children. In his entire production during the last 

30 years of nie life on tne subject of child psychology, 

Le Sanctis stated tnat ne was influenced by Freud. 

Leonardo Bianchi

Another contemporary of Ferrari was Leonardo Bianchi 

( 1c■4-6-1926 ) of Naples, a psychiatrist and Minister of Educa

tion, who was responsible for many of the educational decrees 

ana reforms favoring the use of experimental psychology for 

pedagogical ends.In 19-2, during his ministry, according 

to Colucci, Bianchi accepted the proposition made by tne 

ane tomi et, 31ovar.nl Antonelli, to establish a aenertment of 

experimental psychology at the University of Naples medical 

faculty. Because of his dual role as scientist and public 

official, Fiesow believed that he was the most "efficacious" 

defender and orometer of Italian psychology. N oreover, 

Bianchi ma de several original contributions in the field of 

physiological and pathological anatomy. Bianchi, Colucci 

claimed, frequently referred to the frontal lobes as the 

seat of intelligence, and that his results were experimentally 

supported by numerous operations on monxeys' brains. He was 

close to 80 at nis death, cut nis publication on the mechanism 

of tae bra in, published a short time before, was written with, 

according to Colucci, "youthful freshness ano vigor." 

——— = — ;-------------------------------------------------------— ----- - ■ ~ - - - - - ■ -
^Ibld.
“Murchison, "Fr^dericx Kiesow," on. c it., p. I06.
V Colucci, "Leonardo Bianchi," Arenivio Italia no di 

neicologia, V '1??/), p *.  209-211.

31ovar.nl
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Congresses. Societies and Decrees
The Fifth International Congress of Psychology in April, 

1905, marked the beginning of organized experimental psychology 

in Italy. The congress was ne id in Rome on April 26-30, and 

the committee, nominated by the Congress which had last met 

in 1900 in Paris, was composed as follows : Luigi Luciani 

f psycholog 1st), president emeritus ; Giuseppe Sergi (anthro

pologist), president ; Augusto Tamcurlni(psychiatrist), 

general secretary ; Cante Le Sanctis (psychologist and psy

chiatrist ) , vice general secretary ; CH C. Ferrari (psychiatrist) 

co-secretary ; Criovannl Luce io, treasurer .

The congress Invited representatives from France, 

England anc Germany, and allowed any scientist or educator 

to make contributions. Ferrari reported that this congress 

revealed certain trends, namely that psychology nad reached 

such a development that the next logical step was to coor

dinate the aims of the study and the methods of research so 

that it would be on the same basis as the other natural 

sciences. Ferrari stated that the weakness of Italian 

experimental psychology lay only in direction and in questions 
p 

of method.

In order for the fields of psychology to be scientific, 

Ferrari felt that three characteristics were deemed essential: 

the analytical, the inductive and the psychological. The old 

names of materialism and idealism were to be abandoned, and

^aante Le Sanctis, Atti del V. Congresso Internazionale 
cl Paicologia , pp. 2-62. Roma : Forzann1 e Compagnie 
Topografia del Senate, 1905.

“Ibid .
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Introspective psychology was to be differentiated from physio

logical psychology.

This Congress stimulated so much interest that a few months 

later the Decree of 1905 was issued by Bianchi, the Minister 

of Public Instruction, for the founding of new departments of 

psychology at leading universities. A new department of 

experimental psychology was established at the universities 

of Rome, Turin and Maples. De Sanctis, who for many years 

taught physiological psychology at Rome and who inaugurated 

the course in experimental psychology there in 1905, was 

elected director of the newly formed faculty department of 

psychology at the University of Rome.The year following 

his nomination De Sanctis, according to Safflotti, established 

an experimental laboratory in conjunction to the psychology 

department.3 The Faculty of Psychology at the University of 

Turin was headed by Klesow, and he with Pelegrini's aid, 

organized a psychological laboratory in conjunction with the 

College of Education at the same university. Patrizi, who 

had received his training at Mosso1e psycho-physical laboratory, 

was enosen director of the experimental laboratory at the 
University of Naples.^

G. C. Ferrari, ”11 V. Congresso Internazlonale di 
pslcologia In Roma,” Rlvista di pslcologia, I (190^), 23^-41. 

^Murchison, "Sante De Sanctis,” on. cit. , pp. 83-110.
Safflotti, op. c1t., p. 13S.

^Ibld.
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Another success for the newborn movement was the VI 

International Congress of Psychology held at Geneva In Auguet, 

1909• The Italians who took part proposed the foundation of 

an association to diffuse nsychological theories and direct 

research, and to give uniform direction to the experimental 

work of Italian psychologists.1

Among the Italians who met at Geneva in 1909 
to take part in the VI International Congress of 
^sychology,.. . there arose spontaneously the idea 
of founding an association which might give impetus 
to the work of all, who in Italy were interested 
in studies and experiments of psychology, that 
unity of direction which constitutes tne envi
able strength which psychology possesses in otaer 
countries...-

It was Gemelli and Villa who launched the campaign 

through Ferrari's Rlviata di osicologia to pool the reaction 

of Italian psychologists toward such an association. The 

results were a nulle tin compiled by De Sanctis, Ferrari and 

Villa ; an annua 1 meeting was suggested to discuss psycho

logical proolems in order to illustrate the researches 

carried on in lacora tories and suggestions for papers to 

ce presented at International Congresses.3

G. C. Ferrari, "Bolettino della Societa italiana di 
osicologia," Rivista di psicologia, VI, (1910), 269-/1.

^Ibid. , p. 270,
...fra gli Italian! raccoltl a Ginevra nell*  Agosto 1909 

per oart1cloare al VI Congresso Internazlonale di psicologia 
...sorse spontanea 1*  idea di fondare un1essoclazlone cne 
pctesse dare all' opera di quanti in Italia si occupano di 
studi e di ricerche cl psicologia quell1 unltà di indlrizzo 
cne costituisee l' invldiabile forza della osicologia di 
altri paesi... "

5Ibid.
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. . .a circulate signed by S. De Sanctis, 3-, C.
Ferrari and 3. Villa was published, as delegates 
of the meeting in Geneva,to set forth the 
ceneral purposes of the association to be founded, 
among which the most important were the holding 
of annual meetings in which the most interesting 
dsycnological problems would be discussed, the 
presentation of the researcnee of the various 
Italian laboratories and, at the same time the 
work for International Congresses would be 
planned.

The question was resumed at a meeting whicn was held 

March 31, 1910 at Florence with 53 leading Italian psychol

ogists attending. The Rivista di psicologia was selected 
p 

as the official publication.

The Italian psychological movement gained momentum in 

1911 when the Socleta Ite liana di Psicologia was founded. 

It ne Id a convention in October, 1911, Ht Turin.3 The 

second convention of this society ne Id its meeting at Rome 

in March, 1913. Its president was De Sanctis. The theme 

stressed at tn is convention was tne importance of psychology 

and the hope that there might develop in Italy, as in 

Germany and in America, psychological laboratories enabling 

Italians to carry on research. The convention was attended 

cy most of the leading Italian psychologists and by many 

foreign psychologists, including Myers, Cambridge and Pillsbury

^Ibid.
...fu pubblicata una c ircolare a f Irma d 3. De Sanctis; 

G. C. Ferrari e G. Villa-----quail delegati della rlunlone di 
Ginevra-----allo scopo cl Ulus trare gli scopi general! della 
1stituenda associazione, principale fra 1 quail quello di . 
tenere riunioni annual! in cui aarecbero discuss! 1 problem! 
osicologic! pin intéressant!, verebbero presentate e 
illustrate le ricerche del Leboratori, e si sarebbe prenarato 
in pari tempo 11 lavoro per 1 congress! International!...

2Ibid.
^Saffiottl, op. c_lt • , p. 140.
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who represented the United States. Future conventions of 
this society were suspended because of World War I.

One year later the founders of the "Circolo di studl
psIcologici” of Florence established another Italian
as = oclation "Societa itallana di psicologla" in order to 
carry on psychological studies, conduct experiments, dis
tribute psychological questionnaires, collect and coordinate 
documents and bibliographical data, encourage and maintain 
contacts with psychologists of other nations and to favor 
international exchanges. This society published a bulletin 
every three months and held monthly meetings.

...The founders of the "Circle of Psychological 
Studies,” of Florence, delighted with the success 
met by their initiative, wish to venture further 
by founding tne above mentioned association with 
the purpose of carrying on surveys, circulating 
questionnaires, performing experiments, collecting 
and coordinating documents and bibliographic data, 
establishing and effecting close contacts with 
foreign psychologists, and by favoring International 
exchanges...The society will hold meetings every month and will publish a quarterly culletin.3
Two years later, in November, 1916, a decree was 

announced for the reform of educational courses for school

, , Riv Is ta di psicologia, IV, ( 1913), 282. 
C. Ferrari, ”Assoclazione itallana di stud!

pslcologicl” Plvista di psicologia, X (1914), 172.
3lbld., p. 172

...I fondatorl del "Circolo di studl pslcologicl” di 
Firenze lletl del successo Incontrato dalla loro Inlzlatlva 
l'estendono fondando I1assoc la zione soprairtesteta allo scopo 
di com^lere inchieste, diramare questionari, fare esperimenti, 
raceogliere e coorc.inare document! e datl clbliografio!, 
stringers e mantenere contatti con gll pslcologi stranieri, 
di favorlre gll scambi internazlonall... La société terra 
adunanze mensill e pubblicnerà un Bollettino trimestrale... 
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teacnere (Oorsi rerfezlonamento per 1 licenzlatl àalLe Scuole 

Normal!). The essence of this reform was the suppression of 

all the courses which were not educational, since the material 

was so vast that tie di a not permit the study of all fields 

of educe.tl on. The reform was aimed at cutting down public 

expenditure during World War l. Psychological studies for 

teachers was considered superfluous. Ferrari called the 
oecree absurd since it compensated for the lack of psycholog

ical studies for teachers by establishing a new course called 

Storla del risorgimento, which was tr.e mis tory of the re

covery of Italian independence from 1< 31-1^70. -

...it is not difficult, indeed, to demonstrate the 
absurdity of such a reform while with some co:mon 
sense and Knowledge it would have been possible to 
suppress the few shortcomings of tne pedologic 
school."

The passing of this decree seemed to Ferrari anti

liberal and anti-oemocra.tlc , especially during a time when 

Italy was at war. Ruffini, who was minister of Public 

Instruction at the time, meant to calcnce the treasury of 

Italy by abolishing courses in psychological studies at the 

universities. Ferrari pointed out that it would have been 

an asset to tne treasury if the teachers of Italian youth

p. 61 for an account of the first early interest 
of the government in the training of the teacners in osychol- 
ogy to be applied to teaching methods.

"S. C. Ferrari, "Per l'inserr amento cella psicologla 
enerimentole," Rivista di psicologla, XII (191/) 21c-21.

3Ibid. , p. 219.
...mon ë certo difficile almostrare 1*  assurdltà di una 

simile riforma, me ntre con un po1 di criterio e ci cultura 
si sarrebtero :otit1 togliere 1 pochi difettl della Scuola 
Pedagogics. ..
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would have oetter psychological training in order to teach 

the "children of tomorrow, " uho would be the ones to rebuild 

the nation after the war. Ferrari pointed out that of all 

the educational courses, pedagogical psychology should have 

ceen the major course, and certainly not one to be with

drawn from the educational curriculum.I

Ferrari claimed that De Sanctis also criticized the de

cree severely. Le Sanctis believed that the abolition of 

educational psychology from university courses implied that 

tne psychology taught to teachers for tne past ten years had 

been wasted. Ferrari stated that, while other nations of the 

world were progressing, especially North American pedagogic 

osychologice 1 schools, Italy was retrogressing culturally by 

abolishing educational psychology in her teacner training 
2 

courses. "...we, in our country, with a decree, unao that

little which was accomplished through enthusiasm alone. Oh, 

Patriotism!Regardless of this decree, however, psychologists 

uid not stop their psychological researches. The psychological 

laboratories which were estadished before tne passing of 

this decree remained open and welcomed Dsycnologle ts or 

teachers to conduct educational experimentations. Ferrari 

also continued his educational courses for teachers and kept

Ibid. 
"Ibid. 
^Icld. , p. 219. 
"ua nol, con un decreto si disfà quel ooco one per solo 

entusla smo si era fatto. On, 11 Patriottismo'. "
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rile laboratories at the University of Bologna open. This 

decree had forbidden any course whatsoever in pedagogical 

psychology, evan a free one, (one financed by the psychologist 

who taught it) cut the leading Italian psychologists gave 

their services to teachers still desiring them, inviting them 

to draw from these "mutilated" pedagogical schools the 

advantages for which they had been instituted.1

1Itlo. pp. 219-221.
2

G-. C . Ferrari, "Convegno sulle 
I'istruzlone e l'educazione pooul^re 
XIV (19 lb ; ,81. ‘

?Ibio.. , p. 80.
...seranno trattate brevemente ma efiicacemente le plu 

ardent! question! : creazione di asili infantili in ogni. 
borgata, di 1stituti special! per i fane lull! ablandonati 
° non suf f icentemente elfes! nell ' a mb lente fa.r.illare , 
della scuola popolar^ estendendo quelle elementare, sussidi 
social! ed iglenici, c ngruo finanzlamente della scuola 
normale,...creazione bl scuole e coral professional! in- 
nustrial! ed agricoil seconde 1 bisogni delle class!
laveratrlei . . .

Three years after the passing of the above oecree and

one year after TTorld Uar I in Llarch, 1919, the Unlone italiana 

dell1 educazione populere met in Rome in order to discuss the 

need for better instruction. The proposals considered were; 

establishment of kindergarten in every village and the estab

lishment of special institutes for abandoned children or those 

having poor home environment."

•••tne most timely questions will be treated 
briefly but efficiently: The creation of kinder
gartens in every community, of special institutes 
for children either abandoned or not sufficiently 
protected in the family circle, of the copular 
school to extend tne elementary school, social and 
hygenic help, adequate finance of the normal school 
...tne creation of professional, industrial and 
agricultural schools and courses according to the 
needs of the working classes.? 1 2

urgent! nécessita per 
" Rivista di nslcologla,
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An aim of tne convention was to promote tne establish

ment of Inoustrial and agricultural schools and to introduce 

courses cased on tne needs of the workmen and on the educa

tional need of the particular community . Prove es or Calo, a. 

psychologist, presided and indicated to tne convention me hers 

the social and moral advantages of providing assistance and 

education for deficient and abnormal cniidren. He proposed 

that the State subsidize a large number of scnools and 

instil utes for these atypical children, in order that trie 

oublie elementary schools might be less overburdened and in 

this way ce an advantage to both tne atypical and normal 

children. The government, however, turned a deaf ear to the 

suggestions of these psychologists and this issue was 

indefinitely suspended.1

Tnree years later, in November, 19 ^2, tne III Congress 

of Psycrology was ne Id at the university of Naples. Hany 

psychologists of Italy and other countries attended. Biancni 

inaugurated a convention and spoke on the social and scientific 

importance of psyonology. Colucci, who was nominated president, 

spoke on the objectivity which psychology had pursued in 

attempting to solve its educational problems. He believed 

that his objective development ol psychology was effirming 

itself regardless .f all opposition, De Sanctis spoke on 

the social applications of psychology, stating tne t it was

^oid. '
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not necessary to follow only theory, cut also to maKe pos

sible the practical applications of these theories.

Since psychology was believed necessary for a cetter 

onderstanding of mental pathology, the members of the con

vention voted to institute courses in psychology as an 

introduction to clinical study of nervous and mental dis

orders in medical schools. It was revealed that toe psycho

logical Cattedre, three of which had oeen established for 15 

years, were existing on limited funds and insufficient 

personnel. It was voted that the conditions of t„eee de

partments should e improved so that they could act not 

only as Institutes of scientific research, but also as 

teaching end guiding centers. During the war psychological 

laboratories located at home, Maples and Turin, under the 

supreme command of the army, contributed great services for 

the selection of personnel in aviation and in other special

ized corps. After t.^e war, tnese laboratories were neglected 

by the authorities due to the financial anu political state 

of Italy. Italian psychologi sts believed that psychology 

coula ce utilized to the nation's greatest advantage in 

peace as well as in war, and it was voted to propose to the 

ministers of the army anc. navy that psychological methods 

Should be used in the training of medical officers at the 

military schools. It was also proposed to the government

" ‘ • ■ ■ — - —  — — — — — I — — — —-      * - T - ■-------------------------------- - - — - - , e -,

Luca daldo,"III Convegno Italiano al oslcologia 
pperimenta le," Riv ista di psicologia, XIX (I?2)), ^5-52.
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that any reform re^arc'.ing maximum working hours be based.

on psychological fincie, and tna t in order to achieve tne

-- -s t satisfactory and economical means of industrial opera

tion the government should nominate commissions, consisting 

of industrialists, psychologists and workers, in the principle 

industrial cities of Italy.

Tne lent lie reform aa roved by Royal Decree of September, 

1 ' - p , conf i rmed to t re universities, didactics a.nc adminis

tre t iv e a u t ono.iy. Articles ?, 19 , and 2? of the same decree 

estai lienee the reE 'la tlon trad in the statutes of every 

university a list of the subjects taught, tneir order and

prereoul? its should be determined by every faculty and school. 

Tne statutes were to ce a r^ved by Royal Decree, unon tne 

advice of tne superior Committee of Public Instructions. Any 

university , n^wever, could as^ f._ ...edifications of its 

stat,te from time to tlu. This tended to equalize tne re

quire. . nt s of the different universities for the granting of 
- . .. ooiolomas . ~

Semelli neid that the question ;f the installation of

-sycnology courses in universities ws s neglected by this 

Royal ^ecree, end as a result tne teaching of psychology was 

left to the i.nit lative of the educational peycholo- lets. At 

most universities since tne installation of the faculty of

experimental psychology cy Leonardo da non! at the Universities

2
Agostino ^emelli, "L' insegnouento delle -sicologia ne lie 

université it'liane dooc la riforma Sent Lie,” Riv esta di 
os io ologia , XXI ( 1925 f, -3-49 .
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of Turin, Rome and Naples In 19Op, oeychology had been taught 

in the department of philosophy. In 1921 st the University 

of Rome, psychology was taught in the medical school. G-emelll 

believed that psychology should have been taught as an 

individual science. In snort, he felt tnat the teaching of 

psychology at this time had been badly neglected.

To promote tne future of psychology, the VI Congress of 

the Italian Society of rsyenology met in November, 1927, at 

Pologne. Psychologists, philosophers, and psychiatrists 

attended the meeting, arid some presented papers on their 

various studies.One of tne first sneakers was Ferrari who 

pointed out that the greatest enemies of experimental osy

cnology in Italy were tne "idealistic" philosophers. This 

was especially noted cy the Fascists removal of tne teaching 

of psychology in the L le_c_i . •

The Society voted to send a petition to the minister of 

Public Instruction requesting that a faculty of psychology , 

with a laooratory for scientific research and courses in 

psychology for teacher training, be instituted in every uni

versity. minister Fedele answered with a letter to Ferrari, 

dated November 1c, 1927, which stated that ne had presented

■*■1 ’0 id .
2-------
Siro Contrl, "VI Congres?o della société Italians di 

psicologia," Rivista ci osicologia, XXIII (192/), 22S-31.
^Mar1o F. CaneIla, ”La Psicologia Soerimentale in Italia," 

-Avista di psicologia, XXIX, (1933 ) 15^-52 .
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the petitions to the various universities, to tne Superior 

Institutes, and to the .edlum Institutes of Instructions. 

These institutions, however, Gontri claimed, turned a deaf 

ear to these proposals.

The VII National Convention of Psyc .ology and Psycho

technology met at Turin in Iovemter, 19-9. Tne convention 

was attended by educational ofPic-als, se olastic officials, 

as well as psychologists. Professor Pivano, director of 

the University of Turin, indicated in a soeech to the con

vention that the fut re of nsycnology, wnicn had seemed to 

come to an ignominous end, could be kindled in service for 

industrial and social psychology.

Tne Fascist Association of University Professors, who 

were among the attendent s, informed tne Convention that the 

its Ilan government woulu looK favorably upon any attempts 

made to develop Italian "culture." The main theme of this 

convention appeared, celieved Ponzo, to ce industrial psy- 

cnology. Le Sanctis opened tne meeting cy speaking on 

""rlnciole s and Applications of Psycno-pnysiology to Labor ;" 

canlssonl spoke on "Psychology Applied to Industry ;" 

Correg^ lari , a psy chia tri st, spoke on " So. .e Difficult les 

of F sycho t ec ..noloyy in Selecting Personnel for tne Workshop ; "

■ » 'M  * —- ■ ■ - —  " —— M — — —, — T T M

Contri, "VI Congresso della société Italiana di
os icologia , " op. cJLt . , p. 226-71 .

^Mari o Ponzo, ”ll VII Cony 3gno Na z Lonale di Pslcoloria 
e Pslcotecnlca a TurIno," Rivi<ta di Psicologia, XXV (I9Ê9) 
271-79. --------------- --- '
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Ferrari spoke on "Sac-Oonecio^s Factors In Incus trial Fatigue ;” 

and Canuto, a psychologiet, spoke on "The Prevention of 

Accidents by *eans  of Selection of Workers." It appears 

that all the speeches made by the Italian psychologists and 

psychiatrists were related to industrial psychology and 

psychotechnology .

The reports of this convention on psychology and psycho

technology included discussions and lectures which D'Agostino 

felt were an index of the progress accomplished in these 

fields. Fro.. the reports it was indicated that industry and 

society were the fields in wnicn tne revived psychological 

interest could find expression, and that experimental psychol

ogy was to be revived in order to improve the impoverished 

economy of the nation. Experimental oeye nology utilized for 

industrial purposes was celled psychotechnology. The promoter 

of this new discipline was tne hini ster of Cor pora tions wno 

r^com ended tna t tne laboratories that existed should be used 

to establish a program for tne methodolc^icrl study of labor 

proclei s. “

Under tne muscle es of the International Institute of 

educative Cinematography, a society which sponsored m tion 

:ic tures for international education, an educational con

vention was held at Rome in April, 193^• The congress was 

— —J— —-■*  ■ * ■■ w m I* I I - ■ ■ ■ - - . — — w - » — ■- — —. - - n - M M| M .
1Ibld . 

—---  
. D’Agostino, "VII Convegn . nazionale di pslc:logia 

sperimentule e di msicotecnia," Rlvls ta di male ologia, VIII 
( 1930), 57-o0. — '------------  
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attended cy officials of ^3 nations who were interested in 

intercolt oral exchange of ruotion pictures in tne field of 

ecocation, science, social services and in tne technical or

ganization and production of the film industry. Calabresi 

was of the opinion that this was an important meeting not 

only from a pedagogical point of view but also for promjting 

intercult oral relationships. Calabresl stated that when one 

speaks uf cinematography one inevitably must consider the 

film from a psychologic al point of view, since it is the 

most powerful method of propaganda.I

Vhen we speak of the movies in their different 
aspects and variety of an lication, we inevitably 
consider them from the psychological point of view, 
not only because of the effects that they produce 
but espeedily because of how these effects are 
produced.-

Tne put.tor itive recognition by the Govern rent of 

psychology as a compulsory course in certain curriculums 

was intro uced by S. 7. De Vecchi, minister of National 

Education, with Decree of ^ovebcer 2M, 1935» who uade it 

possible to es ablisn experimental psychology as one of 

tne onwle^entory courses for a degree in medicine, Juris

prudence , and philosophy and pedagogy. This decree made 

- ■ ■ '
R. Calabrosi, "A proposi to del congresso internazionale 

uel cinema di educe zi one e di insen-nanent o, " Rivista di 
psicologla , XXX (19)4), 129-22. "

^Ic id . , p. 121.
. . .quanôo si parla di cinematugrafo, in ogni, sua

anifestazione e in otni sue 
considers inevl tabi lisente 11 
psicologico, non solo per g13 
me sopratutto oer il modo in 
ottenuti.

possible ap:1icazione, si 
film sotlo 11 asoetto

L effetti che esso ragriunge, 
cul que sti effetti sonno
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it possible for the various universities to present a modifi

cation of their statutes in order to introduce the teaching 

of psychology. Although it did not make the teaching of 

psychology compulsory in all universities, but left the 

decision in the hands of university officials, it was one 

of the most important government steps in support of psycho
logical studies.I

The following year in April, 1936, the VIII Convention 

of Italian Psychologists met at Rome. Attendance was un

usually large due, perhaps, to the official recognition of 

psychology in universities. The theme of the convention was 

applied psychology. Among those who attended were politi

cians, ecclesiastics, senators and military authorities. 

The convention was presided over by Colucci, who also was 

the president of the Italian Society of Psychology.2

Augusta Venturi, a psychologist and commissioner of 

Confederation of tne Industrial La c ore tories, spoke on 

"Psychotechnology in the Cooperative State,” in which he 

indicated the movement of foreign countries in this field. 

He was of the opinion that psychotechnical study should be 

utilized for the economic structure of the nation as based 

on Fascist ideals. In order to accomplish this Larzi 

claimed that collaboration among scientists was needed, and

______ , "Rivalutazlone ufficiale della 
psicologia in Italia,” Rlvista di psicologia. XXXI (1935), 
uOl •

^Alberto Marzi, ”L*  ottavo convegno degll pslcologl 
Italian! a Roma,” Rlvista di psicologia, XXXII* (1936). 
118-26. ------------------- --------------- —
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above all, the cooperation of Italian psychologists. Another 

lecture, "Psychotechnology of Industrial Work," was given by 

Rosario Toscan 1, head of the labor services of the Fascist 

Confederation of Industrialists. Toscani Declared that 

Italian inc strialists læ.c applied psychology to labor prob

lems , not only to stimulate labor production but also to 

foster nationalism. Toscani believed that the Fascist 

Industrial Federation was reac-y to colle corate anc foster 

the necessary contacts cetween various psychological centers. 

Other Italian incus tria lists ano of t Ida is delivered similar 

speeches, on applied psychology anu now it could ce used to 

fester nationalism anc the Fascist ideals.1 Guido Della 

Va 1 Le, h wever, was one psycholog!st who spoke on educational 

psychology, "Psychology as a basis of Pedagogy." He pointed 

out that the educative ends of experimental education should 

be distinguished from speculative theory. This was not 

because it made exclusive use of experimentation, but rather 

because it made use of the method of induction rather than 

introspection. Telia Valle advised the various officials of 

the universities that maintained psychological laboratories 

to promote research on educational psychology and concluded 

his speech with the following order of the dry which he 

sent to the minister of Education:2

—T——- 

2 Ibid . , p. 123,
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The VIII National Convention of Italian 
Psychologists, grateful to his excellency the 
secretary of Education because of the greater 
importance given to psychology in higher learn
ing, ano considering that Fascism on the one 
hand with its different institutions nas pro— 
moted the development of human personality, on 
the other nas put spiritual values at the
center of national life; and considering that 
in relation to the se devious facts educators 
and all triose who have directive resoonslollity 
should nave adequate preparation or training 
in the Knowledge of psychic life, votes that: 
1. In the faculty of philosophy a course in 
psychology be made compulsory for those who 
intend to detain a doctorate in philosophy ; 
- In those universities which have a ïacora- 
tory of psychology, the teaching of psychology 
be entrusted to a full time prolessor; 3• in 
nign schools and especially in teacr er' g schools 
the teaching of psychology be introduced...I

There seems to be a certain reltionshio between the 

national and international conventions and governmental 

acts. The earlier conventions and papers were concerned 

with the establishment of laboratories, techniques of re- 

seeren, psychology as a science, institutions for a typical 

children, social application of psychology, psychology as * 1 * 3 

] ■ ' " L - ——— • - ——---— — — • ™ — - ----- - -----  - - - - , ■ - 
Ibi^., p. 123.

L'VIuI Convegno Na zionale degli oslcologl 1talianl 
riconoscente a S.E. 11 hlnlstro cell 'Educazlone Nazionale 
per la .mgr lore esten sione data alla pslcologla nell
1insegnamento superiors : Considerando cue il Fascisme da 
un canto con le sue varieistituzloni ha. promosso lo
sviluppo della personalltâ umena e d'altro canto ha posto 
al centro della vita nazionale l valor! spiritual!; con- 
sid eredo cne oggi s’-mpone in relazlone con questa c on- 
statazione la nécessita cne gll educator! e tutti quell! 
cne na nno azlon! direttive abciano adequate preoarazlone 
cnene sulla conoscenza della vita psichica, fa voti: 1) 
one ne lia Facolts di Filosofia I' Insegnomento della Isicologla 
sis reso obcllgatorio per coloro cne intendonc conseguire la 
Laurea in Filosofla; 2) one in quelle mlversitê one eono 
f omit e cl un La com tor io di r e lc o logia sis affidato 
11 ins egnamento oella -s le c log is ? C. un insegnante u 1 ruo lo ;
3 ) che ne lie scuole me die e sec is lo.ente nelle 3 c u o 1 e Nagis trail 
sla intro? : to 1* lnse--nsmento cells psicologla.
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a compulsory course, psychological instruction, and neglect 

of noyai Iecrees to install more psychology courses in 

Universities, whereas the convention of 1?% was concerned 

entirely with the use of psychology as a means of fostering 

the ideals of the Fascist state. In very few of these con

ventions was there any mention of the direct spolieation of 

psychology to education. One of toe most challenging 

occurrences in tne final meeting was a declaration by a 
leader of educational psychology , Bella Valle, who seemed, 

c ehind technical terms, to have challenged tne national 

Italian educational system, and especially the speculative 

theories of tne Fascists.

Itaiian Psychological Journals

An important indispensable factor in the development of 

Italian psychology was tne activity of the journals in the 

field of psychology. Until 19 Cÿ, interest in Italian psycho

Logical work was expressed in journals of anthropology, 

osycniatry and physiology, in particular, tne Rivista di 

f ilosofla se ientiflea edited by horse ill, tne Elvista speri- 

mentsle di frenie tria edited by Tamturini, the Archivio di 

pslcniatria e di antropqlogla criminale edited by Lombroso, 

the Rivista qaindlcIna le ni osicologla, osicnlatrla, 

neurooatologia, edited by Sergi, Sela manna and De Sanctis, 

and tne Rivis ta di fllos ofla e sclenze afflnl edited bv 

Karchesini. ninet1 s Année psychologique nad contributed to 
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exchange of ideas between French and Italian.
In 19Op new journals especially dedicated to psychology 

began publication. Ferrari, director of the oldest department 

of experimental psychology in Italy at the university of 

Bologna, and at the same time director of the Institute of 

hedlcal Pedagogy (Medico-Pedagogico Emiliano), founded the 
Rivista al ps icologla. The nivis ta dl psicologia, applic ata 

alia pedagogla ed alia ps1copetologla was published at 

bologna, by Zamoreni Albertazzi. Its title suggested the 

scope of studies tha t were published in it. However, since 

it was the only Journal of tne kino in Italy, it welcomed 

other contributions in allied fields. The fact that most of 

the psychclog icel works and studies up to this time had been 

published in editions of almost forgotten periodicals and 

that Italian psychologists found, outside of Italy, greater 

hospitality then was offered by tne Italians, indicated that 

tne Rivista, assuming that it nad no preconceptions and 

ore Judices , was met with favor by Italian psychologists. 

Tne Rlv ista was founded, Ferrari claimed, to offer scientists 

en opportunity to express their hypotheses, plans, and the 

results of their studies, and to learn the ideas of others. 

A special column of the magazine kept the readers posted on 

current psychological thought in the fields of pedagogy and 

psychopathology, summarizing articles nub11shed in other

^Safflottl, 00. cit., pp. 13/-3s•
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countries and journals that dealt with these suojects. A 

certain number of pages of every issue were reserved for 

the History of tne progress .tade by pedagogy.

Ferrari claimed that by examining the original article 

in the Rlvista one can get a picture of the two movements of 

psychology and pedagogy during the last twenty-five years.

...from it (The Rlvista) one can get a vivid 
picture of the two movements of psychology and 
pedagogy, oarticularly in itely, during the last 
twenty-five years. This weaving line can well 
be understood through running over the list of 
origins " articles."

The journal, ^siche, directed by Unrico or sell!, was 

first pub ll sr. ed in 1?12 by -•-orselli, Le Sanctis and Villa. 

Each issue was dedicated to psychology ano philosophy; 

osycHoanalysis and tne study of the subconscious ; sexual 

Psychology ; chila psychology and pedagogy ; and legal 

-sycnology.But tne beginning of t.war proved harmful 

to the new movement. Some of the journals had to suspend 

and others had to limit their public-, lion. 1'1 tn the fourth

volume the publication of Psiche was suspended, though the 

hope was expressed that after the war its publication would

These are the conclusions of the oresent writer based 
jpon an examination of Volumes I-XXXVIII of the Rlvista di 

- s icologla. The conclusions ere verlflea in Saf i lotTiTs, 
'La evoluzione della Psicologia ooerimentale in Italia." 
XVI,(1920), 129-53. *

^Ferrari, "G-iullo Cesare Ferrari," A History of Psychology 
_1 n Autobiography, on • c it. , p. 76 . ' “

^0. C. Ferrari, M Nuovo 31orna le," Rlvista di os 1c ologla, 
VIII (1°12 ) , 94-96. * —
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te resume d. ”...after four years f life the r'siche suspends

its publication..."This hope, however, as events proved, 

was unfulfilled.

A journal that managed, like the Pivista 3I psicologia, 

to survive the war was the Archly io di psicologia published 

from 1920 to the present. This Journal collected Italian 

scientific studies of technical character which, due to their 

mass, c.narts, and tables, could not be puOlished in the

Pivista di psicologia, especially since such technical

material would not have be-n considered useful for educators 
p

ana psychologists.

...Archlylo di osicclogia will accept all those 
scientific ItaTian studies in the field which on 
account of their exclusively technical character, 
their length, the large number of tables...would 
not find space in this Pivista which is intended 
also for the general pucTicTu"

During the war the Pivista nad occupied itself with the 

problems of military psychology, especially with psychology 

of aviation. After i'or ld '1er I it announced t. .at it would 

publish only articles dealing witn educational, abnormal and 

apolied psychology.^

1Ibid., p. 404.
...dopo quettro anni di vita Psicne sospende le proprie 

nubbllcazione... " *
2
0. C. Ferrari,"Il nuovo Arcnivio hi osicologia," Rivista 

di psicologia, XIV <19Id), 221. -------------
^Ibid“

...Arcnivio di psicologia, che acooglierà tutti gli studl 
scientific! ItalianI deTie materia, 1 qua11 per 11 carattere 
esdusivemente tecnicc, per le mole, la ricchezza di tevole 
...non troverecLero luogo edatto in quests Pivista, enche 
utile el vesto pubclieo. (3. 0. Ferrari)

^Ibld.
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National anc international congresses were suspended 

during the "ar since most of the leading men and scholars in 

the field went into the army. With the typical Italian out

look , scientists in Italy felt that the nation had more 

important problems than those connected with pure academic 

research.

It is time to act in war and to think of 
providing for the war rather than to write or 
to resd acetract studies.

SUlh-ARY

Educational psychology crancned out from experimental 

syecology because the men that founded the science of psy

chology in Italy were experimentalists. An important 

impetus was riven to psychological thought in the latter 

part of tne eighteenth century cy dluseppe Sergi, da crie le 

ruccola and Simone 0orleo. Of the above-named pioneers, 

Sergi was the only one that believed that the science of 

psychology was indispensable, not only for the value of the 

science itself, but for a scientific approach to the badly 

needed reorganization of scho is. Resides being tne leader 

of experimental psychology in Italy, he exerted tne greatest 

influence in tne direction of psychology as applied to 

education. Sergi is given credit for tne founding of the

C . Ferrari , 11 La S soeris lone ô 1 Psicne , " oo. cit. , 
p. 4-05'. * -----

E tempo di pglre in guerra e di pensare a provvedere 
per la guerra, aezicne di scrivero o di le^gere studi astratti. 
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first psychological laboratory in Italy, as established with 

the Royal Ercree of 1669*  This laboratory was not an Inde

pendent psychological la.bor - tory, cut was a section of the 

Institute of anthropology at the University of Rome. Sergi 

also was tne first to establish a course (1670-/9) In psycho

logy for the purpose of training public school teachers in 

pedagogical psychology . buce-ola was the first in Italy (1856) 

to concoct psychological experiments on lunatics for the 

study of tne problems of normal psychology at the Frenocomlo 

dl Higgle Emilia. ^Ithougn Corleo dim not think of psychology 

"s an independent science, cut celieved it to be part of the 

study of philosophy, h» favored the introduction of experi

mentation to ascertain philosophical concepts.

One of tne leading p^siologlca! psychologists was Angelo 

.-.osso, who is famous for his experiments on mental fatigue, 

fear and emotions, dome of his experiments tested tne effects 

of coe.y posit: on and fatigue on scholastic achievement. his 

lac )r tory was considered one of the finest at the time. His 

assistants, Iraneis, Treves and Patrizi, who after hosso's 

c.eata f ounded their own laboratories , were leading nsyc.nologists 

in their own rights.

Giulio Oestre Ferrari, whose theories were influenced 

cy ..undt and Einet, ale more than any other Italian psychol

ogist to promote educational psychology and to bring Italian 

psychologists in closer collaboration by founding the first 

Italian psychological journal Rivista dl psicologie (1905).
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He trees la tec. ’<111 lam Janes ' Prine Iple s of Psychology whlcn 

ne believed gave en enormous Impulse to Italian payenologleal 

thought. In V üb ne founded tre first indeoencent psycho

logical labor-tory in Italy, and advanced the ideal that the 

laboratory should not be far removed from practical problems 

of life. Alt nugn he was an experimentalist, his greatest 

contrl cutions were made in the fie lu of peda- ogleal osy- 

cholo^y. His contrlcutions to Italian psychology are similar 

to those made cy l. Stanle Hall for American psychology. 

Another "ror/oter of Italian psychology was the physician 

Sente Le Sanctis whose publications brought nim world wide 

recognition. Lc._ Ing ma ^s introduced . e Sanctis ' me th. ds of 

experiments tion to Jerman psychologists. However, the only 

a va Ila ole Snylisr. source that mentions Le Sanctis is 

nurchison' s A history of rsycholoay in Autoclo^raphy. Al

though he mace valua ble contributions in a rl fields of 

psychology his major field was f-ecle:indednese. He not 

only organized clinics for t.-er^ ' eut le ourooses, out also 

startec, In 1:99, specie 1 schools for feecle.indec children. 

41s tests for evaluating tne cegree of feeblemindedness, ne 

claims, were used throughout Europe. another efficacious 

promoter of Italian psychology curing the early cart of tne 

twentieth century was Leonardo -lancnl, scientist anc oublie 

ofiiclal. He is creelted with many original psych"logical 

contrive t i , cut is remembered .mostly for establishing, 

during the time tha. t he was Minister of Education, tne first 
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three experimental psychology department8 at the universities 

of Rome, Turin and Naples. He favored the reform of educa

tion based on pedagogical psychology. It was at the Fifth 

International Congress of Psychology in 19 Op that he announced 

his intentions of promoting psychology. Thus, with the decree 

of June 16, 19 Op, psychology was officially recognized by 

the government. Although various conventions on psychology 

followed the 1?0p convention; nothing see>.s to nave been 

accomplished gy these meetings except for various excellent 

propositions for the pro^.tion of psychology presented to the 

government. The A.iclais )alu little if any attention to 

tnese saggestions -n til Illi when Italian psychology received 

a setb^c^. A decree "as issued to replace pedagogical 

psychology x 1th a course on the history of Italian indepen

dence . (Storla del risen imento.; This decree, which for-

tode any courses in peda-o leal psychology at universities, 

was met w1tn severe criticism by tne psychologists. They 

trieu to counteract tne decree c; living their services free 

and by prom.ting several conventions and societies in order 

to revive osycnologica1 interest. The war was responsible 

for another seteach of educational psychology oy causing the 

suspension of national and international congresses, and due 

to a paper shortage, rsiche, a journal first puchisned in 

191J was suspended. However, Ferrari's Rivista and Kiesow’s 

Archivio continued publication.

In 191? psychological interests turned to military
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psychology, and Italy contributed valuable research in the 

selection of aviators. It was not until 1935 when a cecree 

was issued establishing experimental psychology as a course 

in medicine, jurisprudence, philosophy and pedagogy, that 

interest in psychology was again revived—however, the in

terest was mainly in utilizing psychology for industrial 

prosperity and for promoting Fascist ideals.
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CHAPTER IV 

THE rOVE^NT FOR SCIENTIFIC PEDAGOGY

The use of psychological research opened, a new branch 

of pedaao^y. The scientific or experimental, on the foun

dations of what was once cell-d anthropological peda^ory. 

\lthouTh the movement toward scientific peda^o^y started 

in Italy as early as 1873, it did not spread rapidly. 

.there were significant theoretical contributions, like 

those of Lombroso and Seryl, but their ideas were not widely 

utilized in the schools.

Paolo Vee chia, a psychologist, made some practical ap

plication of his theories. he instituted a course for tea

chers in pedagory at Piacenze, Italy, in 1362. He was made 

inspector, and later, director of normal schools. From 

1884 to 1888, Vecchi taumht pedayomy at the University of 

Catania. He also taurht at the universities of ^aples in 

1838 and Rome in 1905

At first Vecchia followed an idealistic trend in his 

educational doctrines, but later recognized the need for 

riving peda^ory a rir™ psychological and scientific basis. 

He wrote La sclsnze del] educazione applicate a 11 1 inseyna- 

men to prlmarlo (1881 ), followed by Element1 di pédagogie

Marotta , "Un peip?o^ista-- Paolo Vecchia , " Rivis
ta di psicolQTie, IV (1908), 355-62.
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e cenni di storts sut principsli sistemi di educszione, in 

order to illustra te the new peda-o^ic movement. In these 

books re ex^r^ssed the various svs te^s of aaministratlon 

which would meet scholastic, hygienical an? economical needs. 

He also treated such topics as types of teachin- positions, 

their supervision, the duration and intensity of attention 

without physical fatigue, character training, labor orob- 

lems, Hroebelian methods, °no reward and punishment.^ hone 

of these principles were utilized for national education.

hr til 19 05 the state ha - not done much for scientific 

peca-o^v; its contribution coula be considered as a nega

tive one . ..hen blanchi was appointed --inis ter of Public 

Education in 1995, sclentifie peda^o^y rained so e impetus. 

~t a teachers con-ress ct . a -liari, -lanchi voiced h’s in

tention of re^ormln- education an: of brin-in- it up to 

the scientific standards of the rime. -asserted that the

kindergarten should not be a place merely to shelter ch il- 

dr en, Cut rather a preparatory school to condition the child 

and to prepare him for the elementary ~rades. . ontessano

felt that studies on child psycholo^v end mental develop

ment of children ha o opener up r new fie Id for the appli

cation of :sycholo-v to oeôa~o~y, but nointed out that t'e 

legislation of tr e time w s inadequate. "lanchi believed 

that reform was n^cessrr and th." t the -overnment should 

f ?llow the pro-re os of psucholoy and or-ar ize the educational

1Ibid .
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system In relation to the proTress of science. ^ontessano 

claimed that the apathy of the state in the ha ndlin- of 

the public school was reflected by the fact that the in
stitutes of scientific peda to ~y in Italy could, in 1905, 

be counted on the ”finfers of one ha nd."I

Montessano was of the opinion that milan had set a 

^ood example for other Italian cities ' n rrant i n^ a sub

sidy of 10,000 lire to the Scientific PedPTO’y School of 

fizzoli. ihe Pizzoli school had elementary and advanced 

courses ‘n child psychology. n 1905, there were 144 stu

dents registered for the elementary course and 62 for the 

advanced course. , Ferrari taupht pedagogical psychology ; 

jochi, anthropological peda-o^y; -arino, human physiology 

and anatomy; and lo11i, child pathology and hygiene. Piz- 
o zoJ I examined the students et tre era of each course."

Another attempt to diffuse scientific peda toyy was 
rade in r. ome at the ocuola .a pis tre le Or tofrenica , estab

lished in 1900 with private funds. rovever, the I unds 

were insufficient and -ontessano felt that Rome should 

have granted a subsidy to this school , as *dlen  had to the 

Pizzoli school. i.o subsidy was granted a nA the school 

continued to operate on limited funds. 

Some cities fol 1 owed .dIan's example, Calabria, on

. Lon tessa no , "lasse ^na Fecn-o -la," Aivista di pslcol- 
o-ia I (1905), 425-29.

2 Ibid. 
^Ibld.
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the initiative of ürofes or Scaa!lone, established, in 

1903, a laborator" of yeda ’o?icsl 'nthropolocy 1er was 

used by the elementary teachers of the city for conducting 

anthropologies J and psychologies.. research . I n two years 

this laboratory had collected psychologiesl case histories 

of 8,000 students. Other laboratories of experimental 

peda<ro~y, similar to the above, were founded in Rovl^o, 

:antova. and buzzard

Although scientific pedac-o^y was b e : r. accepted and 

pro—oted in a few Italian cities, the movement has not 

dispersed throughout the Italian educational system. y os t 

of the pro Tess tr.a t had been achieved by 1905 was for the 

trainin' of elementary school teachers. Italian psycho]o- 

-1sts felt that cilld psychology should also be utilized 

in the kinder Tr ten .

I he introduction of child psycholoy w^s discussed 

bu Bianchi a t the ton^resso elle ieuea trie i dell’ Infanzla 

held a t nc ora in September, 1905. rhe ^enress voted in 

favor of c ordlna t"on of the kinder martens preparatory 

schools for the elementary "rades . J-1 was reco ’mended that 

m law be passed which woulc :rovide for the institution of 

a kinder~arten in each community; the reform of kinder-ar ten 

me th or s based on BrosheI ion concepts : and the re or-an 1za- 

ti on o^ al_ the nati :n1s kinder-artens on a common base,
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Insofar as education, discipline, hv^iene, and the teacher’s 

salary schedule.'

Phe Con tress, w lch was sponsored Lv s -re of the lead

ing educators ochild .syclolo^, wa' attended cy educa

tors from all parts of 1 ta 1v. Their a Î m was to organize 

all e^^entpr” teachers o^ t tai ' In order to centralize 

el e -enters ed’X a ti or . -1th ov^ several similar meet' r ' " 

^1 owed the nc ora conference, little was accomplished in 
o * t■ e realization of these pro.osrls.’J

"owevet, Ferrari felt that perrys a s a result of these 

me = tin--s, -ore facilities were offered to teachers Inter

ested in a ylv’n- ^sycholo^y to education. -teachers were 

ur^ei to attend psvcholo^lcal institutes, and were per-

11 ted to borrow instruments from these l bora tor les to 

supplement their cLa ssroom teac^ln-s. i'bey were encour- 

a -red to cooperate w l th school doctors for the detection of 

visual and auditors defects in tr e pupils. Ferrari held 

that t'i s w' s important because a ch lid with an undetected 

auditor^ or visual uefect -liyht be seated in the rear of the 

room, causin' school failure which -' ùt develop an inferiority 

complex in the child. T^e teachers were ur~ed to cooper

ate wit’ medical authorities by compiling statistical case

\haric : oil, "fl Jonuresso d e11e educ? triel d e11’ 
Inf; nzla a 1 Ancona,” Flvls t a al ps1c olopla , I (19 j5), 
41Û-2J. "

2Tb Id.
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histories of students, wn!ch ir turn were inter preted by 

phys icIans

Child psych-1o was e]3o pro-roteu in e journal, the 

nuova 6cuola of *-ilan,  fo unded thi'ou "h the into tive of an 

instructor, done Robert 1. onto 2 s^. no claimed that his 

was the first teachers’ journal in Ltelv, used exclusively 

for scientific pedayo ^y. The narra zine contai rec articles 

a nd reports of researches aade in child psychology. yon- 

tes scno cla i-e" th c t ids journal h a a va n^ subscribers, in
dicatin'" that scientific ped0 ~o 'v r a o aroused an interest 

o 
in ny teachers." Credaro, later finis ter of Public ndu- 

c a t5 on, founded a : o tr er educational journal in 1308, called 

- iy is ta Reda -^o "ica .

Y/hen he ws s a .sir ted ..in’s ter of :.duca t‘ on, dredaro 

appointed he Ila /aile co-editor of Is periodical. A third 

educational journal , La. fos tr a ôcuula, wr<s f o'unded in 1915 

by a Milanese teacher, lia- esare Pico. An educational 

library w s soon established in ^-ilan in 1915, facilitatin' 

the avallabilit” of psycholovical books to public school 

teachers

finally the Government felt a need for improvin' the
11.0. Ferrari, "la ca q sclentifica e le sue a p- 

cl les z 1 onl or" tic lie , " F I v i s t c ai p s i c o 1 o j a , T*I  ( 1 907 ) , 
161-70. J

ontessano, 22" ÇÜ» * . P * 426.
t.C. Ferrari, "kivistc. ^ede'o~ica," Rivis ta di psi- 

coloria, XIII (1917 ), 72.
.G. Ferrari, "’ ssocaziore azion^le per a 1ib- 

1 i o tec a c i r c o 1 o r 10 del "ces tri 11 a 1 i a n I, " R ivis ta di ps i- 
coloyia XI (1915), 405-06. *
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trainin'? of teacher s in the new /eda-TO^ic idea . It approved 

the Royal decree of January 1, 1906 which established a cur

riculum at tie universities in order to better prepare tea- 

chers for the offices of school in so - c tor and c idsc tic dir

ector. This curriculum was offered cl -annua 1 lv and taught 

pe^aso^v and Italian letters. Another curriculum offered 

annua13 v, presented theoretical philosophy, experimental 

psychology, school administration and mental hygiene. Upon 

completion of a year’s study , each student wa s per itted 

to take an examination for the position of oldac tic inspec

tor or school inspec tor

Ferrari maintained that, on redaro’s initiative, the 

pedn^oclcal school r. t tne "niversltv of home added to its 

curriculum, in 1907, a course in experimental psychology 

as applied to peda~oyy. ihis course lasted for a two month 

period and its principles and methods were similar to tho=e 

tau"ht at tne School of experimental Peda ?o "y that Pizzoli 

had founded at Vilen. ihe curriculum was organized by De 

Sanctis and consister of three courses ; experimental psy- 

cholo~y as applied to peda"omical problems, taught by Ser mi 

and Le Sanctis; sense organs and motor coordination, taught 
9 

by 0 Ivin ini ; and abnormal psychology, tau ~h t by Le Sanctis.“

Giovanni s c ol l, ”11 nunva or so fnlvei st tar lo di 
perfez1onamento per 1 1icenzla ti dalle ucuole Lormali,” 
"Fivlsta d1 psicolo"!? II (19J6), 2u5-0«.

.C. error 1, ”* n corso o^-lunto a]It scuola peda- 
"O"i c a unIveisltaria,” Elvis tn di pslcolo~ia, VI I' (1907), 160. 
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Slowly the theories and practices of this new scientific 

pedayory be man to be recognized by conservative institu

tions and on the invitation of the Peruvian Pedayo^ical 

association, De Sanctis ~ave a short course in 1909 a t 

the T'nIvers ita de Peru-1a , in experimental psychology 

as applied to peda^o^y. theory w" s accompanied with 

practical applications. rhe lectures included : exper

imental psycholomr a rd modern ped a yo^y ; psychic and the 

brain; -ovem ent a nd sens lbilitv ; attention; Ima aIna tion; 

memory ; intelligence; sensorial-defects ; mora 1itv ; ab

normalities of intelligence and behavior ; su'vestloiity; 

wijl and character; physical r c? menta l labor ; and men

tal fa time .1 rhe students were encouraged to partic

ipate in experiments tlons and went directly to public 

schools to conduct the experiments. rhe c out- s e was sup

plemented by a tri” to an insure asylum.

In 1913 the Salvoni Institute at Lilian introduced spe

cial preparatory courses for t e Senoia 'edia. Inis in

stitute carrier. out a plan of education far in advance of 

its time. j-he use of text looks was somewhat suppressed 

in favor of for"" tive ^eteri?-Is and memorization was also 

reduced to a minimum. .-1 though the didactic materials 

basica Iv equalled trose of the ~ov?rnment schools in re
rd to the .-ran \or, ar l time tie and yeome try, the Salvoni

]Sante De Sanctis, "9orso rapide di p s 1 c . 1 o ~ I a speri- 
mentale in Perugia ' hiv 1 s t; di os ic olo-is , ” V ( 1 9u9 ), 531.
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Institute was not preoccupied with teaching the child cul

tural subjects or in ^kin’ the student attain mechanical 

proficiency in certain abilities. It stressed exercises 

in which the student could use his capacity of observation, 

comparison, abstraction, correlation, induction and de

duction . 1

Ihe kindergarten program was essentielle R'roec el ian. 

Spontaneous activité in lay wa s encoure -ed . ïhe letters 

of the alphabet rid the s ,e 111 ne of words with mobile let

ters based on the i.onte r sor i met. on w e used. No lesson 

was to be memorized and ell activities were to be consid

ered pl am. ihe teachin'’ of arithmetic was left until the 

la s t third of the v. ar, «no instead of ~lv ln^ students a 

superficial studv of mathematical problems from a text 

book, mathematical problems were presented in concrete 

forms, a nd later ln graphs. Individual freedom was '’ranted 

each child, in expression, as well a s in activity and the 

teachers arran~ed the ”?m?s to suit the children, Ihe 

children’s activities were observed daily and records of 

the Ir progress were kept.

in nv of the Italian educators who believed in scien

tific pedac-QT attempted to diffuse the new knowledge in 

order to raise the standards of the schools. —mon? these

. Salvoni, ’’Peda^O'^ia e didattics in un istltuto di 
educazione modernO," R'vista dipsicolo"la, IX (1913), 56U-32.

2Ibid. - -
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was Giovanni Calo, who was known for hls scientific work 

and as a teacher of education at the Beale Institute di 

Studi SuperiorI di Firenze and the Scuola di perfezion- 

amente per l ma es tri which wa s annexed to the ^ea le In

s tituto. ihe new psychological base of peds o-o^ is well 

illustrated in hi s l 'eouca z i one d e ^ll educ terl. Calo 

had hoped that these publications would tie I raise the 

standards of the teachin- profession and «-Ive it a scien

tific basis. One section of the book illustrated the 

physical develo. men t of the individuel and explained the 

principles of hygiene and physical education. In the 

book, Calo presented a minute analysis of mental functions 

and theIr development, stressing educational methods to 

be used at various levels of the individual’s development, 

re believed that these analyses were useful in forming 

-ood tea chin- practices and in .cl ar if y in- statements re

lated to sveholorical and eda^o^ical questions. Calo 

also believed t: a t te°ch:n- shoold ot le all the or", and 

neither should neda ro^i cal. teaching exhaust themselves in 

useless empirical methods.

Regardless of individual a ttenpts to improve educa

tion and to centr lize its management, defects of organiza

tion, i owevez , still ersis ted. These were pointed out in

. Ar ri -hi, "f ’ecucazior.e de li educator!, Corso 
di Pads 'o -la per le -cuole -.orrsli di Giovanni ^alo, ' 1.1- 
vis ta di, ps ic oloyia , X ( 1 914 ), 473-74 .

5Ibid."
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an article written by rrenzonl which was reviewed by D’atena 

in the teacher’s periodical A t tue 11 ta peda rociche . Ilie 

greatest problem, according to Iranzoni, was lack of or- 

^an^a tion of the educational pro^rPTs. ch subject was 

taurht as an end in itself, without considerin'1- its re

lationship to other subjects. is defect of organiza

tion, D’atena felt, was due ^ainlv to unscientific pre

paration of ter cher s . ..ccor5in"l’r 1 mnzonl, cirector of 

the Teachers’ -olle^e oarlo ^-enca of ^ilan, initiated the 

publication of two series of <ua dem i d l r e c a y o r- j a . one , 

- t tus ! i ta pe da ^o^iche, dealt with the educative and social 

oroblecs of the school, end the other, Prof111 d1 Vaestr1, 

presented the educator’s point of view

Verv little of any sign’fleance is available on the 

subject of the ove-nent of the new peda^o^y after 1918. 

Italian positivistic psychology and its practical a ppi1- 

c t i m in the field of education ha c reached its oe a k by 

191 G.

Assagi oll pointed th is out i ' 1914 b" stat ' nc that 

while in man y sciences the Italians had kept abreast with 

the pro mess of other nations, in psychology they had 

lag-ed far behind. Ire number oItalians interested in 

this science was verv limite^ and for the most art psy

chology wes disunited, dispersed and often misunderstood.

^D’a tens, ”nnita di programma per . I'ranzon i, ” h i- 
vlsta di oslcolo Tia XIT, (1916), 350-51.
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Yost of the men studied psycholorv t s e supplementary sub

ject and not as a distinct science. hany factors were 

responsible, believed A s s a i oli, for this condition. Above 

all, was the "shameful educative deficiency" of government 

officials. . magistrate could "judme" without even know- 

irT the rudiments of psychology. ..ssa^ioli pointed out 

t^'V t no one woulo th ’ nk of teaching pa tholocy and clinical 

medicine to students who did not know physiolo^v, a nd yet 

s t the Italian universities psychiatry was taumht to stu

dents who did ot have any knowledge of elementary psychol- 

omr. he bel’aver tnat experimental psychology, whlch was 

taught as a labora tor- course a t a few universlties, should 

be preceded by courses in general psychology

Another fact, Assagioli claimed, that was responsible 

for the impediment of psychological progress in Italy, was 

the hostility with w? 'ch psychology was confronted by the 

very men who should have recognized its -clue and brought 

it to its greatest utility: the phvsiclans and the psy

chiatrists. They, with a f=w exceptions, were, according 

to Assagioli, the major offenders, nce they looked down 

upon osycholodists and psychopatholomists. T t must be re

membered that the men who worked 1 ' t^e field of psychology 

care from different scientific fields. 1'hese conditions 

were not only true in Italy, ^ssi^lcli pointed out, but

l?oberto -^ssagiol l, "i.e condizione della psicologia 
in Italia," Psiche I (1912 ), 57-63.
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also in other foreign countries. 4*e  felt, however, the t

these conditions were not unsurmounteble. Pedagogical psy

cholory had developed favorablv anc. was ^r - e tly recognized 

in other countries and in the same field, psychiatry had 

also made valuable contrV utions . This fact we s disclosed 

at the International Congress of Psychology, held at Gen

eva in 1909. A t this Congress the Italians were active par

ticipants in the above fields

World j'sr I, although it caused the retardation of 

educe t'onal psychology, proved an intensive force in the 

Italian renaissance of psycho! n~lcel research and its ap

plication to military strategy. Italian psychologists made 

valuable contributions for the selection of Italian mH - 

ltarv allots based on psychological tests. The selection 

of individuals for special fields in peace as well as in 

we r, Saffiotti believed, was the new a in of psycholory.2 

in order to achieve this new aim of psychology Treves, 

who had, by his researches on physiological and psycholog

ical problems of work and fa time, ma de valuable contribu

tions to the development of Italian scientific thought, 

suggested that special psychologiesl institutions be es

tablished in all the major Italian cities in order to find 

out the cause and effect of muscular and nervous fatigue 

in work. Treves believed that some day all question'

l.ss'' ~iol i , "Le Gondizl'me del l a ps ic ol o gia in Italia", 
Ps iche, op. c i t., p. 63.

2srfflottl, ' ’ h*. , » pa evoluzione della Psicolo-is sper- 
1-ento]e in Italia," Fivista di pslcolo^ia, XVI (1920), 149.
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relative to labor, Ircludln? the professions, would be 

answered by scientific experiments, bather than forci nr 

the individual to adjust to the demands of labor, labor 

should be adjusted to the capabilities of the Individual 

worker .1

In 1938 Petrazzani devised a psychological examin

ation in conjunction with a physical examination to de

termine the ability of an individual to drive an automo

bile. In 1911 ba1erl end -ieddu-Serider, used the same 

teermique to qualify pilots for the Italian army. now- 

ever, the ^obi]izo tion of these scientific principles 

was slow. -n bar of 1916 Saffiotti presen tec to the mil

itary authorities a psychological pro oram intended to be 

used in selecting candidates for aviation pilots . his 

program, he believed, had a double value: first, it of

fered the -L ta lian military authorities a practical and 

useful program for the selection of their pilots, and 

secondly, it -ave impetus to Italian scientific culture 

by attracting attention to the.psychological researches 

conducted for the scientific selection of pilots. As a 

result of his efforts the first office of n s yc ho-phy slc al 

research for tie selection of aviators and pilots was in

stituted at Turin in 1917 under the direction of 3rad- 

eni 'o. year later, two other similar offices were in

stituted, one at 'Naples, under the direction of Herl i tzka, 

1Ibid.
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which specialized In serine seronsvtlc services, end the 

other at n o-^ e, under tve direction of laleot te.The 

It?1Ians seemed to have ~elned so^e recognition outside 

of I t? lv for their psychologies 1 researches on the scien

tific selection of military pilots, a s accounts of var

ious researches on the subject a peer in several foreign 

journals, but insofar as educational psvcholor-v, the war 

seemed to have diverted tv^e interests of I ta? lan psychol

ogists from educational to military ps^cholo^y.

Perhaps th-t is whr verv little of «rv s lénifience 

is eve liable on the subject of the 'ove-ent othe new 

ped?-o": after 191". Italian psvcnolomy °nd its practi

ce! application in the flelf of education had reached its 

peak b” 1910. Vith the entrance of Ïtal^ into the rst 

.Vor l d .!.er, s t^ ies of educational psuch olo ^y were eta - 

sored in favor of ■ 1111r r" psve • olo'y . i v.e positivists 

intended to res mre e '-uc a ti on? l studies, since they hr d 

not influenced 'tolian educational systems as a whole, af

ter the war. dl tn the change of regime in 922 the psy- 

choloolsts of i ta 1,T a t first looked to the new re^ie, 

wn l c h had promised to do so much for Italian education, 

a s the means o" extend in - the fruits of their labors to 

the whole of Italian education. -1th ou-1 the Italia psy- 

cholo~i s ts ha T fou -h t to break the old bonds of tradition 

in order to install a modern s vste^ of education based on
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objective findings in psychology, they had not me t with

much success.

SWA RY

The Italian positivistic psychology reached a peak 

in 1910. The wave of laboratory "founding" had subsided 

by 1913, and the only psychological faculties founded at 

universities after that date were the faculty of psychol- 

o -y established a t the ni versit y of Palermo in 19*20  and 

the psychology de part^e nt ° nd laboratory established by 

Terne 111 at th e nn i ver l tv of the decree heart a t Milan.

Some significant attempts were ^ade cy individual 

psychologists to reform education by a scientific appli

cation of psychology. -mon' these was r-o Plzzoli, who 

established a school in order to train teachers, in psy

chology . Tn 1995, at a time when such institutions could 

be counted on the fingers of one ha nd, due to the fact 

th t the state con tribute g no financial support to pro

mote specla] schools, -Ilan grantee Plzzoli a subsidy to 

augment the income which originally consisted of a small 

tuition paid by students. Other cities followed bilan's 

example . a l a b r t a, hovi.go, Mentovs and Suzzara gave

grants to estabiish laboratories of experimental pedacorny. 

Tn 1913 the SaIvoni Institute at Ilan conducted a rroe- 

ce11an kindergarten and an activity school for children 

through the fifth grade, ^roebelian concepts were favored 
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and advanced by individual psychologists in their private 

schools, cut they were not widely adopted. However, some 

communities sponsored laboratories where teachers, of 

their own accord, could conduct experiments and learn psy- 

choloTÏcal methods in education. In 1906 the government 

instituted educational courses including educational psy- 

cholo?y at all universities. educators wrote books and 

®7az?ne articles in order to reise the standard of the 

teachin? profession and magazines on child psychology 

were made available to instructors.

In spite of individual attempts to utilize psychol

oy in education, little general progress was made. Until 

1919 educators and psychologists personally sponsored spe

cial researches and schools which utilized scientific 

pedagogy, but due to World War I, their efforts were turned 

to militant psycholo —. After tie war the psychologists 

intended to continue their educational studies, but they 

met opposition from the new re ~i me of 1922 which brought 

back humanism as Sent lie conceived it, to the Italian 

schools.
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CHAPTER V 

DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR 
--------------------

Attention to atypical children was a late development 

in Italian education. It was not until almost the close of 

the Nineteenth Century that the kingdom began to develop an 

educational program for the large mass of normal children. 

Later on, and mainly through the efforts of educators and 

osychologists some emphasis was placed on specialized insti

tutions for the training of mentally abnormal children. 

As ill scuoie (kindergartens) for various mental deficients 

were founded cy De Sanctis1 (ld°?) and schools for slow 

learners were founded by Ferrari (19C}).“ 

Ferrari's Classification

Ferrari classified atypical cniluren into three cate

gories. In one category he included children tnat exhibited 

slow mental development. He believed that if these children 

were to keep up with normal children in public schools, they 

would progress as the others, if only at a slower pace.3

1C£t> p. 82. -
o
-C. C. Ferrari, "La pedagogia sclentlflca e le sue 

apnllca zlone oratiche," Rivista di ns icologla, III (1907) 
op. 161-170. ------------------- —— =— J

^Ibld.
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...Of children intellectually abnormal we know 
very many varieties. We have first a large num
ber of the so-called retarded, that is to say, 
children who do not oresent serious lesions but 
simply a delay in the development or, more often, 
in the coordination of the various aptitudes and 
of the various intellectual tendencies. Not 
obliged to make efforts beyond their ability, 
carefully awakened first and stimulated later, 
they succeed easily in keeping acreast wltn the 
others and generally do not relapse...

In another group he included those that stopped growing 

mentally after a short span of normal mental development. As 

e result they soon are unable to keep up with tne progress 

of their fellow classmates. Inis condition is sometimes 

accompanied by hyposexual development in puberty. Sometimes 

mental development is arrested after a severe attack of 

influenza or typhoid fever. In the third category he in

cluded idiots, imbeciles, and morons.The above groups, 

Ferrari believed, represent a serious educational problem 

and require supervision in specialized institutions, where 

education can be adapted to their limited mental capacity 

and where they can receive medical care for tne pathological

^Ibid., pp. 16p-166.
”Cl fanciulll intellettualmente anormal! no! conosclamo 

j olti&sme varieta. Ac ois mo anzitutto la grande scniera del 
cosldett1 tardivi, del lane lull! cloe, che non nanno gravi 
lesion! nel loro orgsnisimo Dio-psichico, ma semplicemente un 
ritardo nello svolgimento o, più spesso, nella coordinazione 
celle varie ettituGini e delle varie disposizionl intellettuali. 
"on indott1 a sforzi superior! a lia loro potenzlalità, pruden- 
temente risvegliati prima eccitati pel, arrivano facilmente a 
csmminare al passo con gli altri, e, per regola, pib non 
ricedonO.”

-Ibid.
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conditions underlying tnelr mental def 1c iency.

This threefold classification of Ferrari was apparently 

tne basis for tne practical organizations of educational 

facilities for the mentally handicapped in Italy. Previously 

there had teen no conception of the necessity of a division 

between slow learning and grossly mental deficient children. 

He believed that the idiots, imbeciles, and morons of the 

third group were the only ones easily recognized in the class

room. program and were not usually children recognized by the 

teacher. Since these children ultimately fail in their school 

studies, it is important that teachers have an elementary 

knowledge of tne principles of psychology in order that they 

can readily recognize deviates.

Onee recognized, ne can ce placed under the supervision 

of especially trained teecners. Borderline mental deficients 

can be taught to live useful lives if educated in relation 

to their mental and meenanicol anilities. With these points 

in view, Ferrari devoted nis life to the education of feeble

minded children and to the acceptance of psychology as a base 

for pedagogy.- 

Ferrari rental Test for normal and deficient Children

In 1^97 Ferrari devised a mental test made up of various 

questions to be asked the deficient child upon his admission

xbld., pp. 161-1/0.
2Ibld. , p. 1/0
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to the insane asylum of Bologna and administered again at 

fixed successive periods during his stay.

A. Personal and objective orientation

1. What is your name?

2. .'hat is your grade in school?

3. How old are you?

d. From what town are you?

?. What is your home address?

6. What day is today?

/. 'There are we now?

6 . Who am I?

E. Personal consciousness

9. Who is  (Name of the child quest!oned)?

10. ’.’hat are you thinking about at this moment?

11. Whose is nd is this? (Pointing out a hand of 
trie child witn a pencil)

12 . W'iose clothes are these? ( Tokening the child's 
clothes)

C. memory

13. How long nave you been here?

14. Who accompanied you mere?

15• Wnere were you for Christmas?

16 . What is y nr father' s name ?

1/. What is your mother's name?

18. Do you know a fable by me ..ory? (In case of the 
affirmative) Tell it to me.

11. C. Ferrari, docriella Franc la, "L1 es a.me psicologico 
som^ario del deficients," Rivista di pslcologla, VIII (191-),
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D. Affective state

19. Do you fell well?

20. At this ; ornent do you feel happy or not happy?

21. Do you wish to study in a little while?

22. Whom do you like cest at your house? (The very 
test )

23. Do you nave many friends? (In case of the affirm
ative) How many?

24. Is there anyone who makes fun of you?

25. Do they call you ugly words?

E. Reason and judgment

26. What cistance might there be from ne re to _______  
(One names a well-<nown locality and a distance 
well determined)

27. Would you be capable to go alone from here to 
your house?

26. What would you uo to go to your house?

29. How old do you thin/ I am?

F. Onirica (Dream) life .

30. Do you c ream s t night?

^1. Tell me a dream that you remember?

32. Du you have bad dreams sometimes?

53. Tell me one.

~r. Moral sentiments ( For the boys )

34. If you were to see a friend of yours being 
beaten unjustly what would you do?

33. Why should one not steal?

^6. Is it good or bad to swear?

37• If someone would want to beat you what would you 
do?
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(For the girls)

34. If a friend, of yours would spoil ? piece of work 
you were doing what would you do?

35- ’ hy  should one not lie ?*

16. Is It cad or Is It good to take revenge?

37. If you were to know tnat ? friend spoke badly of 
you, what woulu you say?

H. Cognitive activity

3-3 . V;atch me

3? . 3-et on your feet1. ( or sit down 1 )

40. dive me your nand'.

h-1 . Touch your nose with your left hand*.

42. Pick un that piece of paper (a piece of paper and 
a pencil are dropoec. to the floor without making 
it obvious)

43. Shut the door and go out

These questions were constructed on the basis of the 

knowledge tnat Ferrari had of the children in hie care.1 

Le Sanctis1 Mental Test

Of tne various methods oroposed for an evaluation of 

intelligence that might at the same time be scientifically 

correct and practical, Irazlani, a psychiatrist, at the 

Psychiatric Institute of Vicenza, claimed tnat two above all 

others, between tne period of 1906-1916, encountered a 

favorable response from psychological, pedagogical, and psy- 

chie trie students. There were the Binet and Simons test,

^Ibld.
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and the Reattivi of De Sanctis.Oraziani said that the 

Binet-Simons Scale in modern osychological thought is not a 

measurement of intelligence but an instrument to evaluate tne 

mental capacity of a child, and that the Reattivi De Sanctis 

constituted a simple guide for the evaluation of the different 

levels jf intellectual deficiency for the information of the 
2 psychiatrist and the teacner. The method used by De Sanctis 

was created for the practical gradation of mentally deficients 

into three groups of low, medium, and high. It utilized six 

tests wnich gradually increased in difficulty. Sraziani said 

that the De Sanctis tests were criticized by some psycholog

ists because they doubted that one would be able to judge tne 

grade of mental deficiency from a few answers, that the judg

ment of the nsycniatrist or the teacher might be subjective, 

and that a single reaction to the test was not sufficient to 

give an accurate evaluation. An experiment was conducted by 

Srazlani, to compare Binet's and De Sanctis' methods. 

Pr-zlenl had intended to oerform nis experiments by giving 

both tests to 400 young men at his institute, but circumstances 

due to the World War I forced him to conduct his experiments 

on only ?0 subjects. The tests were conducted at the same 

time every day, in the same room and by the same teacher. 

Tv er y subject was given one test and a montn later was given

^Ido Srazlanl, "La valutazlone dell*  insufficlenza 
Intellectuals con la 11 sea la metrlca" , di Binet e Simon e col 
"Reattivi" di S. De Sanctis," Rlvista di ps1cologla, XIV (1918), 
.1-112. 

o 
“Tne tests were not available to the writer.
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the other. Of the 7'0 subjects 28 were women, - 2 men; 53 were 

between 9 and 16, / between 7 and 9 > and 10 between 17 and 

22. Sraziani concluded that the Simon-Finet test successfully 

measured a gradation of intelligence in the normal child, but 

that in tne abnormal cnild it c!l not indicate the degree of 

abnormality, i.e., high or low idiot, high or low imcicile, 

9s did the le Sanctis test.

Giuseppe hontesano, noted for hie work with mental

c ef icients , also believed that the Le Sanctis test constituted 

a rapid and easy method of ap lication since each administra

tion lasted only 10 to lp minutes. hontesano claimed that 

these tests could be advantageously administered to mentally 

deficient children because the tests did not utilize writing 
° _and reading." Ferrari's and _ e Sane tie1 mental tests seem 

to be, a s far as the writer knows, the only tests devised by 

Italians to mea sure intelligence.

IIcld .
^Giusepoe l^ontesano, "Per la Protect on^ del F^nclulli 

^-ficient1," Hivlsta dl ^sicolonia, I (19'5), 56-61.

History and levelooment of Schools for Atypical Children

The early realization of the necessity of a well trained 

personnel, noth among teachers of public schools and attendants 

of public and private institutions for mental deficients, led 

to tne establishment of some special schools for the training 

of this personnel. Tne results f tne experiments carried 

on at these schools attracted interest when they were presented
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the "CongresEO di Frenietria" at Ancone in 1901, end were 

oubli shed by Agostini in the Journal of Mental Science. From 

such recognition, one would expect that institutions for 

mentally deficient children would have gained some economic 

support, cut this wa s not the case. The group that founded 

them usually started with very slender means. If it had not 

been for the concerted efforts f the founders, these insti

tutes would heve failea.^

The Institute of medical Pedagogy was founded in 1900 

by a society organized in Rome. Most of the pupils were from 

the insane asylum of Santa Igaris della Pleta . This asylum 

paid do lire per month to the institute for the support of 
D 

each chila . Since this amount was ins ufficient to provide 

for a 11 the expenses, the institute came very close to bank

ruptcy, but it was saved by Becoming incorporated as a part 

of the asylum. The new administrator transferred the school 

from a poor building in tne center of the city to a better 

one in country and also provided for an extension in the teach

ing staff. For the sucsistence of each child the asylum 

increased its allotment from 40 to 7^ lire per month.’

The admission of each child to this school was decided 

upon after an initial period of observation at the asylum

A. Agostini, "The Practical direction that Psychiatry 
can give to Education,” Journal of Mental Science XLVIII 
(October, 1902), 726-07. 1

2 ,L.ontesa.no, 00. c 11. , pp. po-ol.
^Icld.

tesa.no
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during which his mental capabilities were determined by a 

mental test. Upon entrance to the school, the child was given 

e seriesof mental tests, chiefly those of Binet and Ferrari, 

to decide his educacility. A diary was kept of the child's 

daily achievement and behavior, his protrese and education, 

and of other pertinent factors. At the end of a month tnie 

diary was summarized as an indication of the chile's mental 

growth.1

Owing to the fact that it was affiliated with the asylum, 

tne school was forced to take in a11 categories of mental 

ceficlents so that at one ti-.e it would contain idiots, im- 

leciles, epileptics, hystericale, and insane children. Since 

the school was not eaulpped to construct e for lized pro- 

^ra ... for children in esen category, the separation of these 

different groups in play and stucy was partly achieved. 

However, motor and sensory training was stressed for the 

idiots end imbeciles, activity programs for the retarded, and 

orsl education for the delinquents. Annexed to each class, 

and under the direction of a sister or a nurse, was a small 
p 

workshop adapted to the needs of children in each category.

By 190? Italy nad a number of institutions for mentally 

defective children. Ferrari and others were of the opinion 

that the existing institutions, notably the As ill-scuole and 

the 1stituti per def iclent! could adequately handle the

D

‘I tic 
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great mass of borderline abnormale provided these specialized 

services were made available throughout the country. Some 

psychologists found that the slow learners, after about a year 

in the scuola age junta, could be brought beck to the commu

nity echo I room, if admitted to grades in which the work 

was adjusted or scaled to their mental abilities. This plan 

was similar to that proposed by Froebel in Germany. In this 

way a mentally retarded child would receive his education 

under the same conditions as other children. Ferrari, how

ever, advocated that mentally deficient children should not 

be returned to the school room, but should attend the type 

of Asill-scuole fostered by Le Sanctis, where they would be 

taught mechanical labor.

Montesano pointed out that the various mental deficiencies 

revealed by children while in attendance at primary schools 

indicates that there is a large category of subjects that 

demonstrate difficulty in learning only while under the com

pulsion of the classroom; whereas outside the scnool, they 

do not show much deviation from the normal. On the other 

hand, some students progress easily in the elementary grades 

end somewhat slower in the secondary schools, but after a 

period of adjustment regain their lost time.”

----------%--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
G. C. Ferrari, "La pedagogic solentifica e le sue 

application! pratiche, " Rivlsta di pslcologia., op. c 11. , p. 164.
“Giusepoe kontesano, "La valutazlone e 1'educazione dell' 

intelllgenza nelie scuole oer tarclvi," Rivlsta di nsicologia, 
V (1909) 4Q&-S13.
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Montesano was militant in his belief that the duty of 

the teacher, besides that of giving lessons, included also 

the general welfare of the student. The teacher should be 

taught to recognize the symptoms of retardation and know the 

modern methods of dealing with them. Here tne physician and 

instructor should compare their findings for the student1s 

benefit. The case history of each child should include not 

only his scholastic achievement but also hie home environ

ment. Every student, he believed, should be given a mental 

test to determine tne limits of his intelligence and his power 

of concentration and should ce examined for suggestibility 

and for his capaclilty to overcome obstacles. In his school 

for mental deficients at Rome, Montesano used various 

colored pictures and requested each subject to give his 

interpretation of these pictures on the basis of first 1m- 

oressions and detailed examination. ~-e toon account of the

1Icid.

ease with which the subject recognized tne pictures, the 

time employed, the frequency or lack of pause, inflections 

or timidity, the details omitted, ana erroneous interpreta

tions . This method is similar to the Rorscnach Test. After 

tnie first examination, many other similar tests were given 

from time to time to see the progress made by the student 

after therapeutic treatment. A record of the results of 

every test was kept and at the end of tne year an evaluation 

of the child's progress was mace.1
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Montesano, e fter two years of expérimentât Ion, concluded 

that the concept of Individuality in retarded students is 

very marked. He criticized Einet and Simons for stating in 

their book, Les enfants anormaux, that there are ”simple and 

limited types" in retarded children. In fact, at the Pedagog

ical Congress at Naples in 1903, he lectured on the diffi

culties encountered in grouping mental deficients for therapy, 

since each child showed marked individual differences. 

Montesano stressed that each child should be lo ked upon as 

an individual, and individual therapy should be prescribed 
for each.1

3-. I. Ferrari, " 1st ituto Naz Iona le ^edico-pedagogico 
in -llano," Rlvlsta dl psicologia, XI (1915), SC. ’

Another institute for deficient children was founded at 

Milan in November, 1914 with Professor Agostino Jerne111, 

Catholic priest and a psychiatrist, as director, which was 

called the Institute Ne z Iona le medico pedagogico dl Milano. 

It handled toys suffering from nervous disorders and defects 

of speech and of hearing. Among its facilities was a well 

equipped osycho-pedagogical laboratory."

Also at Milan in 1914, an Asill-Scuola, after the method 

proposed by Le Sanctis, was founded, as a result of the ac

tivities of the S.I.P.A. (Soc leta Italiana per la protezione

degll anormal!). In January of the same year, the Zaccaria 

Treves school was also founded in Milan. The cnlef promoters 
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of the school were De Sanctis, Ferrari, and tne members of 
the 3.I.P.A.1

- ----------------------------------------------------
Alfredo Albertini, "La scuola comunale«utonoma Zaccaria 

Treves c er la cura e 1'ecucpzlone degli anormall pelchichi, 
a .llano," Plv ista dl psIcologls, XI (191^), 138-45.

-Ibid .

The founding of the Treves Milan community school in 
1914 was tne first step that an Italian community nad taken 

toward what Aloertlni called a "Natlonale" system of assist

ance to abnormal students. The school was located on the 

outskirts of Milan in the section of Porta Magenta, et the 

time the center of a rural district. The building, a one 

floor brick and stone structure, had a large piece of farm 

land surrounding it. Its rooms were large and airy, with 

a meeting place for tne cnlldren, a workroom, three teaching 

rooms, a library room, also used as a teacners*  room, a 

large gymnasium, a refectory, a bathroom, a dressing room, 

toilets, a large room for reunions and conferences, and a 

medics 1 examination room. The furniture was simple and 

adapted to the child. In the study room, the little taeles 

anc chairs and other furniture, and even tne teacher's equip

ment, was movable so that on sunny days the wnole class could 

transfer outdoors. Tnis teennique of orienting tne school 

nouse and program with the physical makeup and emotions of 

the cnlldren, though common today, was a radical departure 

at tnet time even in specialized institutions. The school 

took children of both sexes between the ages of 6 to lo as 

transfers from the elementary oublie schools of Milan.”
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The selection of the pupils was made by a commission 

composed of the director of the laboratory of experimental 

psychology and the medical director of the community school 

and by the doctor and dioactic director of the school from 

which the child had been sent. The physical and intellectual 

development of each pupil was the "yard stick" of the special 

instructions designed to bring out individual aptitudes. 

Instruction was individualized as much as possible and it 

was always based on integration with everyday life. During 

the day the child was kept cusy at all times although this 

was never carried to the point of fatigue. rental and 

physical work, proportional to the individual's potentiality, 

formed tne basis of his education. The doctor guided the 

educator in his classroom assignments as to the application 

of hygiene, and in therapeutic exercises. Special attention 

was paid to behavior and language difficulties. The sub

jects of the first three elementary grades were taught, but 

no attempt was made to require completion of these units by 

those who could not grasp the established work.1

The students were divided into the two categories of 

deboll di mente (mental deficients) and of instabili (un

stable ). members of a third group, mlstl (the unstable 

menu ally deficient), were assigned to one of the above groups 

according to their degree of mental deficiency or unstability. 

The two major groups were then subdivided into smaller groups, 
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in order to make each learning group as homogeneous as pos

sible . A record was kept of each child's progress. The 

staff was recruited from teachers of the public school system 

who had shown special aptitudes in handling these children.1

t 1 ■■ ——— ■ ■■ ■ ■ — » ■ * — «__ 
Ibid.

2 
“L. Campi, "Societa Italiana pro anormal!, Rlvista di 

psicologla, VIII (1^12). 350*51. --------——
C. Ferrari , "C mvegno della Societa Italiana oro 

anormal! a Seno va,'' Rlvista ci psicologla, XVII ( 1921 )/ 75- (1.
Grabriel la Fr: nu ie , "ns slstenza ed educazione nella 

sezlone deficient!," 'Ivieta ci psicologla, XIX (1923), 84-96.

In 1919, at a convention in Naples of the Societa Italiana 

pro anomlali, le Sanctis offered a price of 1,000 lire which 

the assembly unanimously voted to call Premio De Sanctis, for 

the best essay on Crganizzazlqne del lavoro nelle scuole e 

^egli 1stituti per anormall.* 2 The offer die not evoke the 

expected response. At a succeeding meeting in 1920 at Geneva, 

tne society discussed the lack of interest of the public 

regarding the problems of the mental deficients and the spe

cial education of the instructors of these children. It was 

decided that the best way to make the public conscious of 

these needs was to make eacn member of the organization an 

organ of propaganda. At Palermo, a new branch of this or

ganization was promulgated by Seffiotti, chairman of the 

psychology department at the University.

At the Francesco Roncati Provincial Hospital at Bologna, 

directed by Ferrari, a school for deficient children was es- 
4 

tablished in January 1921. Forty boys and twenty-eight girls 
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varying In age from 7 to 15, and classified as idiots, im

becile s, post-encephalitic psycnotice and deteriorated epilep

tics were housed in this institution. Eight of the children 
had normal intelligence but were emotionally unstable.1 The 

nigh grade morons were taught school subjects while others of 

lesser capabilities carried out cnores in the hospital. Each 

child was given the Binet test and was then assigned work 
D

appropriate to his mental age.No activity either scnolastlc 

or manual, lasted longer than two hours. Manual labor con

sisted in pasting, cutting, and making simple things from 

cardboard. These served both as exercises for motor coordina

tion and for the building of practical things.3

'.'rlting and reading were taught in two sections. The 

first, or preparatory part, consisted in having the child 

associate printed words with corresponding oojects. Having 

at its disposal an alphabet maue up of cut-out letters, the 

child was then encouraged to arrange these letters to corres

pond to the printed word, and finally to construct the word 

without the printed model. In this way all the letters of 

the alphabet were recognized as parts of words, not memorized 

as individual letters. The second part consisted in teaching 

the child to work independently without the help of the 

teacher. Mathematics was taught as a game, using concrete

^Ferrari, "(Hullo Cesare Ferrari,” A History of 
Psychology in Autobiography, op. cit. » pp. SO-85 .

Zlbid. '
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material instead of abstract symbols. Some times instructors 

took children shopping with them. The children were given 

liberty of movement in playing, in reading books, and in mak

ing things they desired. They were not "sent" to school, 

said Frencla, Ferrari's assistant, but they considered it a 

"privilege" to be in school. In fact, one of the methods 

of punishing the child for serious misbehavior was to keep 

him from school. The atmosphere of the schoolroom was more 

like a work shop. Children worked in groups and some carried 

on thelr, own individual projects. The only discipline prob

lems arose with the emotionally unstable inmates. Yhen one 

of these would become excited he was punished by being put 

to ced until he was calm, or he would nave some privilege 

taken away .

Another meeting of the "Convegno della S.I.P.A." was 

ne Id at Naples November, 1Q22. Ferrari examined Italian 

school legislation and commented that the Royal Decree of 

July, 1922, outlining educational expenditures, contained no 

provision for the help of feebleminded children. The con

vention voted to present a resolution to the Italian legis

lature proposing the establishment of facilities for the 

care of the deaf and dumb, blind, and psychotics. It was 

pointed out that the government had never kept its promises 

in favor of such legislation. A group of the leading ped

agogical psychologists was nominated, including Ferrari, 

%id.
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Colucci, Souri, and SaffLotti.They proposed to the Minister 

of Public Instruction an appropriation for the establishment 

of a school for blind, and deaf and dumb children. The Com

missioner held that the cost of the maintenance of these in

stitutions vas low in comparison to what it cost the state to 

maintain insane asylums, penal institutions, and houses of 

correction.

Perhaps the unconcern of the legislative body was in

fluenced by the fact that such education encountered a differ

ence of opinion among psychologists end educators, more so 

among the former then the latter. The skepticism and the 

cifference of opinion were perhaps fruits of misunderstanding 

and disilluslonments provoked by excessive enthusiasm and 

exaggerated promises.

Ferrari in an article in 19-3. stated that the new 

Fa sc is tic government of Italy, in its reorganization of educa- 

tionel provisions and social prophylactics, should not neglect 

the handicapped youth (retarded, intellectual deficients, and 

delinquents). He hoped that the lentlle reform, which had 

at its disposal plenipotentiary powers, would not ignore the

Luc a da Id o, "Convegno della S.I.P.A. a Raooli,"
Rivista di pslcologla, XIV (1923), !C2-o4. '

0 . Ferrari, MLa pedegogia sc ientif ica e le sue 
anollcazione pratiche," Riv ista di paieologis, ITT, _op. c it. 

ro ne111
Eertolanl Lei Rio, 
1st1tutc psIchistr

di pslcologla , XIV (1927) , lp4

"La coIonia-scuole Antonio 
co di Reggio Emilia," Rivista
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problem. By law, Italy obligated each community to gather 

in its asylums the advanced mental deficients of their com

munity. Due to the fact that this law put the obligation of 

taking care of these abnormals to each province, which had 

to draw on its local treasury to support these institutions, 

the assistance of these deficients varied from community to 

community and even the criteria of deficiency varied from 

place to place. Ferrari wanted the government to pass uni

form laws for the care of these children. Ferrari proposed 

a standardization of criteria for classifying handicapped 

children as follows:

Anyone should be considered handicapped if he were 

ohysically or intellectually deficient, or if he exhibited 

delinquent tendencies. The physical deficients included the 

blind, and the deaf and dumb ; the mentally deficients in

cluded morons, Imbeciles,and idiots ; and in the delinquent 

group were included children of normal mental development 

rho nad character traits tnat brought them to wrong action 

or who could conform to s oc la l life. In this last category 

were included those with delinquent tendencies caused by 

organic disorders as well as triose produced by environment .

The care given to these children, Ferrari claimed was 

very inadequate. According to a study made by Montesano In 

1913, the hospitalized idiots and imbeciles in Italy numbered

2 _--------------------------------
G-. C. Ferrari, " u minorât 1 os lchlci glovanl, " Plvista 

di psicclogla , XIV f 1923) , 113-23'. -------------- 
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only about IS,000. Idiote and Imbeciles were mostly housed 

by religious orders and in the insane asylums located at 

Milan, Bologna, Ancona, and Reggio Emilia. A few were in 

private institutions. Ferrari proposed to the Mussolini-con

trolled state that more of these institutions receive 

national support and advocated that these should be located 

in rural districts since Ferrari found that the best possible 

life for these people was in agriculture.Mussolini, ever 

an advocate of centralized control, supported Ferrari's 

request in part, but modified manual tasks and training to 

suit tne plans of the Fascist state.

The Colonia Scuola Antonio L.arro, annexed to the Psy- 

cnlatric Institute of Santo Lazzaro near the Insane Asylum 

of Reggio-Emilia, was another Institute for deficients. 

Established in 1926, for boys and girls between the ages of 

15 and 16 years, it housed mostly low grede morons. This 

school was planned and organized by Professor G-luseppe 

C-uicciardi who was also director of the Psychiatric Institute. 

The colony was surrounded by spacious grounds on which two 

secerate buildings housed the boys and girls respectively. 

Co-education was practiced in singing, exercises, entertain

ment , and walking. The educational methods used at this 

school stressed the learning of a manual trade. The psychl- 

? trist of the institution examined the children and suggested

r—_ . - 
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therapeutic measures and Psychosomatic medicine was practiced 
on each child. Because at this time Kretchmer*s  body types 
were becoming popular, the institution made use of his method 
of diagnosing and understanding the relationship between body 
and mind. The method of education employed was based on 
individual differences on the same order as the schools that 
Ferrari and De Sanctis directed.

One of the drawbacks was inadequate personnel. One 
nurse had to care for at least twenty children of both sexes. 
Because the school was located in an insane asylum the 
personnel was not trained for teaching. The hospital for
bade the children from using the kitchen or the laundry 
for practical lessons. But in spite of all these disadvantages 
it was felt that the chileren were more advantageously taken 
care of than they had been considered as inmates. Investi
gators believed that the major problem of society was not 
that of housing imbeciles and idiots, but that of training 
morons who could thereby be more useful to society and to 

p themselves.
Teacher Training for Mentally Deficient Children

An example of the organization and the methods of educat
ing mentally deficient children is to be found in the school 
conducted by Professor Bonfiglio in 1900, and later by

Maria Bertolani del Rio, MLa colonia-Scuola Antonio 
Harro nell' Institute Psichiatrico di Reggio Emilia," Rivista 
di pslcologia, XIX (1923), 154-61. '

2Ibid.
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Montesano. In 1905 this school had no special subsidy from 
the government or from sources other than the fees of 12 
lire a year paid by students. The municipal government sup
plied a hall for conferences and the administrators of the 
local insane asylum put at the disposal of the school all the 
material available at the medical institute of pedagogy. Tne 
teachers of the school worked gratuitously. The small income 
from the students served to buy scientific apparatus, such 
as instruments to measure the growth of the child, graphic 
apparatus, anatomical models, and slides of microscopic sec
tions of anatomy.1

Even so, the laboratory was considered to be limited in 
its possession of scientific apparatus and the training of 
the students was supplemented by visits to university centers. 
31mple and practical methods of teaching, more in keeping 
with the activities of community elementary schools, were 
studied. The duration of the course taught by Montesano was 
eight months and the students attended classes for eight hours 
per week. Since the time spent by the students in the com
munity normal school was very meager, the short concentrated 
course in theory gave the students a number of clear general 
ideas in preparation for more specialized methods. The 
instruction stressed several fundamental topics: general 
biology, morphology, psychology, anatomy, psychology and path- 

2 ology of language, and methods for teaching deficient children.

Giuseppe Montesano, "Per la protezione del fanciulli deficlent1," Rivista di pslcologia, I (1905), 96-61.
-Ibid.
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Every student made a complete case history of a child 
under the guidance of the professor and the assistants, and 
at the end of the year, he went through a short apprentice
ship . To receive a diploma a practical and theoretical exam
ination was required before a commissione composed of a 
delegate chosen by the Minister of Education, and instructor 
in the school, and a professor from a university. The school 
graduated approximately 60 studente per year.1

1Ioid.
__________ , ___________ "VIII Corso di perfezlon- 

amento per la préparazlone del personale insegnante ed 
assistante degïi anormal!,* Rivista di psicologia, XXXIV 
11938), 135-36.

It seems clear that very little more was done for the 
training of teachers for the mentally deficient until 1926 
when a training school was founded by a royal decree at the 
Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Milan. Later in 
1938, it offered a program to acquaint teachers with the 
results of studies on acnoraal children in courses labeled, 
diagnosis, classifications, methods of teaching, and 
assistance and care. The school offered a diploma to those 
who, upon examination, completed the program satisfactorily.2

In addition to the organization ?f schools for the 
deficient and for the education of teachers, the movement 
to provide for mentally deficient children stimulated a 
research interest. To diffuse the knowledge of techniques 
for the recognition of deficients and of special methods 
employed, Ferrari published a bulletin under the auspices
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of the Poman Association for the —euical and Pedagogical

Care of F 'or Abnormal Children. This cul Latin first appeared

in lyu am was pud ishe d every three months until 1C| 53, for 

the urr os of acquainting . eache rs wltr. tn- special methods 

anc rectices of hontesano and or the Adli-lc _ola organized 

cy rro essor -e Sanctis A As far as the evidence indicates, 

from d almost ..'thing was none to orovide educational

facilities for men tally deficient children except the audi

tion cl c few coars-s to an already established school. 

Ecuent ion of juvenile delinquents

As early as 1? - the rr i or.ua t ori es in Italy were sub

divided into Is111ut1 di correzione oaterna, in which child

ren were placed at the request of their parents ; letituti 

t J o a c -one c o r r e z o o n ml e , for y . uth under IS who were 

vegaconus anc prostitutes anu wno <1_ not .nve tarents; 

Istituti c_l educe z lone £ correzione, for subjects under 

- "--ut ceu crunie s cunt snaole eg sentences less than one

year. Ine se institutions were la n in the applies tion of tne 

.. e e r t..— - r l e _ c i rsuaLi. i.? ^h:.. - ne t ne r a * e u 11 c s me tn od 3

supnos edy in use cy thee, were -go-to-cate out they were 

largely nullified cy tne bureaucracy in charge and through 

tne cinstant change of ersonnd. Lar °ly due to the lain 

of facilities, in suite of tne evidence :f case hi stories 

-.. -. diC a -L e iia.m _ :.? t _ . n s , 0 0. s >0 tne 0 sy on otic in cura des 

were ne/t with those cam able of educative tn^raty. Iso ..at io; 

or.ua
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cells still existed as a principal means of vanishment and 

the institutions were located in congested industrial centers 

rather than in rural sreas. The greatest help these reforma

tions coule offer was to teach the children a trade and keep 

them away from cad companions during adolescence.^

Ferrari proposed that power for tre administration of 

these institutes should not be given to the state, the 

providence, or the community, cut rather to the provincial 

Physician wno w du Id see that the money was properly utilized 

to guarantee adequate provisions for these unfortunate 

children. Above all, Ferrari felt that the reformatory 

should be under the supervision of an educator who would 

re-resent the authority and interest of the state . Ferrari 

honed that the new Fascist regime, that had done so much 

for the physical education of the neonle, would not abandon 

this ” mors l e ;uity" um "social propnylac tic . "

In 19'5 CH lue cl, professor in experimental psychology 

at the Royal University at Naples anu leader of the reform 

of schools for delinquent children in Italy, adv cated the 

reformation of schools for delinquent children. He believed 

that a reformatory should not ce a ole.ee of vengeance and 

punishment, cut a place for humane treatcent, based on a 

complete program of education. He felt tnat the child’s oast 

environment, nis family and his physical and mental state

j. 2 . Ferrari , "l*  miner: tl -sicnici do van l, " Rivista 
oi osicologla, XIX (15?3/, 113-2). --------------

dis.
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should ce studied before any tnerapAutic measures were applied. 

He proposed the use of testing methods according to tne dif

ferent age levels of the child and the case history of the 

individual and the family and his conduct at the reformatory, 

and the changes made there, augment-d cy data from so...at ic 

end physical functions and anthropometric measurements in 

order to give a complete picture of the child's physical 

condition and mental set.

As a result of tne application of this formula, Colucci 

reported that of the children in the reformatory of Naples, 

134 were found to ce victims of "neuropathic" heredity. He 

found that 33 were alcoholics, 3 ) were tubercular, pl were 

epileptics, and 35 children were homicidal cases. Colucci 

discovered that the family history of almost every child 

revealed either epilepsy or alcoholism in at least one rela

tive . “

Colucci felt that tne children of the reformatory, 

either for peda leal or social purposes, should be divided 

in the following order: Those capable of correction through 

education ; the dangerously degenerated; the Incorrigible; 

the controllable mental deficient; and deliquent children 

below twelve. Colucci pointed out that anti-social children 

should be segregated. He suggested schools for the training

Colucci, " La pslc ologia ad uso del riforma tori,M 
Fivlsta dl pslcologia, I (IS 0)» 19--5•
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of teachers for these children and also argued that acre 

institutions be erected where problem children could be re- 

nacilitr ted. Of the 2)9 children studied, he furtner found 

that lid were definitely incorrlgicle, ht ns d normal intel- 

lizence, 16 had sure ri or to average intelligence, and 37 had 

very little intelligence. Also, he felt tnat if a delinquent 

child were well handled at an early age he has a better 

crange to rera oilita te himself. The proper orientation and 

;uidance was therefore of tne utmost importance. For younger 

cni Ldren he aovocated agricult ural i arms. In tris way educa

tion and mental nygiene could be estaolisnec , simultaneously. 

Colucci c. ncluded that for J lu er crilldren industrial work 

could have the same tneraoeutic value, as agricultural schools 

pad for younger groups, since tn at it wodlu give the chilu a 

feeling of usefulness.

II was tnrou?n Ferrari in 19d/ that these the orles were 

out in or octice. -e utilized Colucci's methods for tne 

education of ielInc ^ent chi’cren at the Insane Asylum of 

K.ola . inis c sy lu... t the time tnat he ce came director 

contained thirty mentally retarded crillar n. Ferrari, and 

nis assistant, f rofese Jr labriel la French , who... Ferrari 

called "tne most intelligent woman” he r^d ever known, tried 

to instill a feeling of usefulness in the cnildren tnrough 

occupational there - y. Ferrari considered it better to train 

mentally c.eficleat cnildren to c o some seful kind of work
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than to give them formal school instruction.1

Ferrari spoke of the problem of mentally deficient and 

delinquent children to Count Rasponi, then president of the 

Bologna court. Ferrari believed both delinquent children 

and criminals were mentally ill. But he knew tnat toe ma

jority of these sick folk would not be judged by physicians, 

cut by lawyers and judges who were not acquainted with the 

psychological manifestations of mental diseases. Rasponi told 

Ferrari he did not believe minors caught in tee "coils" of 

tee law should ce confined with adults in the Bologna prisons, 

anc suggested to Ferrari that he take these minors into the 

sections established at the Imola Insane Asylum and use a 

ractical education as a therapeutic for delinquent children. 

Ferrari accented this proposition and carried it one step 

further. H? suggested to Ra soon1 that ne send not only the 

children already in the hands of the law, but those who by 

their behavior denoted that they, too, would become offenders. 

He rented a 1er ye house set in a public park, anc. gathered 

forty children sf both sexes, whom Count Rasponi had collected 

from prisons and foundling homes. Ferrari’s assistant, 

Frrncia, accepted the direction of this colony. Sh- was 

aided l. one nurse and two elderly patients from the Imola 

Asylum. The latter taugnt the children to do the work and 

ho us e wor k .

^Murchison, "dlullo Cesare Ferrari," A History of 
Psychology in Auto cl oyrapr.y , op . c 11. , pp. oO-yl.

-Ibid .
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Thus the delinquent tendencies of the children In 
Ferrari*  s Colony were oriented towards useful ends by divert
ing the excess activity along harmless channels. No distinc
tion in sex was made in respect to study, food, or amusement, 
except in dormitories and lavatories. The cardinal point of 
the system was according all the children equal treatment. 
The regulations of the institution were explained to the 
children, but, after they were explained, there was no repri
manding or preaching. Corporal punishment was excluded 
and in serious cases the only punishment was temporary con
finement. After living with these delinquent children 
Ferrari concluded that environment was an important contri
buting factor in so-called "criminal tendencies". He 
maintained that environment, policemen, and "muddled and 
blind judges" gave rise to "criminal tendencies*.^

As evidence of the success of this enterprise, Ferrari 
recorded an account of the life of eighteen children sent to 
him by the courts as "criminals". Of these eighteen subjects, 
only two cases again ran afoul of the law after release and 
one of the boys won three silver medals for extraordinary 
valor in World War I. Two of the rehabilitated children died 
in action; the rest lived honest lives.

In other Italian towns private initiative had substituted

1Ibld.
2Ibld.
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for the le ok of motion Ly the government. In 190' another 

educator, Rofiaele .«.ale ttl, started a " refuge" in Rome for 

so-called "lost children," which Included those acused by the 

parents, delinquents out of jail, or children whose families 

coula nut support them. vlta very meager sources, ..a le tt i 

tried to r l ve these children a new lease on life. Rost of 

the financial aid came from sale of crafts and wooden objects 

made by the children. : aiettl rehaoil iteted 193 children in 

three years.

The rehacilitetion program was simple but practical. 

Upon arising in the morninr some children eleaned the house, 

others worked :r wooden objects, some w=re taught crafts, 

and those who wished co u la attend school. The government 

sent children to ..ale tt 1 ' e ho. e upon their release from jail 

but provided no financial aid. Francis pointed out that the 

..unie lp? 1 governs ent of Rose s pent -0 , ^Ou lire to r eoa ir the 

lamps on tne street broken cy cnlidren but di not think of 

■ ivlnq l,OP: lire to . alett1, who would at least have saved 

the govei'n./e nt ,OiO lire in toe cost of g la s s alone. Tais 

ls nn example of the dû s Lnter^st shown by the state for the 

welfare of delinquent children.~

In l?lu, nowev^r, the srotle û attracted the attention 

of tne state authorities and a royal commission was appointed 

f ci a study of the causes arid remedies of juvenile delinquency.

dobrielia Francia, "Rif agio hoie11i," Rivista dl 
.-icslowla, VIII (1$12), ?Sb-06.

^iTid .
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±rsl Ila Ma J no ano Le Sanctis were appointee cy t..e cotisai on 

to compile the reports. They concluded that the causes of 

juvenile delinquency were poverty, illiteracy, alcoholism, 

excessive worz, and an industrialization that took tne mother 

from the home. Child la bor was also a C^ter uining factor in 

juvenile delinquency. The child received a psycdological 

wo une from the fact that the long fatiguing hours of work 

brought no emotional comp nsa ti on from the family, according 

to MaJno, who specialized in tne education of Juvenile 

delinquents, children abandoned by their parents smould be 

placed in institutions that would give correctional assist

ance to the children. MaJno proposed that tne se institutions 

be supported cy tne state. She also proposed that institu

tions existing in industrial cent ere ce moved to rural dis - 

tricts for the physical and moral health of tne children.

Semeill, in 'is book, Cottrine Moderne della

lelinquenzay criticized the theory of the existence of a 

criminal type and the doctrine of delinquency based on the 

anthropological degeneration of man. He claimed that 

heredity was responsible for biological degeneration and 

that even individuals who have degenerated biologically 

were not necessarily delinquent since he felt that the de- 

^enere tion of the nervous tissue can cause some individuals

G-. 3. Ferrari, "Contre la celinouenze g lova ni le in 
Italia/ Rivista di psicologla, VI (1910), 426-J2.

-Agostino G-emdli, La. dot trine moderne della delinquenza, 
vssiu. Milano: Vita e rensiero, 1^-0.
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to commit acts considered delinquent. He disagreed with 

Lombroso that criminals are corn, and believed that in some 

cases a delinquent may manifest symptoms of physical degener

ation, but in the majority of cases the delinquent is 

neither insane nor degenerate. In 1?}8 Seme111 wrote another 

book, ^etodi complti e limitl della ysicologia nella studio 

e nella delinquenza, in which he expounded the use of psy

chology in the prevention of delinquency. He believed that 

although psychology could bring to light some aspects of 

delinquency it should not nave the last word in the serious 

proolem of its nature and cause. He advocated the coordina

tion activity of different schools of thought in order to 

examine this problem from different points of view.1

De Sanctis, besides enumerating the causes of delinquency, 

set up a remedial program. Among the causes of juvenile 

delinquency, De Sanctis believed, were Industrialization, 

unfavorable environment of family and home which impeded 

the physical and psychological development of the child, and 

crowded tenement districts in which cnildren were forced to 

play in alleys and streets. He claimed that the only way to 

abolish cnild delinquency was through special education 

against alcoholism by means of propaganda in the schools and 

by instruction in sex hygiene for the child and adolescent. 

He advocated that epileptics, not hospitalized, be educated 

in special institutions, that extensive researches both on

Ibid.T
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normal and subnormal children be conducted, and that public 

and private institutions participating in the training of 

the children be coordinated so that educational theories and 

practices could be advantageously related.1 However, the 

changing regime in Italy in 1922, forced Italian psycho!- 

ogists to put the ir "work to one side."“ 

Education of the Blind, Leaf and kute

1. 2 . Ferrari , ojo. c it. , p . 4^2 .
^hurcnison, "3. 0. Ferrari," A History of Psychology in 

Autobi ography , op . c_i_t. , pp . ^^-91.
^G-. C. Ferrari , "L esame psicologla speriment a le del 

ciechi." Rivista di oslcologia , I ( 1^0-S ) d? " '

As early as 19 0p Ferrari reported on studies of the 

psychological reactions of the blind and proposed a method 

through which they could be studied objectively in spite of 

the many obstacles the.t the blind ^r^sented to the examiner. 

Ferrari attempted to find the effect of the disability upon 

t..e psychology of the blind. Tn® examination of the sub

jects consisted in a o s yc ho-phy s i c al examination. The physical 

examination proved no ocstacle, cut the psychological exam

ination was very difficult, since the examiner encountered a 

defensive attitude on the part of the blind subject. He 

felt that the blind vainly attempted to affirm that they were 

not different from any other person. This attituce so in

fluenced their responses that they could not be used in an 

objective evaluation of their psychological makeup.3
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The examiner fou no. the t the Intellectual faculties of 

attention and memory, and above all, uuslcai memory, of the 

clind were particularly developed. He thought they were not 

very imaginative, which followed logically since they never 

perceived any ocje ct that their imagination could fully 

grasp. However, Ferrari claimed that they seemed to accept 

their fate in a resigned marner. At the end of this inves

tigation Ferrari came to tne conclusion that mental tests, 

adapted to the blind, are insufficient to throw light on tne 

~sycho loglcal makeup of tne blind. He felt that the Lr 

seemingly high intelligence was due remaps to the power of 

att-nt ion that they were cenable of exercising without 

visionary oistract ion.

Another group of pnysica ly handicapped subjects received 

attention by Ferrari, wno after hie fundamental work on 

psychological sno educational problems of tne cline, under

took to investigate the same questions in the congenital 

c^?f arm ” du :.c” patients. As subjects, Ferrari used 24 deaf 

- nd " o u b " individuals from the ages of 19 and 19, dividing 

them into two groups. Tae first grou? comprised children 

from 10 to 14- years, tne second groun from lu to 10 years of 

ore. Twenty-two noma i hearing subjects ranging from 10 to 

19 years of age used as a control group were divided also into 

tsame ace grooms. Tne tests used in tne experiment included 

the recall of colors, geometric figures, space and time, and

1Ibld.
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ciphers ana words. The last section of the test, memory of 

words, utilized principles similar to those advocated by 

Elnet and Henri on auditory memory.1 The test was divided 

into two sections, tne first part was a recall of one 

syllable words in five series of seven each, wnile tne 
o 

second dealt with all 35 worms.-

Ferrari concluded teat in color recall, tne deaf and 

Hcu..o" equalled the normal subjects. Tney were less exacting 

than the control group on space and tl-e, more exacting in 

recalling geometric figures and ciphers, and for the recall 

of observed words. It was revealed tna t tne deaf and ’’dumb" 

snowed a . re ter ratio of accomplishment and progressed more 

ra ;idly wltn the o dvancement of age than dl^ the normals. 

Ferrari f ou r.a little difference between the memory span of 

the chile corn with an sulitory efeet and one wno acquired 

it later, except th? t the one who mad acquiree It later 

showed a slightly signer recall in the memory of ciphers and 

words. The experimenter concluded teat on the whole, in 

memory a t least, tne deaf mute is inferior to tne normal, ano 

tnat this cat y ce attributed to tne fact that no compensatory 
"% 

sense organ exists to replace the auditory nerve.-

A co.mr.anity school for 

founded at Milan on tne sugg

3. 0 . Ferrari , " F.icerc 
seer*meats  Ie sal sorcsmut1 - 
'sic o leg la , II ( 11C ) , 12-S'

~Ibid.
^Ibld.

the education of the deaf was 

gestion of the psycnologist

2ne comparative al osic ologia
- La —emorla," Rivista di
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Albertin1. He conducted special classes for Instructors of 

the deaf and deaf-nutes.1

From the evidence available to the writer, it seems 

clear that with the advent of W rld War I little was done

for the rehabilitation of deaf, mute and ment?-1 deficient 

children. Educational studies were suspended for military 

and industrial studies. It was not until 199p during the 

Huss ollni re:ime that interest in the welfare of these

children was rekindled. It was Hico las Fende, a clinician 

of Genoa who instituted mental hygiene reforms for mental 

deficient, delinquent, deaf, mute, and "gifted” children. 

For many years he had campaigned for the creation of founda

tions and institutes where educators, psychologists and 

pnysicians could study the growth of both the normal and 

abnormal child. Fence exercised considerable influence on 

the Gentile reform in the elementary school. He was res

ponsible for the establishment of a program in the medical 

faculty at the University of Genoa which concerned itself 

with child abnormalities, the r suits of which were to be 

spoiled In establishing tne State1 s pro ram for elementary 

education. In November 1925 the course was given official 

sanction by the Hinlster of Education and Pende was made 

director. The program proposed to the 'Sinister of Education 
by Fende was as follows?

G. C. F errs ri, "dcuola conunale per pli anormal! dell' 
uw it j, " Hiv: sta di osicolcnia, XV (lÿlj) 2^0. a ■

-Ibid.
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1. University Centers for the study of the development 

of abnormal children whose defects were either acquired or 

cone titut ional.

2. Specialized schools and medica 1-pedagogical institutes 

for the education of subnormal children.

3. Internships and auxiliary educative ”orthogenic" 

ins titutione.

For the above-mentioned institutions Pende proposed:

a. That in every city wi th a medical faculty, the in

stitution should function as a dispensary. If annexed to a 

medical clinic, the institution should be provided with 

modern methods of analysis (morphological, functional, bio

chemical , psychological ;. In this way an individual in his 

'rocess of physical and mental development could have access 

to a complete physical examination to establish his psycho

s omatic-bi ological type. This dispensary was to function 

under the direction of the medical clinician, and the fol

lowing collaborators : a psycho pathologist, a physlopathol- 

ogist , specializing in development, an otorinolaringolatrla, 

an oculist, a dermatologist, a gynecologist, and an ortho- 

nedic surgeon. At these disnensarlee, at least every six 

months, examinations would be held for every student in 

elementary and secondary schools who declared the need of 

medical care. Every subject, examined by the dispensary 

would be given periodical check-ups.

1Ibld.
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b. In every university, at least twice a year, a 

laboratory course for educators, physicians, social workers, 

and parents should be held. This course should cover such 

topics as growth and development and give enough background 

to the students so that they would be able to recognize 

constitutional abnormalities. The graduates of normal schools 

were required to furnish a certificate indicating that they 

had followed this course and oassed an examination before they 

be allowed to teach at specialized schools for abnormal 

children.

c. A specialized group of social workers taught to 

recognize physical deviations of children and to suggest the 

proper therapy, were to be at the disposal of every community. 

Ever y mother was required to closely watch the growth and 

development of her family.

c . A mobile co omission was proposed to periodically 

visit universities and large cities in order to pic . outstand

ing students to compete in examinations for the positions in 

tr.e university dispensaries .

Pende suggested the establishment of three types of 

special institutions which were to located near university 

cent ers:

1. Special classes for retarded or subnormal students 

who, with special guidance, could be returned to their 

r ° pu le r c le s s .
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?. S?eciel cleeses for the giftel children.

?. hedical-pedagogical institutes eacn specializing 
either in care of mentally deficient, ohys icelly weak or 

oeformeâ children. The doctors and teachers of these In

stitutions were to work a s col labor? tors.

He also requested institutions for delinquent children. 

These institutions were to function as educational schools

for the teaching of trades to delinquent boys between the 

ages ?f 7 and Id years."

rende1s yrcgrat met wltn success. People contributed 

large sums of money to be used for tne establishment of a 

large institute at Genoa. The Fascist regime wno proposed

to encourage the regeneration of Italian youth, and who had 

established the ralilla, tne Geovani itsliani and the

Av an guardls11, special youth movements organized for the 

■physical development of poor children favored and promoted 

Pende1 s rograu. The Fascist proposed to solve the prob

lem of delinquency by special youth clubs. Added to their 

worKS was the To o-V voro movement , which they claimed 

fostered education and brought the family nuclei closer 

togetne: . The C.N.X.I (1* opera Hazionale per le Xsternita 

e ^er 1'Infsnzla ' had as its al . the a coll shine nt of juvenile 

delinquency which Fascist leaders believed was caused by 

po)r environmental c one11i one and a loose family nucleus h

- 3. C . r err - ri , " L1 C . h . ■-. I. e 1 fane lull! cosicetti 
cri ..Inali , " P.lvista di oslcoloy la, XXVI:I ( 1??2) , 239-42.
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the establishment of these youth groups by the 

Fascist, the ^eyehole-lets hoped that the new regime would 

understand tha.t educational psychology was an essential 

tool of progress for the arns l game tion of the Italian people 

through the schools.

The hope with which the psychologists looked uo to the 

new regime , however, was quickly stifled. The new regime, 

with the appointment f fertile as hints ter of Education, was 

not in favor of scientific education. It kindled tne ole 

controversy between philosophy and psychology and took sid-s 

with trz speculative sciiool. The " I mea l stic reaction 

against science” became a threat to tne future of psychology 

in Italy. From 1A22 to 1932 tne new regime forced the 

se ienc-s to play a subordinate part in the classical schools, 

except in tne training if technicians and experts for in

dustry . Turing tais ^eriod the struggle cetween humanistic 

and scientific education led to a dilemma as to whether 

sob -.ol should ce humanistic or scientific , witn a specializa

tion in o s y c m o l o my ? nd educational me triode . .. 1 tn tne de a tn

of Ferrari in 193?, the struggle abated in favor of a human

istic educetion, mod ified by modern development of science, 

cut this science was related to industrial psychology. No 

ewp^lnc order to close the department e ca e from the regime, 

but as each leader of the positivist ~ove:n=nt died, the 

fascist a overnment closed his laboratory and psychological 

Ce oar t me nt .
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SUMMARY

The period between bnd 191 - was productive in 

researchee on atypical children , Including ment ally defi

cient , retarded anc physical abnormale, such as deaf and. 

"dumb," end the blind even though only a handful of men 

occupied themselves with tne rob leu of atypical children. 

Though the results of their woro as applied in schools 

snowed beneficial lesult?, the strte was slow to utilize 

the findings.

The problem of education of th^ blind, and the deaf, 

end the cunt was not as difficult as the education for 

mentally deficient, since it was easier to convince the 

autcorltles of the social vad ue of instructing adequately 

these blind, deaf, and ,umb according to their respective 

intellectual capacity. The mentally deficient child con

stituted the really serious problem and it was for him 

tnet Italian psychologists exerted their greatest effort, 

not only to means of effective teachins , but also to 

obtain legislative action for their protection. They 

relieved tnat the retarded chile., ’hose mental retardation 

was cue either to a slower physical development or to an 

environments I cause, should be brought up to the level of 

tne normal child with a year through special education. 

Tne cases of the imbecile enc the idiot were very different. 

Tnese unfortunates could not be educated to fit into a 

normal environment since they were limited in their ability 



to obtain useful instruction. They coule , however, receive 

and utilize a certain amount of training, but remained, in 

great part, incapable of independent wore. In order to 

nroperly classify the mount of mental deficiency in Uese 

children, Le Sanctis initiated a mental test. luring tne 

period between l>Gd-V , it encountered as favorable a res

ponse from psychologists as did tne metric scale of Linet 

and Simon. In an experiment cond ucted by the psychiatrist 

Ira zlani, to evaluate the two metnods, it was found that 

tne Linet-Simon test measured the gradation of intelligence 

in the normal chile, a ut di_ not ascertain the degree of 

hl normality of tne mentally deficient child as diet tne Le 

Sanctis model.

The development of schools for atypical children was 

slow and laborious. In order to train teachers and personnel 

in tne education of etypical children, special courses were 

esta cllshe d by individual sycholoplsts. In 1? 1, the organ

ization a nd results of these courses attracted the Interest 

of the scientific world when they were 'resented at the 

Ancona Congress nub lisbed in the J ourne1 of dental Sc ienc e. 

Such recognition, however, did not bring any financial sup

port from the government.

In 1^?? Italy had a number of institutions for mentally 

deficient children sponsored by private grouos. However, 

these services were not made available throughout the country. 

Ferrari "reposed a plan, similar to that announced by Froebel 



In Germany, by which a slow learner could be rehabilitated 

into the co unity school after about a year in a special 

school. The mentally cef iclent child was not to be returned 

to the classroom but retained at special industrial schools. 

These suggestions v. ere disregarded by government officials.

Toward a solution to the nroblem of juvenile delinquency 

none was accomplishe C. In 1^00 delinquents were in various 

ref or me ter is s, depending on conditions imposed by law. These 

institutions were supposed to rehab11 it? te the children, but, 

with the constant change of personnel and the bureaucracy in 

charge, little therapeutic work was accomplished.

Colucci, who was tne leader of tne movement for scientific 

reform schools for children, proposed that the reformatory 

be a place of réhabilitati on, cased not on punishment, cut 

rather on a psychological pro"ram of education. He conducted 

an experiment to prove his theories, and later, Ferrari 

established a school at Bologna for minors that had been 

confined with adult criminals in the sa me prisons. Ferrari 

financed his own project, as did another psychologist, 

Faffaele kalettl, who started a school for "lost children" 

similar to the one established by Ferrari at Bologna. In 

1?IG these projects attracted the attention of the state 

authorities and a commission was apoointed to study the 

causes and remedies of juvenile delinquency. Although 

statistics and reports were presented to the government, very 

little was done to improve the conditions of the reformatories. 

Ferrari and Te Sanctis, who helped the commission gather their 
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fç cte ana set jp a reiaedl al or cgram, biased the changing 

regime of 1922, ;hlch, according to Ferrari, forced the 

sycnologlete to "put their work to one side." In 19^3, 

Ferrari, who looked to the .. .s Follni government as a source 

of the realization of nie iceale for tne centralization of 

Italian education, suggested uniform laws and a standardized 

criterion of classification anc education of delinquent 

children . ..use ol ini supported Ferrari's request, tut 

a da ted it to the training of youth for the good of the 

Fascist state.
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CRAFTER vi

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY DURING THE FASCIST REGTYE

Followin ? the dec lir e of the Rensissence • \c until 

the middle of the nine teen th century, It^Iv remained a 

^eo^ra hier.I expression, e on was split up into a number 

of sme 12 , independent states. Italy's to m-ra p^v was the 

influencin'’ factor in c rein- its late cevelopment. Ihe 

neo le were isola tea tai 1: orir- com v:r itie s av the

hi-h mountain r7 n’es.1 held in bondage by foreign inter

vention wiïich cheeked her political, economic and social 

development, 11alv coula not bevelo into an independent 

nat ion. .at ion a l ism , in comparison y l th its influence on 

nations o' Europe, was a less powerful force in T t a 1 y . 

’t was the a ’ - of the a sc is t re -: e to employ a strongly 

centralized universal school system so that through na- 

t ionsli sm there would be a -enera . development of indi

vidual power, physical, mental and moral, a nd so that 

Italy would ce a bl ' to realize its full military "nd econ

omic stren-th. According to 1er tile the spirit of nation

alism had to be fostered by a stron rly centralized educa

tion, based on v.nr t he termed "idealistic philosophy" or

l .armot bentze, Pre-he sc 1st ltaly. pp. 11-cl. hew 
York : \. A. for ton and Coxpany, 1939.

2I.. ’ inio-Pal^el o, t ion in a sc l s t I taly .
p^. 1-2 . New "ork: Ox^ ora Lnlver s it^7 Press, 1 vm 6 .
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"humanism. ”

... personality then is he tionelitv, and 
therefore neither the school nor science po
ssesses a learning which is not national.

And for this reason therefore our educa
tional refor ns which are inspired by the teach- 
inTS of modern idealistic philosophy demand 
that the school be animated end vivified by the 
spiritual breath of the fatherland.

It was after -v or I d War I that Italy directed new at

tention to her educational needs in order to foster and 

advance the spirit of nationalism, which ironically, in

stead of 1 ead l n^ he r to propre s, led to her downfall 

in /.or Id A a r I. .

Appointment of Giovanni entile as ' ini ster of education 

The Italian philosopher ano educator, Professor dio- 

vanni "entile , was aprointed inister o ubl ic Ins true - 

tion on Octooer 3) , 1922, c Benito - use olini, wiÆ n the 

latter became premier of 111v. Or December 3 of that 

same yeai an act was passed by the Chamber of Deputies, 

at : usscli.nl’s request, which so extended the oiscre- 

t^ onary powers vested in the inister that he was allowed 

an almost unlimited freedom in put tiny his ideas into 

practice. "entile re sines l office for twenty months be

fore submitting his resl- a tion on July 1, 1924. During 

his short term a s minister, he reor^ ni zed tne Italian

1 dovanni lentile, the Reform of ucationp. 36. 
hew York : iY rcour t, Trace and Company, 1922.
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school system.

Of the two ma j or aspects to Gentile’s educational 

reforms, the first was the philosophical, or as he termed 

it, the spiritual aspect, representing a change from ma

terial ism to idealism. The second aspect concerned it

self with the fundamental changes in the administrative 

organization of the schools.

The Educational Philosophy of Gentile

The reforms of education during the Mussolini regime 

were not prepared by the Fascist leaders themselves, but 

by a group of teachers that advocated a return to human

ism in education, which they termed ’’idealistic philos

ophy of education” led by Gentile. Fascism merely adop

ted this reform to suit its own needs and, under Gentlle, 

spread its code through the educational system.

The teacher, according to the Fascist educators, 

should help to build the personality of the child upon the 

talents he exhibited early in elementary grades. All at

tempts at self-expresslon were to be encouraged by the tea

cher in an effort to help the pupil enrich his mind and 

broaden his mental horizon. To the ’’idealist,” the rough 

attempts of the pupil were more instructive than the cor

rections of the teacher, and allowed for the fullest de-

1Howard H. Marraro, The new Sduca tiin I taly. pp. 
14-1*  3. F. Vanni, Inc., 1936.



ve lop me n t of the person- 11 tv cnd potentialities of the pu

pil .1 Insteed of der.eenln - the artistic talents of the 

nuplIs, teachers in the schools, a s changed ov the lentHe 

reform, were to a he use of aesthetic exercises of the 

classroo es : means of disciplinin' the expressive po

wers of the child. iret Is , sln^ln-, drawing, model ln~, 

.Ie”in" are all varieties of the speech which help the 
2 

child to speak with clarity and precision.

..'Inio-Paluello asserted that through a critical rev

olution of the r.'story of thou ~h t and especially of Ital

ian philosophy, lentils cevelo ,ed a system of ctual 'ideal

ism" or r- humanis tic c once . t ' on of education. dentil e ’ s 

the ory, according to -- inio- ra l uel lo , was that since man is 

mine and process and not object or nature, the science 

which studies t e education of men ( the t is, the science 

of the for y tion of the mind) can be neither naturalistic 

nor e mpiricrlh dentils clci^ea t : a t sclence "us t identi

fy itself with im il oso ; v, on I ch is the science of the 

whole levelo.nnt o ' the ird - s freedom, ra tier ti an 11

” 11in - itself to en r 1 vol n ' the -ind as a :l thin - . " he al

so claimed th"t he favored freedom of education, because 

a school without freedom is "lifeless.”4 exactly wh t he

1Ibid., op. 1d-15.
Slold.
3"-'ln 1 o-^alijel 1 o, o^_. c 11. , p . 63-63.

Pen tile , o£. pj^t., j . to .
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no nt by this ’’freedom” wos never clearly stared. ' e ^e

lie ved that freedom si oui . be the result of education and

t’v.t children aie ,ro :erI raised when the v can ta <e care

of the’”-selves
the

to produce ren: an 
onlv wi en he is 
ini tie tin - his own

f oi- t: e s l- of 
n is worthy of

resonsidle

which 
a-a tes 
res 11”

able to 
e accès

CO :
be proper!" 
beln~ able 
nelo of our

this name 
capable of 
for fis

the ideas
-rofesses , a f f l rv s

t w'n? tevei' 
f r o r hi.

raised w 
to ta <e c

" u i d a n c e

e ssvs, 
r chile 
ey f’ i v e

thinks, or 
r or: are se i

of
idence of
s with out the 
d we trust

that we have accomplished our task as educators 
when our pupils have w ne our l n-ua-e their own 
r nd re able to tell us new things ori inallv 
thought out Iv them .reedoT tien must ce t^e 
result of education.^

re relieved it was the tender's duty to stimulate and

arouse interest in his pupil, cut to leave initiative and

direction to the pupil. -he teacher is to help only when

the student is blocked in cis mental process, and after

-n*  d - - - throu-h the diff 5 cul t passage, role

o^ r oassive instructor.

The e:uc a t or must rwaken interests tna t without 
him voulu forever lie norm' nt. e ^us t direct 
the learner towards a n end vh*  ch he woulc be 
unable to estimate pro ,er 1'" if left alone, and 
rust he lc him to overc o e the otherwise unsur- 
-our tc rie obstacles that beset his 'ro ress.

- -us t, in short, tr-nsfuse Into tlie pupil

l b l d .
-Ibid.
^Ibid. ,
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somethin; oï hl-self, anc out of his own spir-
i tu« 1 svistrr.ee er e te elements of t- e . 11 * s
cimrRC ter , :r " no , ar/, will. J

.\ccordlr." to ^entile, schoolin’ be 'sn w:\er ?i 'CRn for 

the ^irst time bees’e aware of tne exis tence of store 

of Hcc’i”uh.teô culture.2

. . . the re listic see the ide'li s tic .
■ y the former v; e ■" re Ie" to i-e ^ine V- p t e n ’ s 
spirit is emety, a rr th t no nourishment can 
co-e to it except the on ts ide vmrlo,
fro tnose external ele-ents which he can rc- 

tr- because t; e v e ” i s t prior to the oc t ‘ v
i tv by whic he ® 1-*  1 ” tes th’-. 1 he letter,
a dm *tt ‘ - -«n1 *r t ’ s derived fro - t ■ ' le-
vfr I’.- life of te s p 1 r , an conceive of 
c"j t r - solei" i s on 1 irent t iwic t of this 
very life, a rô s e o^ r'<le from it on!" ov ? o- 
street ■ .

it is evident the t hue orc. Incrll" accep
tée view of e -'c-tors todev is re'1 istic 
rather' th'r otherwise. Ilie Ideal ? nr there - 

ore the h *s toric rl or 1 lr of the school i t
e 31 f is inti-a tel y co-.nee ted with the realis
tic pres:poosi tion . for tie school be "ins 
when -an for the first tl e becomes aware of 
the existence of a s tore of accu-uls ted cul
ture which shoe l:i ce pro tec te- from dlsper- 
s 11 r . ”ro --mr, for lnstrr.ee , exists before 
tne notion of tenchi re it arises. —en al- 
road” possess n l^n ”ua -e when the?" "he up 
their minds to teach it to the ir c^ 'ldr en. 
-el f -1' ”h t a nd inventive mih's, t?r new ob
servation and discoveries, -Ives rise to new 
disciplines : -nd ven, discoverin' the vlue 
of sue disciplines, de ter mi rie to Ir s 11 tu t ’ 
a «chonl w^ ere the” mr” be ct tiva ted and 
banded ôown to the conin’ -enerrtiens. in 
"ener- I then,first co ? e s hnowled^e ; then the 
school as a depositor” of it

y-ond' -.entai h/r.us in ministmtiv? or nioation of the 
Schools

svistrr.ee
lnstrr.ee
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The 'entile H or ■ srrero rrctc, a ’ e J to Bu^.rcss 

pnperf ] uœjs schools. T t n 1-ned, Record I no- to t'- e ? 3 c ’sts, 

to revise t e ent l r 3 corrie T, to preo re t' e cupll ’ ot 

crTr for t 2 s neroedlr ^ r d e, lut to ~l^e h lr e well 

ro 'need eduesfon t o or ?prro M to no t the de ends of 

the world sh ou id -c ho co-soiled to l e! ve school . A 

1 j -11 " 11 on we s placed o- tie nu-.ber of students race Ivin" 

free ” t? t e s^c or. nr* r educe tl on • Hie no ber of free 

schools wr r els o 11 ted . I ls sift!..- w.us tcc on^l is'nod 

1 co -._ e titlvc -rnhFthrr’. tri * students v 1 o demon

s Lrn ted : 7 ti 1 s 0 T î r tien t at tie.; wore wot thy of a 

I : ci educe t' on v o '1 ' orc t - c on t true the li studies • 

One c - -, a V ' - r ' - ' t '-‘••uses arose : ro-i th 1 c r stem.

; Rrrct 0 ? d o t' e 1 s -n 1 nt' • n ’ d t c t the icilc of r tile * s 

reform - t w*  f o'- on, os It! re-. : re t > e 'S^cs, but the 

desire 01 t pec le :C 1 : t to ‘ Tr?st sr • f fee t

t e ad ' ! st rr t j - . .h- re- orTr ede tie state supreme

rr’ t ' e Ind * v ’ d'r Ï u; ^r,, ’ r to

11 yer t’ • -77 W : ' p -'ot-T - 'nod t1 e c ourses of study

err TP ' trd cert! * Im tes r Ih’ f-re er I v« te

lest! tut! rs tH! existed also f-1 l or nd T -- c urses 1s- 

rnnd } - t A str t 1 ' • -d r to .r? wr t dr students for

t - : p tn to cxwr-'d r. ?, 1 v - r w -ducf tl "" s ] -yr tern was

'•vr-f-wcT - tl 0 r J 2 - c e. -1‘stlclt’. dp orl - " 1 of the 
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elementary schools was teachin - the three P’s. La tin 

was introduced, a rd wrg comyulsory in al l secondary 

schools, wi th the exception of the c omplementr ry school 

which fol.owed the elementary school but did not lead 

to the universi ty. -is tory was "iven a prominent place 

in the curriculum, especial ly the history which, taught 

old ?:oran nationalism. Philosophy was also emphasized, 

h.e curricula of t: e seconder" schools were base d on 

direct -owle. 3 of tr e classics and tha t of the univer

sities stresse'1 -enera l culture . degrees a nd diplomas 

were -ranted after completion of the different courses. 

Previous to Gentile’s reform all univers!tv -radu^ tes 

could practice their profession after -raduation, but 

under the reform persons with aeuees rsd to pass a state 

examination. Ide examining co -mission was appointed by 

the i- is ter o: F-frlia Instructions.1

That the schools needed red tea. change was recognized 

all. a r rar o see-s to have described the matter ec-

cura telm when he srld that fertile's method of solving 

the mo'clea of chance was by a reformation of the spirit 

of the teachers. :e believed teachers should learn tret 

education wes no mere natter of empirical rules, or even 

of or-°nization, but that it was a spiritual activity in- 

volvlr the continue--s re-creation of t: e individual

1Tbid., pp. 203-31.
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teacher bv himself. ’c c or d Ln 'r to bentlie school be-an 

whan a msn for the first t• e been ,e aware of the exis

tence of a store of accua’lr tef culture. In this sense 

culture is n who t we ourselves are asking; it is the life 

of our spirit.” ^-entile c l a l -^e l that he ve the teacher 

'rent liberty in workin ' out the new ! - - e als of F V lien 

education, so th' t tie teachers would be able to adapt 

the schools to tr - various re moire-enLs of their sec-

lontlle 1 e idea o f iibert ’ nd freedom for t: e tea- 

cher was not ver^ clear. --e spoke of I ibert' r no freedom 

and a t the sa ie ti^e set down specific and do " b: tic rules 

by whi c}: this freedom could be accom aliened• For example, 

t: -e Loyal Decree of F nr ch 11, 1923, declared text books 

not in the ”' olle ttlno uff iciale” of the ministry could 

mt be use-1 . --11 the text books used in t: e entire edu

cational sys te' were to be examined by the education su- 

perv is or. appeals could be m"de to the unlstry by pub

lishers fes 5 rous of introduce Ln new rook into the school

system. the to ok also had to .e e t the .rovsl of the 

supervisor of the re -ion in which the publisher resided.2 

. mother examole o: his "freedo"” is illustrated in the 

aethods employed by the Fascists in picking university

if eld. , pp. 18-20.
Slbld., pn. 202—63. 
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professors. ihe teech in- s tsff of the universit les con

sisted of full, '.d.'unct, or s -tbs 11 tu te professors appoin

tee by examinât! ns. .. f ter o'" sir: - th e examination the

final choice rested wit: the "inis ter of Public Instruc

tion. University rofessors v. ere - lsmls sed bv tr^ cab

inet if f ounu ~u l i to of 7-v t the r a sc is ts termed , "poll t- 

ic% manifestations” not in accord with government pol

icies . .elks on Italian patriots were stressed rnd -ns-

solin: 's pictur e was to oe displayed in ever: room 

Such was the ”Iibe rtv” afforded teachers and professors 

under the rase 1st re -i. -e .

3 a l i s m versus Positivism

i s earl~r s s 1353, wren ex per * tentr l - e t: or s were -ain- 

ir - populo r ity with sc lends ts , ° r o ' p of : tel ian phil

osophers objected to the rml istic • p uro c n to education 

taken tv the .aw scientists . - he or.Iloso; tic al school

oe 11 we- tiv-. t cult're, / llosoy ” r n trr hthm sh o- ’d be 

stressed in tr.e school ? th' lor ' of the -*■  f li>-n . ovn 

:mplre should be revived in order to un’f” the peo-le. 

ese prdlosoptei 3 c-1 :eI themselves ”the lue :ists.”- 

1> scientists who favored ex.eri tentation - nd the s uppres- 

hr: o " mt'or list in f vor of democr cv in or ter that all

I bid .
Ayames ulhern, * storm of rue a t ion . to. 5 - 5 7 ,

lew "ork: hne hon-Id Press company, 1 mm.
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of th3 peo le shoula benefit from new sciences, were cslleà 

tne "positivists." ccorciL- to . ulr ern the- believed in 

oc j active r e s e r c l es ti e br s i s of c 11 rev. educational re- 

fom. " ^ne positivists ec has ized -:nov. l e d "e for its own 

ssce, were rationalistic, no placed science on a pedes- 
t?1.nl

_ur ir. che e- r ly p" r t of the twentieth century, the 

"positivistic" movement we s confronted by s n orunized 

T oup of i.e < is tz . i r o- 'roleles in period lc°l3, like

Ln - ritj.cE estr r llsnel 1 \ 1 . c , m p * ' rr. merov s publica

tions , t..e ide?1istlc ph11osophv revised the results of 

tue t ositivis tic literature and, dr nde1 believed, after 

twenty years of continuous propa-and? completel re^errv- 

1e ted " talion cud tare

. Tom 1=50 until the reform of education by the 2 as- 

cists, the stru--]e between t: o idea 2 ists nd positivists 

cortmun, ^s e°rlv as 12'1 dentile expressed hi s disbe

lief in scientific per-copy. luido fell " V a lie publ is red 

a book ir 1111 o?lle^, ^_e l ey pl dej_ la voro mentale, which

he ave to fertile to read, for tr ?r y to t?.e author’s ex

pectations, den tile criticize' the book severely.$ the 

book we s based on the laws of mental work statistically

id . , -. 577,
^Tsscc L. rnc el, bo-para five education. p. 451. few 

•fork : : ou-y tor 2 1 f f 1 i n Company, 1953.
lui do De 11? V- 2 le, "Lav^ro -entai e e co -a - n- !? ? -^r- 

imntale," Hlvis t? ai amcûo-k, ^1' (1911), 111-201.
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calcultei ° ne on experiment’-1 32?r -o-”. rentlie stated: 

'' this hook T u s t Lav? cost the suthor a laborious sum of 

fa ci mæ .

In an open article to tne R1v1sta, _elln Valle at- 

tPC'cer ’entile on the critic’s-- of h i s book. dells Valle 

stated that lent tie had not t"ken the trouble to resc the 

7 JJ pa ^es for fear of fcti~ue. lent lie's five ormes of 

critical analysis cov.re" or 1 ; ten pe -es of the seven b.vn- 

ùr ed an" tr.es - die : ot express, accord ir - to fella V - lie, 

the rond-ment^ 1 cl.amct r of the book. ell- Velie old 

not attack •entire so 1 el y recluse he criticized his cook 

for he s. oitte- that criûlci?- is a very useful wen yr in 

cetec tin - fis e ideas or for searching for new ones, tut 

he held tna t lent il e ' s critkirr ^cco.m.li -bed nel tr^e r of 

these ends . relia .'elle seemed to feel co ; t 1er tile did 

not unoers tone the new trends of mocern scientific peds - 

-o ’a and m.ff erred h ' - to a f - w articles from wr ief he could 

learn the concerts, orireipies, and methods of scientific 

pe da co ~~T.

The positivist educe or, believed the entile ideal

ists, becRn b- eradicatin'*  T j the ideas that the child 

he d lea rne^ before de in~ - i tted to school . -^c cord in c

to tre idealists, the cos 111 vis t educator ma into ii.ee that 

td e beliefs, ernotions, anc notions of the youn- pupil con

s t s ted of vil d fancies ; no f a try tales: that tre cl’Id’s

11 c i u. , p. 112
Stbid.



religious beliefs v.ere destructive of scientific interest; 

thet hi s cherec ter han be en weakened ly an over-fond mo

ther; that his speech consisted of some for- of dialect 

the t we s a deterrent to the correct Ie rnirm of Inrrueves; 

on? tho t the nor r e i ch ' ldish uroc] ivlties toward wh’ st- 

11 ” 1 : 1n" s n- drPwin- pictures were obstacles to the

requisition of sound hnowle oe . .11 morri - nd art lotic

tendencies were considéré- to be caprices in the child 

mind and were su plantuo with r bouv of knowledge which 

toe t e cr was - 11 e - e - to assess for the purpose of 

transfer to the voun- m irds . The factual scientific date 

provided were supposed to weaken the belief in the super

no turc 1 ; to discour? -e dialect and the attachment to lo- 

cai traditions; to correct the effects of tender maternal 

teachi r- oy the use of cold, unemotional doctrines; a nd, 

f ina; 1”, to imbue t he ch 1 Idish — * nd with the idea that 

over the home and r if above the father-land there was 

tent humantty to whose cause be —m s t exclus ively identify 

hi-self.

^entile believe'- tir t t ne positivist teacher by s tres- 

sin^ scientific truth and "nforma tlon na d ne~lected the 

emotional develo —ent of the child, ich was a verv i-- 

portart aspect of teaching - is twa s t- a t the me thods 

used b" the positivist teacher were to utilize science to 

transform tne savage, superstitious chi lb into on

^K^ndel, oj? . c_ht. , pp . 4.56-. 7 .
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enl 1 c-htener1 be . rentil e -r t the t thr ough Insist 

end understmair.- the child discovers truth, and th" t the 

teacher, therefore , irste^d of c i r n - i r °- th^t trut^ must 

respect it end build upon 1t.

I vlhern, o^. c11. , p. 577.
Slbid.

. l though lentlle ui scarde positivist. i' its ent ! re tv, 

he de i—eô to have accepted vny of its tenets e nd to have 

cdmowled 'ed the deep t r r c e wh: c h ’t ha c left on I tallan 

o"? t"re • e dec la ref ths t pos i tid sm hs o succeeded in 

aw?' xerln- ' culture w. icr had remained s te r t for nl- 

mos t °, centur1*.  r n the fie j ds of historical a nd natural 

research Italy had been -rest in the seventeenth century 

and ii the first half of the e i ~hteen th centur* T . In the 

letter helf of the eighteenth century, however, the cycle 

had run its course and erudition and the experimental 

sciences rave v. a y to the nor-al a f term0 th of decadence, 

thouh he believed the t positivism hao engendered a re- 

aw°kenin- in toe ' t? .• h r. people to tr e need for a renais

sance of n"t'vc culture th° t woulc enable Italv to resume 
p 

her rightful position in the civilized world,

7. t first educators believed that ° f or t^a te occasion, 

perhaps the o lsimilar one in t e history of 'tsly, 

a p eare^ when ..us sol id appointed a minister of education 

who had the ower to reform all schools of the kin-do-.
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Unfortuna telv f or the psvcholo^ists this \ l n i s te r ws s a 

philosopher and his theories were h' 'mani s tic ? nd not 

scientific. Descnpps said that in order not to disturb 

the ima-inar-' harmony of his th ou~ht, "entile neglected 

not only the need for well trained teachers, but also 

child psychology. e i -mored experimentation in the 

area of lerrn!ry.^

Deseamps pointed out that although in merica, ~el- 

-inm, one Switzerlmo studies were conducted to find the 

best utilization of time for students of primary schools, 

the most appropriate distribution of subjects according 

to the a me in which inclinations and interests of cer- 

ta in thin~s arise in or or to understand them, the di

vision of the school accordin’ to the different levels 

of intellectual development o" its students, a nd how to 

stud" the attitudes of scholars, dentile did not bother
* Q

with what he considered to be m inor details h

The precedin’ critical - n^Ivsls of contemporary ped- 

?’O’v was aimed at Ten tile . "aresca sa id that the posi

tivist relieved the "entilian universe wr s a dead universe. 

For them the lentilien philosophy w? s incapable of solv

in'- the problems of the world. Accordi-c to the psychol- 

o’ists, tie lentil tan phlloso'hy o ul c rot solve realistic

IL. be scamps, "L’auto education ? I'ecole," iiviste 
mi osi c oloyla, XXI (1025), 50-52.

^bid .



problems, because it did not see true man, nor was it able

to solve pedagogical problems

Suppression of Educational Psychology ^urln^ and ..f ter 
World « a r l

In a previous chapter the decrees that influenced 

educational psychology in Italy were discussed, In order 

to show how the suppression of educational psychology was 

^raduall accomplished, th decrees passed af fee tiny it 

durin- and after the First World War and the psycholo- 

^ls ts reactions to them will be reviewed.2

With the decree reforming the Corsi di perfezlona- 

mento, per l licenciatl della scuolo normale aimed at 

cut tin - down public expenditure rur in^' World r l, ed

ucational psychology was ne of the courses considered 

superfluous. I new course was established in its place 

called Storla del re sor "imen to, "hier wa s the history of 

’tali&n independence (1-531-70 ). -errarl and De Sanctis 

several’ criticized the decree, statirm it was an absurd 

wa - to economize by repincirm an important c ourse with 

a superfluous one on history. De Sanctis pointed out 

that in other countries, e spec la 11- in dor th . merica, psy- 

cholom’ was pr o^r es s inm, cut th a t in 11 a In it was h e l n y 

stifled under the bad^e of patriotism. -owever, the la

boratories established before the passing of the decree 

l"ariano haresca, “V- Pedamo^ia s tada se?" Plvlsta 
di psicolo-la, XVII (1921), 83-84.

2C£.pp. 85-103.
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remained open and .errr r l continued his educational pay- 

cholo-y courses at the Ur Iver sit v of rolo^na .

In order to keep interest in psycholo-y alive, the 

psychologists participated in various conventions. In 

1919, the Unione itali- na dell ' Iducnzlone Popolace met 

at Rome. The a i ns of this convention were to promote 

kinder"S-rtens, special institutions for homeless chil

dren , a no industrial and a ~ricul tural schools . ± t su<~-

-'ested that the state subsidize schools for these pur- 

oses . % he *ov  ern-ent, nowever, die .01 follow this su--

C. Ferrari, "9 on-reso", O£. c11., p. 144.
2 Luc a Is Ido, o_p . c 11. , p . 45

cestion. ' another convention, the Con-ress of -svchol- 

o-y, was held a t hap les in 1 *22.  various pro osais 

were made to the -overnment to utilize psvcholo-v for 

educational and industrial en : s, but as usual the ~ov- 

ernment paid lit tie attention to these su^gestion

At a convention of the It'l^-n society for psychol

ogy held c t Tolo-na in November, five years later in 

1927, Ferrari pointed out that the -restest enemies of 

experimental psycholo -y in Italy had been the "idealistic" 

philosophers. Because of them, the teaching of psychol- 

o:iad been abolished in the 1 ice 1 . The universities 

of home and maples, however, stil. carried psychological 

faculties. It was also noted that the current minister 
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of Education, "edele, was considering the establishment 

of courses in psychology for teacher traLninr so that 

experimental usycholo-v would for^ the basis of le- rn- 

l n ', since it is indis pensible to education.Ferrari 

proposed th' t elementary courses in psychology should 

ce tau-ht to all teachers of element"rv and high schools, 

whatever their specialty. The minister of public instruc

tion c nswered the petitions in a letter to Professor Fer

rari dated -overber 16, 1927, in which ..minister Fedele 

stated thc t he had presented the petitions to the var

ious universities, to the superior institutes, r rd to 

the ' edium Institutes of Instruct! n. ut toe univer- 

sitv offici' is would do nothin- to dis lerse the ~ov-

ernment since, as previously stated, anv "ember of the 

faculty could be dismissed if he old rot keep In accord 

with government policies/

Ferrari believed th ' t experimental psychology should 

be ta :en ew fro- the ■nil osophy fa c mi ty a nd ne attached 

to the faculty of men‘cine or faculty of science. ..t 

this t'me (1327) the ps^cholo"ica] laboratories in Italy 

were opera tin- with limited equipment and personnel, 

and Ferrari believe, this science should not be abon- 

doned if the future of the nation were to be considered.

Isiro Contri, ojc . c it., pp. 22-31. 
^Ferrari, op. cit ., p. 134.
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"e believed all students could profit by psychological 

study, since ~ost of them would eventually become tea - 

cvers .

The psycholoc^ faculty at the University of Pado

va had beer funded by nenussi in the School of Fhil- 

os ophy and literature a t that university in 1919. when 

-enue si died in 1927 it we s abolished in favor of a course 

in the history of art. rhe teach in~ of osycholo?y w?s 

continued, tut it was not accompanied bv a laboratory 

course. Psychological experimentation, durin- Tentlie's 

re~i ne, va ve way to traditi on? 11sm

Ï year 1- ter, at ? reunion of Italian psycholo-ists, 

the status of the study of psychology in Italy was not 

encours ln^. The science was not taught in hi-h schools 

and ignored in universities.0

P^e new orientation of Italian culture in 1923 in

fluenced by idea I ism, was opposition to the ideals of 

psycholov . ^emeill "Io11 the t psycholo -v had a positive , 

scientific experi-artsl task. Ferrari, in a lecture, 

st; ted th- t he believed t; are nould be no place for psy- 

choloyy in the renov- ter Italian culture. This was the

13 . 0 . "er mr i, "i. 'inse moaento ceil a psicolo-ia 
s pe liment^- le nelle un Iver r J t - e nelle scuole medie Ital
ian?,” h ivis t? di ps 1c o1o ' 1?, XX"TI (1927), 178.

2T. c . Pern ari , "I ' c? tteem di o' ico 1 o-1 ? a Pado
va ,” hivlsts dj psicolo-i?, XXIV (1928), 60.

3;.. rest Ino ' email i, ” propos 1 to dell ' inse - nyento 
dalla psicolo-ia nelle s^u^l e -"ed ie e nelle université," 
r*v*s  t? di ps ic olo^i?, XXTV (1929 ) , 1 a-25.
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pessimistic point of view that herr rl exhibited on the 

fnture of I tsllrn psycholo. rather leaielli, upon 

hear inthis speech by Ferrari, a preed thst psychology 

was a science, but ne did not believe psychology had 

necessarily to be accompanied with experimentation.

--1 though he agreed with berr" r l that his pessimistic 

view of the future of Italian ps^choloy was justified, 

because it w s an isolated science in Italy, feme all ’ce-

lle wed that the future of psve holo —r wc s _ot entirely

ho eless. rhe re were still mood psyc holo^ica i labora

tories in Italy in which new movements could be follower.

At nome there was le Sanctis, < t burin, hiesow and Pon- 

zo, et P*dova , -enussi carried on the positivistic tra- 

uition, st r lorence^ on . vent'ira was educatin’ through 

methods of eymr' untm . rsyrh ans connue t ir ' exper- 

4 - te or "estaitism, at the n'versity of the Sacred 

Peart, -II^n, '-erne i welcomed anv youn- experimenter 

who wished to use hs laboratories, and a t noples, Co

lucci continued his expert ents on ^sychophysiolo -v

I1 e yam to a s sure a future for psvenology, a cc ord- 

inr to deme111, w a a rot c1 v a oess-; rstic 1111 u de t o — 

ward it, but by puttin' in meat effort 1n the Italian 

labors tories and oropa — ndi zir.~ the results. - e 

noir ted out that ;erh‘ s it w?s not the feult of the 

Tt^l’an public tint i t r i l not accept psvcholc — , but

Itlg.
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per ha rs the f f-ul t of the . s” c ho legists th e^s - l v : s f or not 

publish ' r.~ no re co i"« o f this wort, s nd ths t every book 

he had written on psvehol o^ ha ri solo ra p lol v ♦ rhe or l ■ 

wny to overc the 1 err1er, ie^e 111 f 11, ws s :.v roo- 

a - ano 1 zin~ sc tor. ce so t p t it would once » p-a in r corn to 

its orc er status ir the ^rca 11 o- o" you tl . le~el ] i 

conclude'! bv sr v ! n? that he felt - errer 1 ^'ve this lec

ture ' a — n— np t pess l-'ts—, 1 n which he v « e hinse] f 

defer ted by r e __ er ent triuroh of " i de-- ' m. '' ’r s te 

of error i ' '' lei;, 1 e re j } t I e 1 ie tills sa r... Tn v.ho had

f on -:.t so •" n” rattles for the trlv of s es hoi o 

v. o 1 c a -n : r rekindle t' e "rip f i -h 11.. o s p 1 r i . n '

Cn cue d - r tn of nr ofc ° s nr ... * - rzzlr/ , ps^ch ’ e trist 

T ' )vpjri e::t?r of th: ■ : ' 1 c1 f ' cul tv t the vr iver- 

c i tv of i.o - e , - e .^r.ctic v; ■ s co] « - to "Ive o specs' 

co ""'lor ' Li" ir -r 7.7 1 r : o" ’ s work on nervous rn vn- 

to diseases. Pre v tons] ', De Unctis yr: -iver: such on 

evl o — f or : e aussi c t rhe tversit" of Fndovc . la liant 

thowh i t had bee? , it we s s 11. 2 j n e uf : iciest to ye Into in 

tie Prdoven 1"; ra t^i", for, L’ 1?27, te labora tor^ was 

replaced r co-y sc Ir. tie ils tor of art. Profiting 

by this experience, -e vneti s tock thls s.pecki^ oppor

tunity to use ever” nys 'nd c”ltural ar -xr-ent le could 

think of for the ~n ir temne e of the fscul h of e er’ te 1

iTMc . 
-le. •
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psychclo'” ç t J.L0-3 

the 1 ci e s jro'osAf 

considéré^ t' 1 s r 

cY cl cv 1 - tn 1 v . 

cbolo"icr'l frémit

? . Ir spite of’ so 

ty -e S r ne t ' s v. e s

•r e —1 a r s T for

' ot s l'~ce the f o'

les esteb1'sh r ■y

e obvions resistorce

■’ pç-T o v° d . Ferrari

- xper i'-en ta 1 - s v - 

ire lr." of three psv-

t he ..erre- of 1 999 ,

s op s or c bv the " iris ter of éducation, ^corarri o ’len- 

ch , had - talion psycholo -y received c -rea ter i --^etn^ .

Industriel Psycliolo -y

Free efforts to sns t^ h or. interest in ecnca tionnl 

P s''c hol o were f r il in - , en ? leaders of the t science, in 

order to kee^. s ne aspect of : svehol o — "1 i ve, turned 

the lr talents to field whi ci thuy rnev. would receive 

rove ri / rent support; industrial ryoh ' - .

.11 the V EI national convention of ps vc hol o -v and 

psyci otechol o ”v, whlc: ne t nt urin 1: 19?9, Fr of - " s or 

Pivpno, re?tor of the " nIvers it” of -urin, indicated 

that sve holo v, winch ha < sec , e - to co^e to an i-nom- 

inous end, cord d be revive l for industrial "nd sne i ". l psy 

cl.ol?y . Fie -ageist Associe tier of tniversl ty Profes

sors, loo in "• t tendance , str te - tr/ t tr e r tsi is n -ov- 

ern^ent world sup; or t industrial osvc'nolo -v .

1p-hd .
2n . j . rerrcr- , "pna ne-'ora bile -lornr t-p per Ip csi- 

colo i ' sourit en ta le 1: * tri 1^, ” Ilvis tr d i ps le lo-js , 
XXV (1929) , 015.

3'"erio For zo, ”T1 VT mnve -no idh-nh s 1 . s *-  
colo -la e s icotecnic" a terino, " ' tv ' s t" si yslcoi 
XX7 (1/2..), 2"l-7f.
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-he report of the convention of the organization 

which met the succeedin' ye ' r reviewed psycv?7o~ical 

studies thet wore followed •n l". r ’• -ostlno, : e- 

lieved ths t the discussion end lectures presented an 

accurate index of the no Tess in os^cholo — ne 

claire" that this w s c very comfortin'- th ou-ft for 

the participants as they remembered how Tn11 then had 

f ov~ht to affirm -.sy chol o a s an experimental science

"nd how n- obstacles were overcome in or'’1” to nske 

it autonomous. Trdustr- "nd societ" were the fields 

in which ps”C holo-y was to find excretion. expérimen

ta l .STcholo'v wo s to ma ce its -reetest contribution to 

tie economv of time nation, a no a new term was adopted 

for it, ";sychoteclmclo”*, :l The promotion of this new 

discipline was ir the hands of the " ’mister of Corpor

ations. ire laboratories wer t^ be used to establish 

" pro era--, for the study of labor

: otwiths tendin' the restriction of courses in sub

’ e o t s which tre o ver ncer t mi o ;,ot i elieve fundamental, 

the Superior Council for -nstrue tion announced that the 

course in expert cental sy-nolo ■ • : t nome would re-open 

in 1031. burin this time when psy cholo — was in a

ly . D "os tiro, ”VI1 conver-no r ° zi one 1 e di ; s 1c ol - 
o - * a s^-rhentrle e cl osicotecr lea, " Rivista di nslcologla. 
Ill (1930), 57-60. ‘

2Ibid.
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perilous doc 1 ' re, the reo;enin'T of e course in ex eriren- 

tsl psychology w-s a ^ood indication for the future of 

psychol o'-y

^errar i tsu~ht s course 1r psychotechnology st the 

.Superior institute of ^cono-ic and v oere ia.l ' cience , 

it was attended bu students of the institute, by students 

fro- abroad, end by nd us trie l i s ts who showed interest 

in the principles of the new science of labor.

At the Catholic University of the Sacred heart three 

new courses in psychology were established in 1J32 in the 

new department of applied psychology, which was a depart

ment of the new faculty of political, economic, and com

mercial sciences instituted with the Hoyai decree of 

October, idol. -hey consisted of a course in applied ps - 

chol or-u, one in psychotechnology, and one in industrial 

s^cholo^y. lemelli resigned from the cluir ynslip of 

the department of experimental psychology to assume the 

directorship of the newl^ installed industrial psycholo-y. 

Professor "alli became the new director of the experimen

tal osycholonm department which had been vacated by le'elli.

l. C. Ferrari, "doncorso slln c 11 c d r ■"*  di p s i c ol- 
o"’ a sperimn tale ne Ila !.. un i ve i s i t di i. rm a , M Rivis ta 
d 1 psi col o-ia , XXVI (1 J3u), 331.

, y . prrarl, '”'n corso di inse -^r^-en to dells 
es le ote en ica," : ivis ts di psicolo^ia, XXV( 1 -V 1 ) , 70.

3"arJo r. Canel1-, ".a psicolo^ia speriments1e in 
Italie," rivists di >sic olo^is, XXIX (1 S3 o), 158-62.
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Tt ap;e£red, mccorr1to Ornella, th? t with the 

Royal Decree of Fecruery, 1953, although the universi

ties received - l i otments fro7i the ^overnient to enlarge 

the schools and thelr libraries, the facultv of exper

imental .sycholo^y was never favorably cons id ere ' in env 

o< these ' o ropriations. Ganelin pointed out that this 

must have greatly pleased some fal i gophers, but that 

tne sacrifice of experl-en tal psychol o •/ w^ s on injustice 

that placed Italian un"versitv teaching and Italian cu1- 

t re In a demrnced condltio- . hi th the retirement of 

Professor ^iesow from the Univers!tv of Turin, that fac- 

ult- of experimental pgvc^olo^- be-an to degenerate.1 

-t solo —ne, the laboratory which hac been directed bv 

.'errarl for twenty-five years was closed for a period 

of one ye^r after his death, although reopened under the 

direction of Pa tr i z i . The in experimental s^-

cholo-y was elected bv students of liter ture, pfiloso- 

h *,  end medic : ne. T t was a course in physlolo-icl psy- 

c:.ol o^t , but it was a p., ced under the a useless of 

the faculty of phllosophv. t Florence the modern la

boratory of experimental psycholo^ g til : flourished un

der the direction of F on-ventura, and st Fadova after the 

do a th ^enussi 1" 1 D27, tliC laboratory w« s d ir cted by 

' USs11 . ‘

ari o S. : ne11 a, "La os icolo-is scerimentr]e in 
ta lin," Rivis ta dl psico]o-în, XXIX (1933), 152-62.

y"a id .
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WbIle psycholo?^ was srainin?r, momentum in other for- 

ei~n countries, in Italy it was greeted with indifference 

end incomprehension. Very often spiritualism and psy- 

choloyy were considered synonymously. When a person 

declared that he studied psychology people thought him 

insane. Such ignorance in Italian culture, according 

to Canella, was due mostly to "idealistic" teaching. 

The idealistic philosophers with Tentile r s their leader, 

claimed that they wanted to promote Italian culture, but 

the difficulty was that each of these philosophers to- 

tal'y l mored the scientific method, experimental re

searches , ^s^chc: cical analysis, and the natural and 

biolo~1cal y~'ences. d9nella felt that idealistic con

ception of culture had only a philosophical and literary 

basis, and that a culture without psychology was ster

ile, short-sighted, coarse, de-enerc te, and too academic . 

To "ive an example of the curious and anti-scientific 

mentality of the Italian idealistic philosophers, Can- 

elia pointed to the article on /reud by an Italian psy- 

choanalys t, he Puy^iero, which Croce criticized in his 

journal, Gr11ica . Croce, who according to Canella, iden

tified "philosophical truth with his affective need of 

comforting convictions," declared; "psycho-analytical 

science translates everyth^ n^ into obscene lanyua^e.

1"Is scienze psicoana Utica traduce tutto in Iiny- 
u’^is porno ^ra fia . "
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•Toce s t9 ted t:iF t .: devoted only sever, d^ys to r re ad - 

literature ? nd not one da v a ore ns ?e was Lein?

ove rwhel ’ by r.n " s e J :.ov;ever, 1 - e 1 ?o^nte ' out that

De Sanctis be 1 levee rr^'-’ur j item ttre o. onto up the

-Ini nore thnr sr" s ees, that ?sd ever teen e11vered 

at on- con tess . de ide-lists saw e^er-th" n- a s a

1 o-o hr cr 1 conce st ion," vernis: "r- t: e old schemes

v; 11 ?. 1 debits—. ” 'L

.nrOr'iT to v c ne Ila , c Iture L" seo o = . scientific 

de vol o — o nt wa S th : -OS o uh:-? t. x or the ment-1 i t- of 

the tl-e. irnel) a iei'e-ed thrt cs-cl.olo - was a truly 

-rr-^tic sc 1 -neo re- - to destroy or deflate principles 

th- t -e s terde y s e - - e - un tocl a tie a n tnc t the scientists 

-ef us-" - t ? : eco-e ? o T t of the -entillcn wo ria tec-use 
' ~ 2
the” we a : t olds wit the c”l tor-1 ] if o it advocated.

c-or-1.. to 'omelll, tic ^thclic "n'^eisit- of 

tl.e leered eert a t "1'0, ..os tne onl / itrlian university 

free fro the lû^-Ils tic virus. ’r 1934 t e univers!t- 

-sir tainotwo ep/rt v-nts ir -s"ch-l o —, one In the fo- 

?--lt- of literature -no puh?o which was exper 1-en- 

tc] rsycnolo— , : the other in tee facult- of co-er-

c t 1, ec ono-lc, ' n: politic-- sciences, wh ich was -p

p Pec . S”C: -1 - — . t ' 1 ' c i nt- li.-- ' wel : -oc-ippec ,

olo’ic-1 1 at or a tor” a-J - -’ey rt-ent o’ e fa -o^ in 

- -r>- r. ? pc» : , s qp p — or o -res s w' s utilized. 1er ell 1

a ne 11 - , o_^_. c it . , - . i 3 • - _ 2 .

^Ibid.
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c 1 r t::r t this university h? i th? est equ inc - j lr- 

hor? tory and teyrt-ent of psyeholo-y in it^h'.1

: ? " o "ni 11 on o^_ F s-çbol o y- s r. j <- ' ene

~ • - • -- • e c c : . i r is te : s f " t i e n -. 1 _"'ucn tien, in

t--- " nwr. 1 _ ?eree of ".ov■?™coi-, 1 f t 5 , est hh^e" ex;?r-

inert" 1 psycholo-y os eno of no? cor hoent^r^ courses 

for the - ? Tee in "•o-icire , ,'"rl s yr^ôonc ? , . ? ‘ 1 oeorh^

"nô ye-^ “o . h ' s w-s ■ n nuthoritr. tlve reco -niti of

. s^cr.o1 o — ' s ' pore science . ' _ e -nknorn' author of

th" s er tide cl' 1 of f ' t t " s ree w pris sec n oi -

: e r th * t I t^l ton uni vei-s ’ties woul : not r s ter second 

to the Ten t European , Amer ienn ? nd .sis tic school s . T t 

The it r os sill for tin ”• ^-i^ns uni ver sit! ? s to present 

" --oûlf "c ti -n of their statutes in Thor to introduce 

the ter ch*  T of psycholo~v. The ?ppilestior for per

mission to teach psvoholows to be T de to the ~o v- 

ernrent before Jan Try ol, ] of. The decree etc. not Tke 

tore - 1n- of sycholo -y co-pulsory in tL universities, 

tut le t the decision in tv e herds of the university of- 

fici‘-ls.^ owever, this wo s one of the cos t important 

-ovornment steps in support of psvehol o "1T I studies.

IfTost ino le - el 11, "I psicoli on is. nel 1 ’ univers l te
: ttol 1T ci il rno,” I- i vista df psicolo "ie , XX TX ( 1 Too ),

2   , ”hivs 3." ta 7. lore uffici^le cel lo psicol-
o-1 p 17*  Italie "7” - ivis t? di osicolo^ia , XXXI (10c5), 281.

3 ; - id.
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T^e recognition of ^s^o^olo^ to this extent free 

fro : the control of philos opr t nn: based on experimenta

tion , w s sccom /I i shed after some iortv veers of relent

less effort by sm a 11 "roup of I tellan psycholo^' sts .

-. 1thov 'b the Fascist "overnment favored ex erinertetion

in sycholory, this included onlv two phases of the 

science; industrial and military. the original ai^ of 

the psvcholo^ists had been to utilize findings in psy- 

cholo^y to build a democratic Italy through the educa

tive system, but s Ince this was impossible, after 1922 

thev preferred to turn their efforts tower s s ne other 

field of psychology rath-ir th"n to entire y abandon the 

science.

The Fascist re ~ l e a ’ '-’e to k*  rd] e s sr .rit of n^ - 

tlor*  lis- in the t " ] 1 a n yde, who for many ve ■ r s had 

re no 'rec isole ted f r nei "Iborln ’ co - muni tl es by the

hi -F mountain r n ~ : r , ly faster tr. ’ a stron-lv central

ized universe l e-vc tion. it v n s with th ' s view in mind 

th'-1 "enito ns soi in' " p "0' n ted a hr 1. : tant philosopher 

and educ a t^r, H'wc-ri -“ntiH, c s l nis t r of ublic 

Instruction on m tober cd , 1 922 • in- -tallan ' syc; ol o

-1 st vh o for ne ' r j " 1 a a con nr-- ha o 1 bore for a

ceatreliz?: system of educa tion in order to un'fv the 

;,e o le , at first l oo^e f a vor°blv st .. us sol In! ’s cho' ce , 

*



but later bitterly opposed his reform. ihe controversial 

issue was the tvpe of education to be administered by the 

central educative of ice. ion tile was a philosopher, and 

education for him was identical with philosophy. xe 

stressed the child’s spiritual development which was ac- 

comp-ished through rell"h us instruction. belision was 

made compulsory in a 11 public schools. maer the reform, 

universitv graduates cou la practice their profession only 

after mssin" a stare examination prepared by a commision 

appointed by "entile. -Itou-h he advocated freedom for 

teacher and student, instructors were to consult an of

ficial bulletin before usina a text, and the text and 

1 3sons were uniform in al l ub11c schools. - bove a.1,

any instructor from a university or public school found 

-ully of pol 1 tic i views not in accord wit;; the fascist 

administration wr s dis-dissed . me lentile reform stressed 

px.il osophv ana trr dl ti on, while t: e positivistic psvch "1- 

n-i sts fe vored experl enta tian and the suppression of ne - 

t lona 11 m 1:. favor of t.. j Ind lv’ mhi . 'entile criticized 

scientific peds-o -v ■ s earl" • s lull when re attacked a 

rod on tne laws ol' men ta x wo rk ; positivist. lentile 

believe^ th" i sc ‘ entitle jeh’O"” was barbaric, and that 

it ne -looted aha spir ! tua j development of t.e ch lid .

me positivists claims c th' t "entile u ' s r. dres-er and 

i-nored ch11 a psycholow lust as he ignored all realities 

of life. -1thou-r the ysvel olo i s ts -a de various attempts 
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to revive child psychology bv es ta blIshin~ private schools, 

t’ne idealists passed sever a l decrees which suppressed 

. svc hoi o - ' favor of hr-a ni s tic subjects , espe? 1 Uy 

courses on the histor^ of ti.e i-o-nan ^pire . ince the 

idealists controlled the ,oi iticai ma ch ine , they were 

successful in s t i f l i n science. the psychologists tried 

to propagandize science throu-h t hei r own efforts and 

means, especially at universities. dV ally they were 

successful in convi:cin" the government th' t psycholo^s 

wr s rr established science in other civilized countries 

and if it were neglected in Italy it would e a reflec

tion of the backwardness of tr e new re ime. dlthough 

they ha to ^ive up their work and efforts for a recog

nition of educational psyc nolo~y, ev sustained an in

terest in the seier.ee Ly promoting industrial and mill- 

t ' r- ps^cholo which the -'a seise state utilized for its 

own aim.

seier.ee


CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This study has sought to describe the work of Italian 
scholars in educational psychology. It may be stated as a 
documentary study of the rise and development of educational 
psychology in Italy.

Little is to be found in any language, Italian included, 
which surveys the contributions of Italian psychologists and 
educators to a scientific pedagogy. There are a few guides 
of secondary nature concerning the early status of psychology 
in Italy. The paucity of literature on the subject seems to 
have been the result of two factors; first, that the Italians 
published very little in German, French, or English, and second, 
that few attempts have been made by Italian psychologists to 
review the history of their field. A knowledge of the works 
of Italian psychologists, with a few exceptions, has been 
confined to Italian scientific circles.

After an extensive search and through correspondence 
with Italian educators and psychologists, both in Hie United 
States and Italy, the author found several descriptions of 
the work carried out in educational psychology in Italy from 
1905 through 1939. From these and from the original materials 
contained in the following Italian and French sources, this 
investigation has been developed.
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1. The Rivista dX pslcologla applies ta alla 
pedagogla £d rila pslcopatolgia. edited by 
G. C, Ferrari and available from its first 
volume published in 1905 through 1939. No 
Journal that reported the work of all Italian 
psychologists existed before this publication.

The original articles on educational psychology 
found in this Journal are of primary importance 
for this investigation.

2. The Archlyio Italiano dX pslcologla. first 
edited in 1920 by Agostino Gemelli, a Catholic 
friar, and after 1922 edited by Frederick Kiesow, 
a German trained by Wundt who settled in Italy  
This was the second psychological Journal pub
lished in Italy  However, only a few of its 
articles deal with educational psychology. The 
Arohlvio collected articles of Italian scientific 
studies in experimental, differential, social, 
and comparative psychology from its founding to 
1939.

*

*

3. Psiche was edited by Morselli, De Sanctis and 
Villa. Only four volumes were published (1908
1912).

Other sources include the Enciclopedia Itallana. edited 
by Giovanni Gentile (1929-33); laws, decrees and regulations 
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published by the Minister of Public Instruction; annuaries 
of leading Italian universities; and the French 
Psychologique, which yielded a few Italian articles. Added 
to the above were numerous English and American sources 
which are listed in the bibliography.

The arrangement of this investigation has been determined 
largely by the fact that important psychological advances 
seem to have been the result of a laborious series of steps 
made by different researchers over long periods of years. 
Thus, the history of Italian educational psychology is, in 
effect, the history of the work of the men who fostered the 
science. The present investigation brings out the relation
ship of the positivistic movement to the development in 
educational psychology from about 1350 to 1939, and has 
sought to answer the following questions.

1. When did the study and teaching of educational 
psychology have their beginnings in Italy?

2. To what extent did concepts and practices of 
psychology in other countries affect the psy
chological basis for pedagogy in Italy?

3. For what purpose and by what groups was it 
sponsored?

4e Who were some of the leading educational 
psychologists in Italy and what were their 
contributions?
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5» Did educational psychology affect teacher 
training in Italy?

6. How was the product of the laboratory research 
utilized in school practice?

7, How was the scientific approach to educational 
methods modified as a result of the change from 
constitutional monarchy to dictatorship?

MAJOR QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION

Beginnings of the Study and Teaching of Educational
Psychology in Italy

Italy, until 1890, because of political, sociological 
and economic reasons, had no organized research in psychology. 
It was the development of anthropological studies during the 
second half of the nineteenth century, chiefly due to researches 
on individual differences and the effects of bodily conditions 
on mental progress of children, that gave impetus to the 
study of educational psychology in Italy.

Thus, the foundation of the study of educational psychology 
in Italy was laid by anthropologists, who sought not only 
to describe physical traits and characteristics, but behavior 
patterns as well. It was they who promoted the naturalistic 
approach to the study of man. Anthropologists branched off 
into fields of functional, endocrinological and physiological 
differences, and later extended their findings to heredity, 
criminality, insanity, and eudcation.
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Three anthropologists are credited with laying the 
foundation of the study of educational psychology in Italy; 
Cesare Lombroso, Achille De Giovanni and Nicola Pende*  Cesare 
Lombroso (1836-1909) was one of the leading criminal anthro
pologists of the last century. He maintained the theory 
that some people are born criminals because they possess 
physical and mental characteristics which, according to 
anthropological measurements, mark them as special types*  
His method involved a description of the individual by 
observation and clinical measurement, included data on 
the individual* s physiological and psychological makeup 
and on his responses to environment, and required a study 
of the individual's habits. He extended his researches to 
the field of education and came to the conclusion that 
criminals that had exhibited delinquent characteristics since 
their early years were victims of faulty education. For 
Juvenile offenders he advocated Froebelian educational 
methods in order to overcome the criminal tendencies.

A contemporary of Lombroso, Achille De Giovanni, a 
physician, introduced anthropological method to medicine*  
He classified individuals into types according to common 
fundamental characteristics, and studied the etiological 
factors that supposedly influenced the development of their 
personalities*  De Giovanni elaborated a doctrine of tem-
peraments and their predisposition to diseases and pointed 
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out that this tendency to disease could be combated during 
childhood if the organism were wisely guided in its develop
ment. His work helped bring collaboration between medicine 
and anthropology for the study of the individual, thus laying 
the foundation for psychiatry.

A student of De Giovanni, Nicola Pende (1880 - ),
investigated constitutional differences, and introduced 
the study of endocrinological, physical and functional as
pects of personality. He anticipated Kretchmer's and Sheldon's 
constitutional body types. He utilized his knowledge to 
establish mental hygiene reforms in the schools of Italy 
during the Fascist regime. He advocated foundations and 
institutes to study a child's growth and his physical and 
mental abnormalities as well as special institutions for 
delinquent children in order that trades might be tau^it 
to delinquent boys between the ages of seven and eighteen.

It was not until pedagogical anthropology gained mom
entum in Italy that attempts were made to introduce the 
results of observations and experiments in the school. The 
leading advocates of pedagogical anthropology were Giuseppe 
Sergi and Maria Montessori.

As early as 1886 Giuseppe Sergi proposed the study of 
students by anthropological methods. Sergi envisaged the 
theories of Lombroso, De Giovanni, and Pende in use to re
direct those with personality deviations into useful channels 
by the school. Thus, it was through Sergi that anthropology 
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psychology; mainly the necessity of relating instructions 
to the needs and mental capacity of the child. He emphasized 
a scientific approach to problems of psychology and utilized 
the experimental method in his researches. Besides being 
the leader of experimental psychology in Italy, Sergi is 
given credit for the founding of the first psychological 
laboratory in Italy, as established by the Royal Decree 
of 1889. This laboratory was not an independent psycholo
gical laboratory, but was a section of the Institute of 
Anthropology at the University of Rome. The first inde
pendent psychological laboratory in Italy was founded by 
G-. C. Ferrari at Bologna in 1896. Sergi also was the first 
to establish a course (1878-79) in psychology with the 
purpose of training public school teachers in pedagogical 
psychology.

Marla Montessori (1869 - ), though not an experimen
talist, applied anthropological methods to the study of 
childhood. Her concepts were not original, but rather were 
inspired by John Locke, Emile Rousseau and Frederick Froebel, 
and she used the methods of Jean Itard and Edward Sequin 
in the education of mentally deficient children. Although 
her movement was not widely accepted by the Italian experi
mentalists, it gained wide acclaim in other countries, es
pecially the United States. However, she may be considered 
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if only for the founding of her Casa del bambini and for 
personally training the teachers employed to teach at her 
school.

In the preceding paragraphs the development of edu
cational psychology by the application of anthropology and 
physiology was summarized. However, educational psychology 
was considered a branch of experimental psychology, since 
the scholars who promoted educational psychology in Italy 
were from the experimental school. Therefore, the progress 
of scientific pedagogy is closely allied with the progress 
of experimental psychology and any success achieved by the 
experimentalists was a force for the promotion of psycholo
gical pedagogy.

Professor Leonardo Bianchi, a well known psychiatrist 
and minister of education in Italy, was responsible for 
many of the educational decrees and reforms in favor of 
positivism, especially in regard to the application of 
psychology to education. He was honorary president of the 
V International Congress of Psychology held at Rome in 1905. 
He was responsible for the promulgation of the Royal Decree 
of 1905, which established three independent faculties of 
psychology. One was installed at the University of Rome 
under the able direction of 2 ante De Sanctis, psychiatrist, 
who made valuable contributions to psychological studies.
especially in the field of the study of mentally deficient 
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children. He was also the founder of the first asill-scuola 
for the education of mentally deficient children. At the 
University of Turin the direction of the new faculty was 
given to Frederick Kiesow, from the school of Wundt, who 
settled in Italy, and later, in 1922, became the editor 
of the Archlvio Italiano di pslcologia. The third faculty 
was established at the University of Naples, and the di
rectorship was given to Patrizl, student of Mosso, and to 
Colucci, who is famous for his reforms of the methods of 
dealing with delinquent children.

Thus, with the Decree of June 18, 1905, psychology 
was officially recognized by the government. This decree 
established psychology as a formal university study.

To What Extent Did Concepts and Practices of Psychology 
in Other Countries Affect the Psychological Basis for 
Pedagogy in Italy?

The countries that perhaps influenced the psycholo
gical basis of pedagogy in Italy were Germany and the United 
States. However, the influence from these countries was 
negligible. Italian psychologists seemed to have favored 
and utilized Frederick Froebel's principles of education. 
This is the only tangible example of German influence upon 
Italian educational psychology. It may be assumed, however, 
although it cannot be demonstrated, that German psychology 
influenced Italian technical psychology through the work of 
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Frederick Klesow, a German from the school of Wundt, who 
settled in Italy and made valuable contributions to Italian 
industrial and military psychology. Directly, or indirectly, 
he must have influenced Italian psychological thought, 
although in his writings he credits himself chiefly with 
the introduction of Rosso's methods and instruments at 
Wundt's Leipzig laboratory, 

I had read Mos so's books, and had in
duced Wundt to purchase that scholar's much- discussed plethysmograph for1he Institute* 1 
Giulio Cesare Ferrari claimed that his translation 

in 1901 of William James' Principles of Psychology was 
favorably received by the Italians, and stimulated Interest 
in psychology.

...the enormous impulse given to psychology 
here (Italy) by my translation of the "Princi
ples of Psychology*  of the great American psy
chologist, William James. I believe, however, 
that this publication marked a turning point in the history of Italian psychology* 2

However, he seemed to be of the opinion that most of the 
psychological work carried on in Italy was original and 
entirely of Italian inspiration.

I could not say whether there are reasons 
of ethnic psychology to explain the fact, or 
whether it is merely a matter of mental habit, 
but it is very true, nevertheless, that, al
though he accepts what is useful and good in. all philosophies, and in all orders or thought, the Italian always and in all cases, retains 
much of his psychological individuality,— 
from outside he accepts ordinarily only the 
initial stimulus.3

1Klesow, "F. Klesow," oj>*  clt., p. 177.
^Ferrari, "Experimental Psychology in Italy," op. clt., p. 227.
5 Ibid.
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Groups that Sponsored Italian Educational Psychology
The development of educational psychology in Italy 

was closely connected with the development of philosophi
cal thought. Psychology was considered, until the latter 
part of the nineteenth century, to be synonymous with 
philosophy. ihe term psychology was often applied to 
problems which belonged to philosophy and metaphysics» 
It was not until an effort was made to approach educa
tional psychology from a physiological and experimental 
point of view that it achieved an identity apart from 
philosophy. Thus, it may be said that the first group to 
sponsor educational psychology in Italy were the philo
sophers. Many scholars from the philosophical school 
applied psychology and, to some extent, experimentation 
to ascertain certain philosophical theories. This group 
contributed indirectly to educational psychology by conduc
ting some experiments which sometimes yielded valuable re
search material. They, however, never credited psychology 
as being important enough to become a separate science, 
but believed it to be an important subsidiary to the study 
of philosophy. Some of these scholars furnished experi
mental laboratories and conducted. objective researches.

The effort to divorce psychology from philosophy 
as a recognized field gave rise to a heated controversy 
between the followers of spiritual philosophy and the so 
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called •positivists* , a group of scientists comprised. most
ly of anthropologists, physiologists and physicians who believed 
that traditional philosophical theory restrained experimental 
progress. Progressive educators, realizing the value of ex
perimental psychology as a cementing medium of the lax and 
inadequate educational system, supported the positivists.

Purpose for which Educational Psychology in Italy was Sponsored 
Educational psychology in Italy was sponsored for the 

purpose of democratizing the Italian nation through education 
of its youth. Educational psychology was also sponsored in 
order to relate instructions to the actual needs of the in
dividual child and to scale the work to his intellectual and 
physical capacity. It was to be utilized in order to promote 
a scientific approach to the badly needed organization of 
Italian schools. This included centralization of the educa
tional system, special institutions for atypical children, 
teacher training centers for special education, laboratories, 
institutes and mobile health units. Through educational psy
cholory the Italian nation was to have a unified system of 
education that would bring better understanding among its people.

Leading Educational Psychologists in Italy 
and their Contributions

Italian contributions in psychology were numerous. However, 
only the men who contributed to what is defined here as educa
tional psychology, are listed below.

Cesare Lombroso (1836-1909) an anthropologist, made contri
butions to educational psychology by stimulating a psychological 
approach to personality problems and by proposing corrective
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education for delinquents*  Lombroso believed that delin
quents were victims of a continuing bad education. For 
juvenile offenders Lombroso suggested Froebelian educational 
methods for overcoming criminal tendencies. If the tenden
cies were deep rooted, he did not hesitate to advocate life 
confinement of the criminal in an appropriate institution*  
He was recognized by his contemporaries as an effective 
disseminator of ideas and eventually his criminal anthro
pology gained favor in scientific circles. He became a 
positivist in the new school of inductive psychology by 
supporting his conceptions by objective anthropological and 
biological investigations. Modern psychologists discredit 
most of his work, especially his assertion that there are 
"criminal types" which can be recognized by certain psychi
cal characteristics. However, psychological and social ap
proaches which he initiated, and which were still in their 
infancy, are generally accepted*

Achille De Giovanni. a contemporary of Lombroso, es
tablished a broad physiological base for his investigations*  
He considered the individual in his entirety, as a function
ing organism, and regarded all deformities as signifying 
a predisposition to certain forms of illness. In his 
Morphology of the Human Body, De Giovanni elaborated a doc
trine of temperaments and their predisposition to disease*  
He distinguished three morphological combinations, the 
normosplanonio, the microsplancnlc, and the macrosplanonic, 
corresponding to Sheldon’s mesomorph, ectomorph, and endomorph 
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constitutional body types, respectively. The chief result 
of De Giovanni * s work was to establish the concept of an 
internal factor of predisposition to disease analogous to 
that of Lombroso to crime, and that this predisposition 
could be redirected through education.

Nicola Pende, a leading constitutional psychologist 
and endocrinologist, did much to promote mental hygiene in 
the schools of Italy. A student of De Giovanni, he anti
cipated Kretohmer*  s and Sheldon's body types*  During the 
Gentile reform of education he succeeded in establishing a 
system of health education based on mental hygiene*  At his 
request provisions were made to establish institutes of child 
study, both physical and mental, and trade schools for delin
quent children.

Giuseppe Sergi was the first (1386) to introduce anthro
pological methods into pedagogy*  It was through Sergi that 
anthropology brought into relief practical principles of 
educational psychology; mainly the necessity of relating 
instruction to the actual needs of the child and consideration 
of the influence of differing mental backgrounds upon the 
achievements and environments of an individual.

In 1873 Sergi published the first note of his Frinciol 
di psicologia sulla base dells science sperimentals. It is 
to be noted that his book appeared one year before Wundt 
published his Grundzelee der physiologischen Psycholo^ls. 
which is considered a masterpiece on experimental psychology. 
However, Sergi wrote his book quite independently of the German
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✓ 
psychologist with whose work he first became acquainted, in 
1875.

Sergi introduced. (1878-79) the first course in psychology 
in Italy, This was set up to train public school teachers. 
The Royal Decree of December 15, 1889 authorized the establish
ment of the first laboratory of experimental psychology, 
which he directed. However, this laboratory was to be a 
section of the anthropology department and was not consi
dered an independent psychological laboratory. In this 
laboratory Sergi carried on extensive research. He promoted 
the anthropological study of childhood with a view to the 
creation of a scientific method of educating, not only the 
intellect, but the entire physical and mental organism of 
the child.

Marla Montessori promoted the anthropological study of 
childhood with a view to creating a scientific method of 
training the child. Her address to the First Italian Peda
gogical Congress at Turin in 1898 resulted in the request 
by the minister of education for a lecture course to teachers 
of Rome on the education of feeble-minded children. This 
led to the development of the State Orthophrenic School, of 
which she was in charge from 1398-1900.

Her book, The Montessori Method, is based on principles 
and practices utilized in her Casa del bambini. She utilized 
Itard’s and Sequin’s methods of education. The value of her 
work is that she found a definite interpretation and a more 



direct application of these principles to school practice*  
Three of Montessori's fundamental principles are as follows; 
education through the senses, the principle of individuality, 
and the principle of freedom*  The claims that the observa
tion of the individual child and the adaptation of each to 
his individual needs were the most important basis of education*  

Montessori emphasizes the principle of self-activity*  
She calls it "the principle of auto-education" and invented 
for its expression an elaborate system of auto-sensorial 
didactic apparatus*

Her didactic material included education of the thermic 
(temperature), tactile (touch), stereognostic (muscular and 
tactile), taste, smell, vision (form and vision), chromatic, 
baric, and sound senses*

The individual work plan was one of the most valuable 
features of the Montessori school*  The didactic apparatus 
was self-corrective in order to eliminate teacher direction, 
but this characteristic limited the use of the material and 
stifled, rather than encouraged, spontaneous expression. 
She devised various buttoning and fastening apparatus, which 
she claimed belonged to "the practical life type of activities, 
and various 'inset cut out letters' which she used to pro
duce 'spontaneous writing'". She had very little apprecia
tion for play technique*

Although she based her initial approach to the study 
of education on sense training, she devised complicated 
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didactic apparatus which did not give the pupil any spontan
eous play. Hie latter is characterized by much detailed 
instruction which conveys the impression that she reversed 
the major fundamental concept, the individual work plan, 
Perhaps it can be stated that Montessori made no original 
contribution to childhood education. Her greatest service 
lies in her emphasis on the scientific conception of educa
tion, 

Gabriele Buccola was the first in Europe to make use 
of lunatics for the study of the problems of normal psychology. 
Although his contributions were not in the field of educa
tional psychology, his work gave impetus to that science, 
in 1896 he and Tamburini organized a laboratory of experi
mental psychology at Reggio Emilia Psychiatric Institute in 
Italy. Buccola introduced the same precision of method 
that characterized psychometry in the study of mental disease, 
presenting in a new light phenomena of the psychical processes 
of perception and of reaction. He also experimented with 
the effects of cocaine on the reaction of the pupil and the 
diverse effects of cocaine on the nervous system. His work, 
La legge del tempe nel fenomeni del oensiero is considered 
a classic contribution in the field of psychometry.

Simone Corleo. though not so closely related to edu

cational psychology as some others, established a small 
laboratory at the University of Palermo in 1889. He was a 
philosopher, but utilized experimentation to ascertain certain 
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philosophical theories. His contribution was mainly the 
founding of the laboratory at Palermo, which later was 
utilized for pedagogical experiments.

Angelo Mosso is noted for his studies on sleep and 
fatigue, but also did research on blood vessels, blood res
piration, aspects of human physiology in altitude, and for 
the use of a number of devices for measuring physiological 
data, especially the ergograph and the piethymegraph. Mosso 
was the first to recognize bodily reactions as expressions 
of psychological manifestations. The experimental proof 
of this was given in his book, Lg Paura (fear), published 
in 1889, which became a classic of its kind. In 1889 Mosso 
announced the results of some original experiments on the 
effects of emotions on the contractions of the bladder*  
In this connection he stated that the seat of the emotions 
lies in the sympathetic nervous system, ^ls contributions 
to educational psychology were his experiments on mental 
fatigue during study and lecture.

Ugo pizzoll in 1898 founded a laboratory of scientific 
pedagogy at Orevaleore. ^e established in 1905 a school 
to train teachers in psychology. At this time the state 
contributed no financial support to promote special schools. 
However, Milan granted Pizzoli a subsidy to augment the 
income which originally consisted of a small tuition paid 
by the students.
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Zaccaria Treves worked with Mosso. He took over in 
1906 the laboratory of scientific pedagogy which Pizzoli 
had founded in 1898. He founded the Zaccarla Treves community 
school in 1914 at Milan, which advanced and practiced the 
Froebelian system of education.

Guido Della Valle of the University of Naples was a 
renowned educator who was considered a pioneer in the studies 
of applied psychology, since he stressed the importance of 
experimental method in education. He listed a criteria of 
pedagogy based on psychology and advised universities that 
contained psychological research centers to utilize them 
for pedagogical investigations.

Enrico Morselli was from the philosophical school, 
although he believed in experimental psychology. Hie 
contribution to educational psychology was the founding of 
the psychological journal Psiche in 1912, which carried 
articles on child psychology and pedagogy. This publica
tion, however, lasted only four years.

Giulio Cesare Ferrari did more than any other individual 
to promote psychological research of taly, especially in 
the field of pedagogy. His personal Interest lay in re
searches dealing with individual psychology. He made 
several studies on blind and delinquent children. He 
translated William James’ Principles of Psychology, which 
he believed marked the turning point in the history of 
Italian psychology. In 1896 he founded the first independent 
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psychological laboratory at Bologna. He was founder and 
editor of the most significant Journal of psychology in 
Italy, Rivista dl psicoloRla.

Ferrari classified deficient children into three 
categories, the great number who do not have any serious 
lesions, but simply present a slow development or, more 
often, a slow coordination of their intellectual abilities, 
a second group which stops growing intellectually after a 
short span of normal mental development, and a third group 
consists of individuals in various well-recognized groups 
such as idiots, imbeciles and morons. This threefold 
classification was the basis of the practical organization 
of educational facilities for mentally handicapped in 
Italy. His best and most successful application of edu
cational psychology was with delinquent children.

Leonardo Bianchi. a psychiatrist and later minister 
of education, was responsible for many of the educational 
decrees and reforms favoring the use of experimental 
psychology for pedagogical ends. Because of his dual role 
as scientist and public official, he became the most 
efficacious defender and promoter of Italian educational 
psychology. He also made several original contributions in 
the field of physiological and pathological anatomy, es
pecially on temperature of the brain and functional compensa
tion. Hg is credited with many other original psychological 
contributions, but is remembered mostly for establishing.
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three experimental psychology departments at the universities 
of Rome, Turin and Naples. He favored the reform of educa
tion based on pedagogical psychology. It was at the Fifth 
International Congress of Psychology in 1905 that he an
nounced his intention of promoting psychology. Thus, with 
the decree of June 18, 1905, psychology was officially re
cognized by the government,

Sante De Sanctis began his early studies with experi
mental psychology and had a special interest in the direction 
of individual or differential psychology. He explained 
everything according to the associatlonist theory. He 
carried on extensive work on psychopathology and psycho
neurosis and conducted investigations on the pathology of 
attention, pathology of sleep and of dreams, the classifica
tion and pathogenesis of frenzies and of tantrums, and the 
psychopathology of negativism, and the pathology of motor 
disturbances and feebleminded children.

The bulk of De Sanctis1 work constituted studies on 
feeblemindedness. The organization of clinical assistance 
open for children who are feebleminded and unstable was 
started in 1899 and was the practical result of his studies, 
Ebbinghaus introduced the methods and results of his studies 
to German psychologists. The studies on attention made by 
De Sanctis brought to light a new symptom which he called 
oaraprosessia. a disturbance linked with the fact that when 
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too much attention is concentrated on an impulse, the im
pulse becomes inhibited. Another series of studies on the 
expression of thought was completed at about 1911.

In 1906 De Sanctis founded the Institute of Experi
mental Psychology at Rome. This institute was one of the 
original three which had been established with the decree 
of 1905. He was the first in Italy to establish Asill- 
acuole (1899) for mentally deficient children. The eval
uation of intellectual deficiency in the feeble-minded, 
not only on the mental age, according to Binet-Simon and 
American scales, was made by De Sanctis by means of mental 
tests in 1910. This method was devised and intended for 
measuring gradation of mental insufficiency.

In 1915 De Sanctis published a book called Educazlone 
del dificienti. concerning the pedagogical classification 
of idiotic children and the psychology, pedagogy, and care 
of mentally deficient children. From the observations and 
experimentations made over a ten year period (1915-1925), 
he published a volume, Neuropsichiatria infantile, and 
from this he made his report in 1929 at a convention held 
at Rome on the problems of education for children. His 
writings on psychology applied to the science of education, 
comprise forty-four publications in volumes and memoirs, 
among which are many that deal with clinical assistance to 
feeble-minded and unstable children. The value of this 
work was reflected in tne organization of clinical assist
ance made outside of the hospital for psychologically ab
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giene. In his entire production during the last thirty 
years of his life on the subject of child psychology the 
influence of Freud is apparent.

C. Colucci, a leading figure in educational psychology, 
was president of the Italian Society of Psychology and pre
sided over many of the important conventions of psycholo
gists. Although little is available of the work he carried 
out in educational psychology, his contemporaries mention 
him time and again as a pioneer in the psychology of de
viates and for his outstanding work for improving conditions 
of reform schools.

Francesco De Sarlo, one of the first Italian experi
mentalists, was originally from the philosophical school 
and during his lifetime never divorced psychology from phi
losophy. However, he believed that a science of facts can 
be taught only by a demonstration of facts, and with this 
ideal in mind set up an experimental laboratory at the 
Institute of Higher Learning at the University of Florence.

Umberto F_ Safflotti was a pedagogical psychologist. 
He favored experimentation in pedagogical psychology and 
was a lecturer at several Italian universities. In 1912 
he founded an association for the study, education, and 
assistance of abnormal children. He also published a jour
nal entitled Infanzia Anormale.

Frederick Kiesow, a German from the school of Wundt, 
settled in Italy and made valuable contributions to Italian 
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psychology. Although he was not an educationist he con
tributed to the advancement of psychology in Italy by 
working with leading educational psychologists and by favor
ing their objective. It was he who induced Wundt to pur
chase Nosso * a plethymograph for the Leipzig laboratory. In 
1694 Klesow went to Turin to study the use of this Instru
ment. Since Mosso’s laboratory was considered one of the 
first in Europe, Klesow remained in Italy, and in 1922 edit
ed the second Italian psychological journal, the Archivlo 
di pslcologia. He was head of the Turin psychology depart
ment, one of the first psychological departments established 
in 1905. Many of Klesow's students became psychologists in 
their own right. His contributions, however, were mostly 
in the field of industrial psychology, but he can be con
sidered as having made a valuable contribution to educa
tional psychology if only for the impetus he gave general 
psychological thought in Italy.

A. Franzone, director of Teachers College Carlo Lenea 
in Milan, initiated two educational periodicals to promote 
a centralized organization of scientific pedagogy. One, 
Attualita pedagogiche. dealt with the educative and social 
problems of the schools; the other, Profill dl Maestri, 
illustrated the new educational psychology of progressive 
educators.

Agostino Gemelll. a Catholic friar and psychiatrist, 
was responsible for the establishment of a psychology 
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perimental school of psychology at the University of the 
Sacred Heart at Milan carried out most of the work done in 
psychology during the fascist period. For many years he 
worked with the pioneers of psychology for the advancement 
of that science in Italy and, although he was originally 
from tne philosophical school, he favored experimentation 
and the application of a scientific pedagogy to educational 
problems. His contributions to educational psychology were 
in the field of delinquency. In 1914 he founded and direct
ed the Institute Nazionale Medico Pedagogica at Milan for 
boys with nervous disorders.

Luca Galdo. an educational psychologist, promoted the 
Unione Italians dell*  educazione popoloce. This organiza
tion held various conventions in order to point out to the 
people their social and moral obligation for providing 
assistance and special education to deficient children. He 
proposed that the State subsidize a large number of schools 
for these children in order to relieve the elementary school 
and to help conditions for both the normal and abnormal 
child.

Aldo Grazioni. a psychiatrist at the Psychiatric In
stitute of Vicenza, conducted an experiment with delin
quents at this Institute in order to evaluate the Binet- 
Simons test and the De Sanctis mental test. From controlled 
experiments he concluded that the Simon-Binet test success
fully measures a gradation of intelligence in the normal 
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child, but that in the abnormal child it did not specify 
or point out the degree of abnormality as did the De 
Sanctis model.

Giuseppe Montesano was noted for his work with mental 
deficients. He founded a school and an organization for 
the protection of deficient children. He founded the 
Medical Pedagogy Institute for mentally deficient children 
who, for lack of better quarters, had been housed at the 
insane asylum of Santa Maria della Pleta. He also taught 
courses in psychology for prospective teachers.

Gabriella Francia, an assistant of Ferrari, was in 
charge of the school for delinquent children established 
by Ferrari at Bologna in 1921. She not only helped Ferrari 
with the management of the school, but conducted several ex
periments to advance scientific pedagogy.

Giuseppe Guiceiardi. director of the Psychiatric Insti
tute of Santo Lazzaro near Bologna, organized the Colonia 
scuola Antonio Marro in 1926 for boys and girls between the 
ages of 15 and 16 who were considered mentally deficient, 
but who would respond to therapy. This therapy was based on 
a psychological principle. Psychosomatic medicine was 
practiced on each child. At this time Kretchmer1s body 
types were popular and the institute made use of his methods 
in diagnosing and understanding the relationship between 
body and mind.

Raffaele Maietti. an educator, started in 1909 a refuge 



in Home for "lost children". These included children abused 
by parents, delinquents out of jail, or children whose fami
lies could not support them. With meager sources, he tried 
to give these children a new lease on life. He rehabilita
ted 193 children in three years through psychological appli
cation of occupational therapy.

Professor Scaglione persuaded the authorities of 
Calabria to grant him subsidy with which he instituted a 
pedagogical laboratory with a museum annexed to it. The 
educational material at this laboratory was used by the ele
mentary school teachers of Calabria. In two years the museum 
collected data on 8,000 students.

M. Salvoni founded and directed The Salvoni Institute 
at Milan. It had been founded in 1878, but since it had 
existed on limited funds, it was near collapse when Milan 
granted it a subsidy in 1913. A Froebelian system of educa
tion was used at this school, and the individual study plan 
was stressed. The activities of the children were observed 
and daily records of their progress were kept.

Adone Robert!. an educator, founded in 1905 the first 
teachers' Journal in Italy, which promoted scientific peda
gogy. The Nuova Scuola. as it was called, abounded in art
icles and reports on child psychology.

Minister of Education Credaro founded an educational 
journal dedicated to scientific pedagogy, entitled Rivista 
Pedagogics. He was also responsible for the addition to 
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the education school of the University of Palermo in 1907 
of a course in experimental psychology applied to education. 
In 1920 he opened and directed the psychology department 
at the University of Palermo. He believed that psychology*  s 
greatest contribution had been in the field of education.

Paolo Vecchla as early as 1862, instituted a pedago
gical course for teachers at Piacenza, Italy. He was made 
Inspector and later director of normal schools. In 1884 
he taught pedagogy at the University of Catonla, in 1888 
at the University of Naples, and 1905 at the University of 
Rome. At first he followed an idealistic trend, but later 
recognized the need of a psychological basis for education. 
He wrote several books which systematized a scientific 
pedagogy based on Froebelian methods.

Alfredo Albertini founded a school in 1918 at Milan 
for the education of the deaf. He directed the school and 
also conducted classes to teach the personnel methods of 
instruction for the deaf and deaf-mutes.

Many other educators and psychologists tried to advance 
scientific pedagogy in Italy, but the above mentioned schol
ars contributed most significantly to the objective.

Educational Psychology as Utilized In Teacher Training.

Giuseppe Sergl was the first to establish a course 
(1878-79) in psychology for the purpose of training public 
school teachers in educational psychology. However, due 
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to the disinterest of government officials, the course last
ed only one year. From Sergi's time until 1916, various 
propositions were made to the State to utilize psychological 
findings by informing public school teachers, through univer
sity courses, of the new methods of instruction based on the 
science of psychology*  The officials paid little if any 
attention to these suggestions, until 1916 when a decree was 
issued cancelling all educational psychology courses offered 
at universities*  The authorities stated that due to World 
War I, public expenditure had to be curtailed*  Since psy
chology was considered by them a superfluous course, it was 
the first to be cancelled.

This decree was met with severe criticism by the psy
chologists who tried to counteract it by giving their ser
vices free to any teacher or student desirous of learning 
the new pedagogy*  They believed that the psychologist’s 
task was that of furnishing psychological knowledge to the 
educator, whether it be for knowledge of normal or abnormal 
students.

The indifferent attitude of the state toward problems 
of psychology was not a new one. From 1900 teacher train
ing courses in educational psychology were sponsored by 
individual psychologists and were held at their private 
laboratories or at homes purchased by them for teaching 
purposes. Due to lack of funds and provisions the classes 
were limited*  Tuition was low in order to encourage 
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teachers to attend these classes, and in many cases it was 
entirely dispensed with. Due to the fact that the men who 
held these courses were also the promoters of psychology, 
they had to divide their time among several activities, 
leaving little time for teaching. As has been pointed out, 
the apathy of the state in handling progressive schools was 
reflected by the fact that teacher training centers in 
scientific pedagogy could, in 1905, be counted on the fin
gers of one hand.

Milan, however, granted a subsidy to a school founded 
by a psychologist, Ugo Pizzoli, As many as 206 students 
were registered during 1905. Here future teachers studied 
the principles of scientific pedagogy, A post graduate 
course was also offered. Other principal cities followed 
Milan’s example and granted subsidies to schools that the 
psychologists were attempting to operate on limited sources. 
However, the goal set by the progressive educators was never 
achieved. Only a handful of teacher training courses were 
offered. With the Gentile reform of education, the psy
chologists, who blamed the failure of their purpose on the 
decentralized educational system looked to the reform for 
the realization of their objective. Although Gentile cen
tralized the educational system, he discarded educational 
psychology in favor of a humanistic education.



Utilization of Laboratory Researches in School Practice.

Although significant attempts were made by individual 
psychologists to reform education by an application of edu
cational psychology, the state, however, never utilized the 
results of laboratory researches in general school practice. 
The schools that utilized psychological findings were found
ed by psychologists. These schools were mostly for under
privileged or feeble-minded childreg and the only source 
of income was either from the psychologists’ private funds, 
as was usually the case, or a small subsidy from the local 
community, or an insane asylum. Similar to the Montessori 
Casa di bambini, the Salvoni Institute at Milan, named after 
its founder, offered a Froebelion kindergarten and a pro
gressive type of education for children through the fifth 
grade. Froe’celian concepts were advanced by psychologists 
in their private schools, but little was accomplished to 
disperse these ideals to public schools. Ferrari purchased 
a large home in which he successfully educated delinquent 
children. At the Imola Insane Asylum he succeeded in apply
ing therapeutic methods to feeble-minded children.

Although they gave freely of their services and funds, 
the Italian psychologists were not able to persuade the 
government officials to see the value of their work and to 
apply it to public schools. During World War I, Italian 
psychologists, as in other countries, turned their efforts 
toward winning the war. They put aside educational pay-
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chology, which they intended to continue after the war, in 
favor of military psychology.

The Modification of the Scientific Approach to Educational 
Methods as a Result of the Chance from Constitutional Monarchy 
to Dictatorship.

The recognition of psychology as a science, free from 
philosophical interpretations and based on experimentation, 
was accomplished after some forty years of relentless effort 
by a small group of psychologists. Their original aim had 
been to utilize psychological findings to build a democratic 
form of government through education. Through a centra
lized education they intended to unify the Italian people 
who had remained isolated by Italian topography, The 
fascist regime also aimed to unite the people through a 
strongly centralized system of education. At the beginning 
of the Gentile reform the psychologists, who saw the possi
bility of the realization of their ideals in the new regime, 
offered suggestions for the re—education of Italian youth. 
However, the psychologists and the leaders of the new re
form had only one ideal in common: the centralization of 
the Italian educative system. The purpose for which this 
centralization was to be utilized was a focal point of con
troversy. The Fascists wanted to kindle a spirit of 
nationalism based on militarism; the psychologists wanted 
only to ameliorate the condition of the student and to 



democratize the Italian nation. Since Gentile was a 
philosopher, education for him was identical with philo
sophy. He stressed the child’s spiritual development which 
he believed was best accomplished through religious in
struction. Thus, under Fascism, religion became compulsory 
in all public schools. The Gentile reform stressed philo
sophy and tradition, while the psychologists favored ex
perimentation and the suppression of nationalism in favor 
of the individual. Gentile called scientific pedagogy 
"barbaric*,  and suppressed courses in educational psycho
logy at all universities. No sweeping order came to close 
the laboratories, but as each psychological director died, 
a ceremony honoring his services to his nation would mark 
the closing of his laboratory. Although the psychologists 
made various attempts to revive child psychology by esta
blishing free courses and private schools, they were no 
match for the fascist political machine. Educational psy
chology was stifled by humanism. Finally, the psychologists 
gave up their work and efforts for recognition of educa
tional psychology, but succeeded in Interesting the fascist 
state in other phases of psychology, industrial and military.
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APPENDIX I 
TABLE I

NUMBER OF TITLES IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

am
DATE ENGLISH GERMAN FRENCH ITALIAN RUSSIAN OTHERS TOTAL
1894 550 375 265 82 40 1312
1895 489 474 325 80 26 1394
1896 770 695 492 182 95 2234
1897 785 694 704 221 61 2465
1898 759 916 713 209 61 2558
1899 714 812 735 223 50 2584
1900 718 808 851 209 41 2627
1901 744 897 1015 279 51 2985
1902 771 923 759 147 28 2628
1903 767 661 513 164 17 2122
1904 804 1735 692 202 12 3445
1905 651 1380 523 160 13 2727
1906 1026 1389 584 140 6 3145
1907 773 1523 541 144 14 2995
1908 1069 1664 643 126 30 3532
1909 1037 1195 673 131 31 3067
1910 800 1767 450 151 18 3186
1911 1022 1574 445 116 45 3202
1912 969 2102 435 159 27 3692
1913 853 1364 363 123 37 2740
1914 1016 1120 383 88 35 2642
1915 1589 619 254 125 47 2634
1916 1682 526 126 S3 2 2419
1917 2153 33 233 117 67 2658
1918 1126 218 67 157 18 1585
1919 1464 331 273 252 21 2341
1920 1769 765 195 202 39 2970
1921 1544 432 293 141 20 2430
1922 1837 1701 341 170 28 4077
1923 2015 1011 326 270 33 3655
1924 1772 1459 290 335 45 3901
1925 2082 1214 380 506 28 4210
1926 2374 1650 454 559 448 22 5507
1927 2805 1507 541 451 475 19 5798
1928 2679 1677 394 217 504 16 5487
1929 2725 2283 356 347 592 89 6392
1930 2690 2658 396 331 396 99 6570
1931 2834 2616 584 276 288 194 6792
1932 3089 1063 471 680 320 192 5824
1933 3783 948 456 399 412 288 6286
1934 3540 1099 345 362 423 284 6053
1935 3611 1082 486 104 224 420 5927
1936 3660 1160 410 121 223 488 6062
1937 3744 1159 404 161 148 447 6063



TABLE I (CQNT.)
NUMBER OF TITLES IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

DATE ENGLISH GERMAN FRENCH ITALIAN RUSSIAN
" ALL--- 
OTHERS TOTAL

1938 4028 1455 433 119 236 422 6693
1939 4229 1216 434 131 123 274 6557
1940 4460 811 264 196 74 470 6275
1941 4349 463 139 69 76 356 5452
1942 4330 328 78 25 60 245 5066
1943 3836 147 35 10 47 248 4323
1944 3642 87 33 2 27 135 3926
1945 3216 55 74 41 _ 32 121 3539-
Totals 
1894-1945

18676 24587 12408 3460 785 59916

Av. 1926-35 
3013 1653 448 372 409 162 6064

High 1926^35 
3783 2658 584 680 592 420 6792

TABLE II
PERCENTAGE OF TITLES IN THE DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

ALL
DATE ENGLISH GERMAN FRENCH ITALIAN RUSSIAN U.S.A. OTHERS
1894 41.92 28.58 20. 20 6.25 3.05
1895 35. 08 34. 00 23. 31 5. 74 1.87
1896 34.47 31. 11 22.02 8.15 4. 25
1897 31.85 28.15 28. 56 8. 97 2.47
1898 29.77 31. 90 27.87 8.17 2.39
1899 27. 63 31.42 30.38 8. 63 1. 94
1900 27. 33 30.75 32.40 7.96 1. 56
1901 24.92 30.05 34.00 9. 31 1.71
1902 29.34 35. 12 28. 88 5. 59 1.07
1903 36.15 31.15 24.18 7.73 .70
1904 23. 34 50.45 20.09 5.86 • 26
1905 23.87 50. 61 19.18 5.87 .47
1906 32. 62 44.17 18. 57 4.45 . • 18
1907 25. 79 50.82 18.05 4. 87 .46
1908 30.26 47.11 18. 20 3. 57 • 86
1909 33.81 38.96 21.94 4. 27 1. 01
1910 25.11 55.46 14.12 4. 74 . 57
1911 31.92 49.16 13.90 3. 62 1. 40
1912 26. 24 56.93 11.78 4. 31 .73



SASULU Ce::?.)
PERCENTAGE CF TITLES I:: THE DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

DATE ENGLISH GERMAN FRENCH ITALIAN RUSSIAN U- S. A.
ALLOTHERS1913 31. 13 49. 78 13.25 4. 49 1.351914 38.46 42. 39 14. 50 3.33 1. 331915 60.33 23.50 9. 64 4.75 1.78

Av. 1894-1915
31.87 39. 62 _. 21.14 5. 94 1. 431916 69.5 21.8 5.0 3.4 .31917 81.0 3.3 8.8 4.4 2.51918 71.0 13.7 4.2 9.9 1.21919 62.5 14.1 11.7 10.8 .91920 59.6 25.8 6.6 6.8 1.21921 63.6 17.7 12.1 5.8 .81922 45.3 41.7 8.7 4.2 .7

1923 55.2 27.7 8.9 7.2 .91924 45.4 37.4 7.4 8.6 1.2
1925 49.5 28.9 9.0 12.0 .7
1926 43.1 30.0 8.2 10.2 8.1 .41927 48.0 26.0 9.0 8.0 8.0 0.01928 48.8 30.6 7.2 4.0 9.2 .31929 42.6 35.7 5.7 5.4 9.3 1.41930 41.0 40. 5 6.0 5.0 6.0 1.5
1931 41.7 38.5 8.6 4.1 4.3 2.9
1932 53.0 18.3 8.1 11.7 5.6 3.3
1933 60.2 15.1 7.3 6.3 6. 5 4.6
1934 58.5 18.2 5.7 6.0 7.0 4.7
1935 60.9 18.3 8.2 1.8 3.8 7.1
1936 60.4 19.1 6.8 2.0 3.7 47.0 8.1
1937 61.7 19.1 6.7 2.7 2.4 50.1 7.4
1933 60.2 21.7 6. 5 1.8 3. 5 48. 5 6.3
1939 64.5 18.6 7.4 2.0 1.9 53.8 7.7
1940 71.5 12.9 4.0 3.1 1.2 57.9 7.1
1941 79.8 3.5 2.6 1.3 1.4 68.1 6. 5
1942 85. 5 6. 5 1.5 .5 1.2 75.6 4.8
1943 88.7 3.4 .8 .2 1.1 79.5 5.7
1944 92.8 2.2 .9 0.0 .7 84.8 3.4
1945 90.6 1.6 2.1 1.2 .9 78.2 3.4
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twenty-four of the cricks and cubes in all, 
so that the attention may be held for some 
time through this "game" - - but undoubtedly 
the child’s pleasure is greatly increased 
by the fact of his being watched by a group - 
of his companions, all interested and eager.

IV. Education of the Taste Sense

Didactic Material

a. Solutions

1. Acid

2. Swe et

3. Bitter

4. Salt

As to taste, the method of touching the 
tongue with various solutions, bitter or acid, 
sweet, salty, is perfectly applicable. Child
ren of four years readily lend themselves to 
such games, which serve as a reason for 
showing them how to rinse their mouths perfectly. 
The children enjoy recognising various flavours, 
are learn, after each test, to fill a glass 
with tepid water, and carefully rinse their 
mouths. In this way the exercise for the 2 
sense of taste is also an exercise in hygiene.

V. Education of the Sense of Smell

Didactic Material

a. Flower

b. Various food odors

The olfactory sense in children is not 
developed to any great extent, and tnis maxes 
it difficult to attract their attention by 
means of this sense. We have made use of one 
test which has not been repeated often enough 
to form the basis of a method. •-e have the

^ibid., p. iee. 
pIbid., p. 191. 
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c U \ s^el] i'resv vl-lets, ‘ r j essc nine fl ew
ers . We then bl f d -, hi" , s^ylm, "-ow we 
rre "oin ’ to present yon wi t• flowers.” .
little frle nd then hoi os - hunch of violets 
under the chile1 s r ose, the t he n-'. v mess the 
none of the flower. "or -re-ter or less in- 
tenslty, we present fewer flowers, or even 
one single blossom.

but this ^rt of educ o tl on, like tht 
of t:.e sense of tesste, crn he ob t s t n e d hv the 
child our ' n the luncheon hour ;--wr en re can 
le^rr to recomize verrous odours J

71. dducetion of the Sense of /ision

-itension

idee tic ' h ter lal

1. Soli f insets? kree solid blocks of

wood. ^scr ls bo cer. 11” e ters l on " ,

ù centimeters wide centi"e ters

inders .

series contains ten cyl

these "re to be bundlet by

"e?ns of wooden or brass button fixe^

In cent r of tne toy.

1'- the rirst set of the series, the cylinders 
ere 11 of equal be 1~. t ? 55 Till 1me très) but 
differ in diene ter. Pre smallest cylinder has 
a d'one ter of 1 centl etre, rnd the others in
crease in diameter a t the r" te of ... centimetre. 
In the second set, t- e c-1 Inders are all of e- 
cu-l dIe me ter, c orre sponding to hclf the dl«--e- 
ter of the 1 ar ~es t linger in. the . rece^in" 
ser'e? -- (27 mi111 metres). i?e cylinders in 
this set riffer 1- bel"ht, the first 1ein - 
merely a little dl^k on]v a centimetre hi"h, 
the others inrress3 5 ollli ”etres escv , the 
tenth one he in" 55 ill lue très rim.. -n the 
thir^ set, the cylinders differ both in he’ ft

Ifbld., p. 190
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Thch space of l decimetre is pointed alter
nately red or blue. i he rods, when placed 
close to each other, must be so arranged 
that the colours correspond, formin’ so many 
tr nsverse strips -- the whole set when ar
ranged has the ap. e- iance of a rectangular 
triangle mm de up of oi-an pipes, which de
crease or. the side of the hypotenuse .

The child orran’es the rods which have 
first been scattered and mixed. ^e puts 
them together accordin’ to the m^dopti on of 
length, and observes the correspondence of 
colours. ills exercise also offers a very 
evident control of error, for the regularity 
of the decreasin’ length of the stairs lon^ 
th ° ypotonuse will be ^Itere^ if the rods 
-re not properly placed. This, too, will be 
easily observed b^ the child.

This most important set of blocks will 
have its principal application in arithme
tic, . .

4 . jhe Lon’ Stair

(a) Size: .er rose-colored wooden

cubes.

The largest cube has a case of 10 cent1- 
metres, th? smHast, of 1 centimetre, the in
terven' n - one a decrease 1 centimetre e ° c r . 
lit tie -reen clot, carpet -oes with these 
blocks. This ma y be of oilcloth of cardboard, 
-he rame consists of c uild Ln^ the cubes up, 
one upon another, in the order of their dimen
sions , constructin’ little tower of which 
the 1er-est cute forms the base and the smal
lest the apex. The carpet is placed on the 
floor, on the cutes rre scattered upon it. 
- s the tower is built upon the carpet, the 
child ~oes throu~h the exercise of kneeliny, . 
rising, etc. T^e control is -iven b?” the ir- 
re-ularity of the tower s it decreases to
ward tk e apex. ' cube misdeed reveals it
self, because it br-a <s the line. The -o s t 
common error made i y the children in playin~ 
with these blocks at first, is that of pisc
ina the second cube as the base and placing

1 lb id., p. 195
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box of cnrds, the contoü 
is I .-. the s-ne r
o 111 r e one r en t ine t : e : 
set of ccr . s 11c c on t o' r 
is ont Href . - •■ 11 c - 1 
:rx', ti..? col _ec t on of 
c orres pone i insets, - n
in three seric« ,

s 2. x clr c* 
r.e *' orr t 
Ive \ol— 
e si xt..

r of t.- o s^ne f 1 ■ vres 
Ive . r , : o r - in - tn 
n v loti.. wn the thirf■ 
tf t he O" trie fort 

‘ re . .«e hove tnen the
sr - - f r es wi tr the ir 
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he drovers of desk.
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h’c- /i-ln'sh ir dif- 
e six triT-Hs' ir 
fro” 9 pen tn-on t ? " 

or cents ins six curved 
ovn , etc., md t 
d cv ^o^r crossed res)

's exercise cnsitts ir presentin' to 
tie chi J 7 t ne It ? ' rr re or tr ■ - in vh i ch w e 
■n v 'rmn tr = " i -Tes t v.e wish to present 
t'-em. Ae proceed to The out the insets, nix 
tier u; on tr : t^ble, end th-n invite the child 
to t t the t r " c k in l " c e . inis -■ re mt - ho 
i 1 - red • ” even ♦ ’-e you- -sr children end holds 
the t ton tier ' o: " lor- est ici, th ou ~h not for 
so It - r tire - s ths exercise with the cylin
ders • indeed, - h- t never seer r ck * 1 re- 
le r t tn is ex ere'se tore trrnn five or six t" res. 
-he child, In f - o t, oxponds nd. ener — up or 
this exercise. t ns t reco mise the for. - nd 
Ts t look st it c r - f ni y . -

2 . Fl-n-_ Geometric t or ms

( s ) krf s vo n w ic: "re dr^wr in bl^ c :, 

n- rrow out j 1res o' t - s' re fl nre.
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c. .cuc.tlon of ths hro-c tic Sense

1.1- otic " t _ r 1 r. 1

1. Pl sees of tr1-nt-c olorea stuffs

2. s 2 Is covered 11-. wool of different 

c -ltrs

o . 2 11 : -i L t ties, wound vvf. c olored

w- :l or s L j: -.

■- • wo < ox = s of e 1 %. 1 c : r true r.ts e c. , 

c c- tr In 1 r •- :ê c -'lor telle ts . : -ese - r e

of red, r s en 1 ^e, or- .. e, violet, 

n c -, row.. ' n.. or- n -e, .resented In 

% series or el n t ses un tints .

str? 
el 1 o 
o t

S C O - 
C . 1 O -I ? 
n ohs

co 1 u -n , 
color 

" tc L 1e 
?1 ■.

:• or 
ect t .re 
j ’æ , on

r : c er o x el ;Lt }2 _ . -duo f tier o: t:_.

^oc 1 : f l" et-- of ’"htr ! c, w Ircot

1-> * - C ] _. • . -L # .J _ » . - —- -L
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t no pl ne ; six tv elt c-nt Ive teis; / cer-

t i ’eter tti ck.

Wei^tt of t"' 1e ts; 24, 11 - nn 12 "y?v -es .

-here tablets shoe! '■ r ver, ^oo t : 1 " 
pnsslvle, V' rn Is ne i in such t • * t every

1 ’ r te e r. bells,

r ou 'hr.e r shnl: le ^1 l-lnr toê , r u t so t? t the 
r ■' t ora) Color of the wool s iu 11 re™' in. 
cl/lù, ohserv" n*  the colour, knows ths t th ey 
Ue of ^Ifferir’ wef -? t nd th ' s offers
"c ns of c or ti-ol 1 ’ i ~ the exercise. *-e kes
two of the tablets in h’s hr ne s , le tt n^ them 
rest. uyethe r] ” • t ti e v se of hl s o ’tstret- 
c'' e' . - he - Ire -oves ’ris tenus ur 'no own
1™ or wr to vcn~e tho wet -ht. This move .ent 
should -o-e to . e, little cv litt-e, ' l1 os t in
s - s 1 1 e . "7e 1 ' ' the ok lie to : rhe - Is cist Inc 11 nc - 
11 on .jirely thro1 \ . the : 1 ffe: enc e In w e i -ft .
no v In ' cut ths trh of t. e fiff erent colours, 

. u closlr ' ris s s . “e learns to do this f
th - sei f , - ’ tr v«r, r w t Ln t ere st 1" oss- 
5_.H1

. Zdvcf t ion f sr th--- incri -.1 m tion of Sounds (be- r-

1 r ~ )

Ifr c ti t r 1 - 1

woofer fro e.

doni ] e series o 1 
r a f our ; w wi-s . 
ells ir the lirst 
d the "orrespnnd- 
:r ’ s eye rc l se pre - 
t: ' child dees 

h ti™e w*  tie the 
pro ucos souncs 
-ven v. er the te " - 
e cr 1 lerr ?y,c 
? - tetween s ounce , 
s i"strv cert in its 
roc tied .2

?v' o ' e t cons lots of r 
t ( ^.]s nn : ther ? r
: -v’n struck onc of the t 
series, the ch’1 h ust fir 
' - - sourie ir the sc one . 
sorts ~T°Vv di*  f 1 cul 4 •• , r s 
rot k-.ow hov; to strike esc 
st ™e fore», s nd therefore 
vh i c . vrv Ir in teiisitv . 
e’er strikes the bel_s , tn 
hiffcultv i^ cis tin-uIshi 
-o we co not ^ce. th t thi 
.resent for.-i is entirely p

b. Pizzo!i's series of little whistles.

4 
01
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c. ror TRcstior of noises -- srsll boxes 

fUle- w ? t riff er t substances ( s c nd or 

pebbles). The noises r re .roduc o' t" 

sh- k  r " boxes .*

s . 7 o ! c e

Tn the lessor s f or t: e s ense of 
I proce e r s fol 2 ore : 7 the te
totlish silence in t..e usuel way end

r e rlr. ~ 
chers e s- 
then I

1

nce oor e pro-

• P -e- c v *

little tv
C c c ? slone 1- 

yo c ' 1 > t W
t- * c- " r y 

tin- "lore 
voice.
"bow, T 
1 uz . b. - co

ror^, .. < r. • t ne s i e 
- f t '■ t »” ! r c •

now s; ■ ip siroi t, 
r • * ' q * y» V o a ' < V) n' *<•.-*  k. .. A * * . s—z * v j * j

V• o -, - . <• .-. ■ ■ r 4- - Vc? r * c _

, "'ne s 11 -n^ -til’ — -o
V *- < • e ‘ m f; ,. l c ** - - -v - O - - w U
t r.lw ps 11 ter end repe' 
till,” ir. '• barejv ■ uo'cxe 
ay s til1 in s low whisper, 
clock, - v. ’ cr n i.e r th :

w 1 s , row 7 cm he " r ole 
s 1" the i ’er..,’^

. usicc 1 uc t i

tilctlc • a torial

" . 2 rues c n cells

V ' ~ • 5 c * 1 *-  c: t y ry-- " — * *-  ’ r 1 t •»*«-»  *r.  r î p ' ■. I » W. U. . _. e 1 _ . . — -X * < - - ‘ * - * -*  - X *

c . ’tT'’'^ : Instruments.

c . 7 o l c e

e . ù!]e.ce a nd w ' 1 s ^er tests of ? c c r a t e husr-

..o nicer' ' ' ' 
e of r;"th", 
s e toward c " 1

for to. 
i-s tr -e c s

o s o un s , i s to a
, to 1
"te - o v

^-TbId . , p . 2c.
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celle v e the t stringed 1rs truients (oer- 
;s soie ver: cr cl-ch If l^c hero ) wcuJ d*  ce 

te io?t c orveni ent. i v e s tr lr:" e instruments
to-etuer with the crui tn^ the cells
tr _ o o ' the cl: es le 1rs11 uient " of h’’ 
h‘e r rp is the instmect of Mthe ; r 
life of tr.e Inaivièuc 1 .” Le rd pire 
the rends of Orpheus, folk-1oie puts 
f? try hrnos, end ro-^nce "Ives it to

foru the

11"/ te 
es it in 
it into 
the crir-

o conquers t: : he" i-1 of 
pr inc e.1

v. icked

etnod end ^idcc tic teris 1 us d for lève topic .. r i t -

erst Period : Exercises co develop the nscu- 

lr -ech'-nist in hoi a in - n _ us in • t? - pen or 

penc il

Piece tic : "ter1P1;

1 . . _e tr 1 insets

2. "olore d pencils

3. Outil e err win -s.

4. ~rrZ. wooden tables

.. e thou

.he ch lie t^kes tee -e t 1 Insets r nd their 

frênes uses the1 lr *re followin' nsy: 

he take : the r t% f r r ne, pieces it upon

" sheet of white y yer, "nd wi th c -lore h 

pencil or- ws ^ro -rd t..c e cot1^ center.

., h e n the frs me is tv ken £wrv th - child sees 

tre figure in outline. then pieces tie 

inset ov r t’- ° f i"are he he s drewn 'nd f ol- 

lows tr.e sn e of this inset v;i f • diff erent 
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colored enc 11 . „eyt tie chile fills in 

the f i ~\} re . 1 1 s 1 s cone on til ny de -

s’ -ns ve beer e .

• • • tie re is revealed to vs p dur-licite 
for-1 of nr o n s s ion '

First. t 1 111 e ? little, the '^res tenn 
less ond less to - o -utside the enclos in - 11: e 
until , nt lest, tne^ «re erf e c tl - contained 
v/ithin it, enc both th„ centre -rd the frr -ne 
! re f i l " od wi tr close a nd un if or ri str o''es •

Second. The strokes wlth which the ch lid 
fills In the f i-ur s, fron be in" st first short 
and confuse-'1, become ^ricu? lly ion-er, end - one 
nearly .r rellel, until in nnnc cases the fi -vres 
are filled in by ns of o e r f e c 11v re -vl-r u: 
-nd down strobes, oxter..in- froc .ne slue of " 
tne fl ’ure to th - - o t: - v . . r. such - case, 11
is ev’uent th^t the chile is -aster of tYs pen
cil. ihe nisculrr ,riechanis -, n ece s sr r- to the 
c nu-erent of t e ins rv-ert of writin", is 
es tabi isbed

h . fee one Period : exercises to es tabi i sr. the vis- 

^nl-u scu j or- i- --o of the a] ph a be tlca ] s i~ns 

a no t i "sr'di 'error" o’" th. e iovp-ents noces - 

s-rv to ;r i t T n-. 

didactic 'a ter ici

lards or vnh c.. sb"] : letters of th-? -1-

tet ■re counted in scnr

re cnrds uoor wl ici e sandpaper letters
are ' o- nted are a dr. ted in size and sha^e to 
eac: letter. de vowel s ‘ r In l i-ht-coloured 
sand: : per a d a r ? ;o: n ted u p o dark cards, the
c on son ar ts -no h - re >? of letters are in 
cl s ch sard.r per courted upo: v. - T t c rds. l ■ c 
-roui- - ‘ s so r r rar ' - - ' s to c- j ] r ttenti o-- 
to c )n tr-a s te" , or tnho-o's f or—s .

1Ibid♦, p. . 2^1-70 
2ltlo., p. 275.
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’ e th-c

] • ' r : ' S.t : ; : .sscc tl of t? e visual,

i/^scul^r .J t - c ti] e ' r:- e ? v. it- 1 e

ter sorrhs -re 'he,

rhe ciree tress presents to the ch il : tv/o 
°- tno c ■ r. a unon v;nl c:. vowel s r.re rojnt:-h 
(or two of t :censor ' r*ts , r. o the esse o^ . 
Lë t vs sv O pose t s v we -.-r sent t;.e letters 1 
r ni o, s--in -, ” . n ■ s Is 1 J ^’s is o f «s 
soon : o we w: ve -Iver, the s cunê of the letter, 
v;e ■ e - ■• toe eh ’ 1 o or; ce It, t^kii. • csre to 
' “O ■■ x ■ i - o t o „r c _ — - t ; r. ... is :.e c e s s r— 
*' 1 - t_e 1 ' : ,y ■ . -_r y h's ri -h t here,

• . w :r1 . tep

1/ —r- -o . 1 i o w i n r... J etters co lie

ovoi- t; e s rh er letter ir tl e sense of wr 1 t- -• - !

re ch 'l ti n traces r. s

I !•. -1 i on of r.ovew nt h- whl c

th .• t'v ’ . •’ i- ter : re ce ? .

"erf e - t 1 r . .;.o cfh.l olw 1 : -now hr; to
c o; _r r e one to r-^- -n ' s e t : e f * Tres, wren 1 e 
;-"rs tr e sounow c orres . ;^r < in ' to then.

- : e "in wtr- ^s sirs the ch ! 1 " , f-r ex* - — 
. Ie, "live -e o ’ -- -e i ^f the chile
o-s .. t r cc v tse h ? letters c- lockin - st 

th -, c- e Invites h/ - t? tr^c^ tier, bi:t f 
Ye ti 11 foe r r.ot rew-ise the - , the lessor 
to en"°", e--n -v co reswre ' not her " — - . T 
f - v e Pirenw s ok en o: t e revers't” o^ nt 
r^-.-lir. t:v error, ' o" not insist " - tr 
t. ■-• tc^cpl- • w: e r.... h" k f./os not re s . ond 



for so 9 LnsVrts up?" trn t s U e, the /. Irec- 
tress -s’s th. child, " ,hAt is tris?”
. j shO':j o r 7 = ; 'o/ ; o, 1 .

- ' ; t o ? • ’ r. - the c ïeoroér, th ? hires
tress rorc'-ii^^s on3't the souno , r rô r s soon 
ns s .e h- s d ne so uni tes wi ti it p vowel, 
pronouncin- the sv11?olo thus forr and 1- 
tern tin- thi• little exercise ny h e use o" 
h - if m. i v ov.el s . ' he mus t p 1 w ys . e crrefvl
to e-/ rs’ze t’ u so,'rf of 
; e" th. i t ? tse 1 ' , ns , 
"h ne, mi, mm. .her the 
coord i isolates it, anc 
w I t:. t :. ? vowel . '

the consor"nt, r~~ 
; or ex ? mpie, , u,
chile i'one<cts the 
then fcco'ornh? it

ha Period : .xereises f?r co -position of

V. ore s 

:)iâ? c t ‘ c - ter i s 1

1 ph"lets

the process corrie- c ' t - -- "ns of ti e

otters cut out o no c1"s < i f i e h distinct sec-

t ■ : 11 e , th e 1 e t -

t-i - " h c . : const! tote ? i^r vmyas .

recess is h fol. ows : the cd 11? selects his

r*  "r "ts thec 3 r

■ - ‘’ o:■ t ;? y " - " er 1 " ■ o r i . - t- i

thr:lr 1 " ep t. t’-e 1 ov , x- * -t bv tr.e size of the

c or. ' ~ rt-onts tters whic> nrj "Is h e1

there . - h Is f’rnuhe ' -y ’ck-recc "nd h' - - letter
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